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Much of Kenneth Burke's voluminous work over more th:in fif1y years has been 
an attempt to redefine and expand the scope of rhetorical analysis and to apply it 10 

.ill forms of language use. His chief contributions have been in developing rhetori
col literary criticism and in analyzing the ways in which language systems- philo
sophical, political, liternry, and religious-describe and influence human motives. 
His early works, Cuwuer -Starement (1931) and n,e Philosophy of Literary Form 
( 1941 ), develop the theory that literature is a fonn of :symbolic action. In A Gram
mar of Motives ( 1945), Burke presents the dramotistic pentad (act, scene, agent, 
agency, and purpose) as a method of annlyzing ways of talking about motives. In A 
Rhetoric of Motives (1950), he defines rhetoric as the use of language to form alli
tudes and influence action. In later work, such as The Rhetoric of Religion (1961), 
he present~ elements of a proposed .. symbolic" of motives, in which he examines 
the psychologicul effects produced by systems of rhetorical motivation, 

Burke was born in Piusburgh in 1897, a11ended Ohio State and Columbia Uni
versities very brietly, and joined 1he Bohemian group of writers in Greenwich Vil
lage thnl included Hart Crane. e. e. cummings, Allen Tate, Edna St. Vincent Millay, 
and his childhood friend Malcolm Cowley. In the twenties, Burke worked for the 
avant-garde magazine The Dial as music critic, book reviewer, and ediror while 
publishing poetry, short stories, essays, and reviews in a number of journals. During 
the Great Depression, he became attached to but did not join the Communist party, 
delivering papers :ll the Writers' Congresses of 1935 1937, and r939. He taught 
briefly at the New School for Social Research in the thirties and longer (from 1943 
until 196 l) at Bennington College and was visiting professor at a great many col
leges. In his long career, Burke was studied and lionized by scholars in many fields. 
As one writer, Gregory S. Jay, put it, "He has Jived to see his work repeatedly cele• 
brated, forgonen, and revived as each new generation and movement in criticism 
belatedly stumbles upon the traces of Burke in territories it thought were undiscov
ered."' 

In Co1.1111er-Srmeme111, Burke announced that "effoctive literature could be noth
ing else but rhetoric." In so saying, he opposed the aesthetic view of literature as po
etic and coniemplative, divorced from the world of action. Burke's critical theory
which tinticipates elements of reader-response criticism, American Formalism, and 
deconstruction-is that literary forms nre best understood by their effects on read• 
ers anti that the study of rhetoric, much maligned by literary critics of the day, is 
precisely what is needed to understand 1he effects not only of literature but of rlll 
forms of discourse. The last section of Cow1ter-S1me111e111, the "Lex.icon Rhetori
cae," is an annotated list of liternry-rhetorical terms intended as tools for applying 
Burke's method. In rehabilitating rhetoric for use in literary criticism, Burke classifies 
li1era1ure as a kind of persuasive discourse, and though he tinkers with definitions that 

•Gregory S. Juy, "Burke Re-Mor~." Preffe.tt 6 (fall/winier 1985), fl. 169, 
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conlinue to di1,1ingu1sh "art'' and "use" (that is, poelic and rhetoric), he conclude. 
that rhetorical analysi<. is appropriately applied to every kind of writing and <,peak
ing and may even be applied directly to the <.ludy of human relations. 

Btrke was vigorously attacked by both literary critics and rhetoricians fo1 mud
dling literature :ind nonliternturc, pectic and rhetoric, language and life. He re
-.ponded by propounding the theory that literature is a form of symbolic actwn, with 
purpo~el, and effects in the iicld of human relation<.. In The P/11lmophr of Lircrary 
Form: Studies in S_ymlmlic Actiu11, Burke argues that poetics ii. a sub~et of rhetoric. 
Literature and art, he says, have a hortatory or foren:-ic function, e~pcc1ally in a cap
italistic society, in which they often ·crve as propaganda. 

In A Grc,mmar uf Moriw:s (excerpted here), Burke pre:,ents the dramatisuc sys
tem, wluch unifies rhetoric and poetic in a single analytical framework. In Ihi:, 1,ys
tem, une can study and compare statements about motives by examining how they 
treat the dram~1tic elements of humun relations : acL scene, agent, agency, .ind pur
pose. l'lurke asserts that this pcntad of terms is intended as a way of analyzing not 
actual human behavior but only descriptions of behavior. His concern is "primarily 
with the analysis of language rather than with the analysis of reality." The terms of 
the pentad arc not "forms of experience" but "forms of talk about experience." 
Nonetheless, he often :ipplies the dramatistic method as a form of sociological 
:1nalys1!. and, in later works, such as language as Symbolic ActitJ11 ( 1966. excerpted 
here), treats experience and language .1s completely interc.Jepcndenl. The bulk of A 
Gro111111ar of Mutivcl" is tuken up with an:ilyscs of common terms that urc typically 
used to attribute motives, analyses of philosophical systems that describe motive~. 
and a long study of the meanings or dia/ec1ic. 

Burke's own method is dialectical, although decmwrnctive may be a belier tenn 
today for characterizing his practice of revealing contrary meanings in supposedly 
positive tenns and his emphasis on the way language "defeats'' reality. For Burke. 
every epistemology hns a key term, a "God-term," that names the fundamental 
ground of human action, as the name God does for religious epistemologics. These 
terms and the language systems that surround them are the resources for rhetorical 
action. 

In A Rheroric of Mo1ives (excerpted here), Burke looks at how these resources 
arc used 10 create "identification" with a group and its worldview. lcle111ijica1io11 
means to suggest more powerrully than pers11asiu11 the workings of rheterical dis• 
course in everyday language. Burke examines the ways in which the terms used to 
creme identification work to include 1hc members of a group in a common ideology, 
while at the same time excluding alternate terms, other groups, and competing ide· 
ologies. (His general observations on the nature of inclusion and exclusion arc in
cluded in our excerpt.) He then reviews the definitions of rhetoric given or implied 
by a number of philosophers, including Jeremy Bentham ·s critique of metaphoric 
deception 8I:iise Pascal's analysis of Jesuit casuis1ry, and Karl Marx's demystifica
tion of Hegelian ideali. m. 

The whole enterprise of making a grammar, a rhetoric, and a symbolic of mo
tives i~ u way of analyzing systems of knowledge-primarily philosophy and poe
try but also science, psychology, and popular culture-from the point of view of 
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rhetoric Burke's rhet•ric, bound up in communities, communal ide:.is, social rela• 
tions. religion. rn:igic, and psychological effects, in bol h verbal :mcJ nonverbal com 
municmion, seem.~ 10 encompuss nlmost everything. Although il i~ of1en frustrating 
10 reud Burke, his theories arc undeniably powerf'ul and his analyses full of remark • 

able insights. The sclectiens rep1inlctl here provide only a hint of what Bur~e has to 

offer. 

Selecte,I Bihtiogm pl,y 

Our texts nf ti G,·,11111,wr 11/ Moti1·.,,· (New Yori,., 1945) and A Rhet11m· 11/ Moli,·tt., (New 
Yori., 19501 ;ire the ll)O<J eJi11un, hy the Univer1-ity of Califomiu Pre~s. The e~cel'pt trom 
Lm1g11111,:t1 a,,· S_,111/111/i,· 1\c:tion ( 1966) l'on11::~ I rom the tirst edition, .ilso puhlt~hed by the Uni 
versi1y \ll' Culifornia Pre~~-

Other work~ hy Burl..c indudc C,11111tt:r-Statemc111 (New York. 1931 ), Per111tt11e11ce anti 
Clw11gl!.' All Am1t11111_1· oj 1'11rp11.w (New Yurk. 1935), The P/Jilowphy uf Liternr)' Farm: S1111/ 
ie.1 i11 Sy111bolir 1k1io11 (Bull)ll Rouge, 1941), Tiu! Rhetoric of Relii:irm: Swdie., iH Lm.:aloi:y 
(Bust on, 1~61 ). :md Om11101irn1 a11d De1•e/ap111e111 (Worcester. Mass., 1972). P:iul Jay h,1~ 
cdih:d 1111! Sdt!clt.!tl C111n•.1pmult!11ce of Ki:11111:1/1 Burke ant.1 Mrilrn/111 Coll'le_i, 1915 1981 
{New York, 19!18). 

William !-1. Rued.en prnvi,Je, an l!Xh::n~ive hioliograr,hy uf Burke's work unJ an excel
lc!nt ann,llateu L>1bhogr.iphy or works aooul Burke in Ki:111u:th B11rJ..e wul the D1w1w of 
H11111a11 Nelntiml\, 2nJ e<l. (13erkeley, 1982). Rueckert's Cri1ict1l Ri:.1po111el //J Kt'1111c1l, 
H11rk 1y24 1966 (Minneapolis, 1969) al~o contain~ v.iluahle bibliographic note~. 

Among the books thut have been written .about Burke, severul combine biography and a 
general review of hi, work~: George Knox, Critirnl Mo1111m1s: Ke1111cth Burke'.\' Categories 
mrd Cri1i1111es lSeattle. 1957); Hugh Dunc,1n, Co1111111111icotinJ1 ,111d Social Order (New York, 
1962); Merle Brown, Ke1111t!lh /lurJ..e (Minneapolis, 1969); and Am1in Frank. Kemreth Burke 
(New York, 1969). 

More specifically focused on rhetoric are Duniel Fogarty's iniroductory essay. "Kenneth 
Burke's Theory," in Root,\ Jur" New Rhewric (New York, 1959); Virginia Holland's Co1111-
1erpoi111: Ke1111eth 811rkt! om/ Aristvtle's Tlieoril!.v oj R/reroric (New York, 1959); and Marie 
Hochmurh Nichols's "Kenneth Burke and the 'New Rhetoric"' (Quarterly Jounwl of Speed, 
J8 I April 1952]: 133-44, r[)(. in Schwartz and Rycenga, The Province of Rheroric. and in 
R. Johannesen, Cmrrempurnry Theories of Rhetoric:). Among the many more recent articles, 
~ee Ross Winterowd'~ "Kenneth Burke: An Annotated Glossury of His Tenninistic Screen" 

(R/Jewric Suciery Q11anerly 15 !summer/full 1985}: 14:5-77); and Michael Feehnn's 
"Kenneth Burke's Discovery of Dr.imatism" (Quarterly Jo1mwl of Spetclt 65 l1979]: 405-
1 , ). An ambi1ious study lfaclcing the developmc:nt of Burke's rhetorical theories throughout 
his l.!areer and 1011chi11g on a vast number of works is Ruben Wess, K e1111erh Burke: Rhetoric, 
S11bjec1ivity, Postmodemism (New York, 1996). An excellent summu.ry of Burke's major 
works rela1ing 10 rhe1oric is Bernard L. Brn<:k, "Evolution of Kenne1h Burke's CriIicism 
and Philosophy of Language," in Kennerh Burke am/ Co111e111pornry European Thou.~/11 

(Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1995), a volume edited by Brock that contains live other chaplers compar
ing Burke 10 Jurgen Haoenn.is, Ernesto Grassi, Michel Foucuult, and Jacques Derrida. 

Stanley Edgar Hyman's discussion of Burke's cri1ical method in Th~ Armed Vision: A 
Srmly i11 the Merluxls of Modem Urer,11)• Criticism (New York, 1948) gives a sense of the 
confusion and dismay caused by Burke's theories Ill their first appearnnce. Fr.ink Lentricchia 
focuses on Burke's Mar~ism in Criticism and Sode,/ Clumge (Chil.!ugo, 1983). 
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Burke engaged 11 a three-way debate in the journal Critical Inquiry: Wayne Booth, 
"Kenneth Burke's Wny of Knowing," and Burke, "ln Response to Booth; Dancing with 
Tears in My Eyes" (both September 1974); Fredric Jameson, "The Symbolic Inference: or. 
Kenneth Burke nnu Ideological Analysis" (spring 1978); Burke, "Methodological Repression 
and/or Strategies of Containment" (winter 1978); and Jameson. "Critical Response: Ideology 
and Symbolic: Action" (winter 1978), 

The quote from Gregory Jay i~ in a special edition of Preffc.tt (full/winter 1985) devoted 
LO Burke. 

From A Gra,nmar of Motives 

INTRODUCTION: THE FIVE 
KEY TERMS OF DRAMA TISM 

What is involved, when we say what pceple are 
doing and why they are doing it? An answer to 
that question i~ the subject of this book. The 
book is concerned with the basic forms of 
thought which, in accordnnce with the nature of 
the world as ull men necessarily experience it, 
are eiternplified in the allributing of mohves. 
These forms of thought can be ernbollied pro• 
foundly or trivially, truthfully or falsely. They 
are equally present in systematically elaborated 
metaphysical structures, in legal judgments, in 
poetry and fiction, in political and scientific 
works, in news and in bits of gossip offored at 
ranllorn. 

We shall use five terms as generating prin
ciples of our investigation. They are: Act. Scene, 
Agent, Agency, Purpose. In a rounded statement 
about motives, you must have some word that 
names the llCI (names what took place, in thought 
or deed), and another that names the scene (the 
background of the act, the siruation in which it 
occurred); also, you must indicate whnt person or 
kind of person (agem) performed the act, what 
meuns or instruments he used (agency), and the 
purpo.re. Men may violently disagree about the 
purposes behind u given act. or about the charac• 
ter of the person who did it, or how he did it, or 
in what kind of situation he acted; or they may 
even insist upon totally different words 10 name 
the uct itself. But be that as it may, nny complete 
statement about motives will offer some kind of 

answers to these five ~uestions: what was done 
(act), when or where it was done (scene), who 
did it (agent), how he did it (agency}, and why 
(purpose). 

If you ask why, with a whole world of terms 
to choose from, we select these rather than some 
others as basic. our book itself is offered as the 
answer. For, to explain our position, we shall 
show how it can be applied. 

Act, Scene, Agent, Agency, Purpose. Al· 
though, over the centuries, men have shown great 
enterprise and inventiveness in pondering matters 
of human motivation, one can simplify the sub
ject by this pentad of key lelTlls, which are under
standable almost at a glance. They need never 10-

be abandonetl, since all stntements th.it assign 
motives can be shown to arise out of them and 10 

terminate in them. By examining them quizzi
cally. we can range far; yet the terms are always 
there for us 10 reclaim, in their everyday simplic
ity, their almost mirnculous easiness, thus en• 
abling us constantly to begin afresh. When they 
might become difficult, when we can hardly see 
them, through having stared at them too in
tensely. we can of a sudden relait, to look at them 
as we always have, lightly, glancingly. And hav
ing reassured ourselves, we can start out again, 
once more daring to let them look strange an<l 
difficult for a time. 

In an exhibit of photographic murals (Road to 
Victory) at the Museum of Modern Art. there was 
an aerial photograph of two launches, proceeding 
side by side on a tranquil sea. Their wakes 
crossed and recrossed each other in almost an in-
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finity of lines. Ya despite the iniricateness of 1his 
tracery, 1he picture gave an impression of great 
simplicily, because one could quickly perceive 
the generating principle i:i its design. Such, ide
ally, is 1he case wilh our pentad of 1erms, used as 
gener.uing principle. It should provide us with a 
kind of simplicity that can be developed into con
siderable complexily, and yet can be discovered 
beneath its elaborations. 

We want to inquire into the purely internal 
relationships which the five tenns bear to one 
:inother, considering their possibi Ii ties of trans
formation, their range of permutations and com
binations- and then 10 see how these various re
~ources figure in actual statements about human 
mo1ives. S1rictly speaking, we mean by a Gram
mar of motives a concern with the terms alone, 
without reference to the wuys in which their po
temialities have been or can be utilized in actual 
statements about motives. Speaking broadly we 
could designate as "philosophies" any statements 
in which these grummatical resources are specifi
cally u1ilized. Random or unsystematic state
ments abou1 mo1ives could be considered as frag
ments of a philosophy. 

One could think of the Gmmmatical resources 
as principles , and of the various philosophies as 
casuistries which apply these principles 10 tem
poral situations. Por instance, we may examine 
the term Scene simply as a blanket term for the 
concept of background or setting i11 general, a 
name for a11y situiaion in which acts or agents are 
placed. In our usage, this concern would be 
"grammatical." And we move into matters of 
"philosophy" when we note that one thinker uses 
"God" as his term for the ultimate ground or 
scene of human action, another uses "nature," a 
third uses "environment," or "history," or "means 
of produc1ion," etc. And whereas a statement 
about the grammatical principles of mo1iva1ion 
might lay cluim IO a universal validity, or com
plete certainty, the choice of any one philosophic 
idiom embodying these principles is much more 
open 10 question. Even before we know what act 
is to be discussed, we can say with confidence 
1hat a rounded discussion of its motives must 
contain a reference to some kin,/ of background. 
But since each philosophic idiom will character
ize this background differently, there will remain 

the question as to which characterization is 
''right" or "more nearly right." 

It is even likely that, whereas one philosophic 
idiom offors the best calculus for one case, an
other case answers best 10 a to1ally different cal
culus. However, we should not think of •·cases" 
in too restricted a sense. Although, from the 
standpoint of the grammatical principles inherent 
in the internal relationships prevailing among our 
five terms, any given philosophy is to be consid
ered as a casuistry, even a cultural situation ex
tending over centuries is a "case," and would 
probably require a much different philosophic 
idiom as ils temporizing calculus of motives than 
would be required in the case of other cultural 
si1ua1ions. 

In our original plans for this project, we had 
no notion of writing a "Grammar" at all. We 
began with a theory of comedy, applied to a trea
tise on human relations. Feeling that competitive 
ambition is a drastically overdeveloped motive in 
the modem world, we thought this metive might 
be transcended if men devoted themselves not so 
much to "excoriating" it as to "appreciating" iL 
Accordingly, we began taking notes on the 
foibles and antics of whal we tended to think of 
as "the Human Barnyard." 

We sought to formulate the basic straragems 
which people employ, in endless variations, and 
consciously er unconsciously, for the outwitting 
or cajoling of one another. Since all these devices 
had a "you and me" quality about them, being 
"addressed" 10 some person or ro some advan
tage, we classed them broadly under the heading 
of a Rhetoric. There were other notes, concerned 
with modes of expression and appeal in the fine 
arts, and with purely psychological or psychoan
alytic matters. These we classed under the head• 
ing of Symbolic. 

We had made still further observations, which 
we al first strove uneasily to class under one or 
the 01her of these heads, but which we were 
eventuully able 10 distinguish as the makings of a 
Grammar. For we found in the course of writing 
that our project needed a grounding in formal 
considerations logically prior to both the rhetori
cal and the psychological. And as we proceeded 
with this introduc1ory groundwork, ii kept ex
tending its claims until it had spun itself ti-om an 
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intended l'ew hundred words into nearly 200,000, 

or which the present book is revision and abridg
menl. 

Theological, mewphysical, and juridical doc
trines offer the best illustration of the concerns 
we place under the heading of Grammnr· the 
forms anti methods of art best illustrate the con
cerns of Symbolic: and the ideal material to rc
venl the nature of Rhetoric comprises observa
tions on parliamentary and diplomatic devices, 
editorial bias, sales methods, and incidents of so
cial sparring. However, the three li.elds overlap 
considerably. And we shall note, in passing. how 
the Rhetoric and the Symbolic hover about the 
edges of our central Iheme, the Grammar. 

A perf.ectionisl might seek to evolve terms 
free of ambiguity and inconsistency (us wilh the 
termmistic ideals of symbolic logic and logicnl 
po~itivism). But we have a different pu'l)ose in 
view, one that probably retains traces or its 
"comic" origin. We take it for granted that, inso
far as men cannot themi.elves cre,1te the universe, 
there rnus1 remain something essentially enig
matic about the problem of motives, and that this 
underlying enigma will manifest itself in in
evitable ambiguities and inconsistencies among 
the 1erms for motives. Accordingly, what we 
want is nut terms tha1 avoid ambiguiry , but term.r 
that clearly reveal the strategic spots at which 
ambiguities necessarily arise. 

Occasionally, you will encounter a writer who 
seems to get great exaltation out of proving, with 
an air of much relentlessness, that some philo
sophic term or other has been used to cover a va
riety of meanings, and who would smash and 
abolish this idol. As a general rule when a term 
is singled out for such harsh treatment, if you 
look closer you will find that it happens to be as
sociated with some cultural or political trend 
from which the writer would dissociate himself; 
hence there is a certain notable ambiguity in this 
very charge of ambiguity. since he presumably 
feels purged and strengthened by bringing 10 bear 
upon this particular term a kind of auack that 
could, with as much justice. be brought to bear 
upon any other tern, (or "title") in philosophy. in
cluding of course the alternative term, or "title," 
that the writer would swear by. Since no two 
things or acts or situations are exactly alike, you 

cannot apply the same term to both ot them with 
out thereby introducing a certain margin of amt11-
guity. an ambiguity as great a~ the diflerence be
tween the two subjects that are given the 
identical title. And all the more may you expect 
10 find ambiguity in ,erms so "tirnlar" us 10 be
come the marks of a philosophic school, or even 
several philosophic schools. Hence, instead of 
considering it our task to "dispose of" any ambi
guity by merely disclosing the fact that it is an 
ambiguity, we rather consider il our lask to study 
and clarify the resources of ambiguity. For in 1he 
course of this work, we shall deal with many 
kinds of 1ransfor111ario11-and il is in the areas 
of ambiguity that lran formations rnke place: in 
fact, without such areas. transformation would be 
impossible. Distinctions, we might say, arise out 

of a great central mollenness, where oil is 
merged. They have been thrown from a liquid 
center 10 the surface, where they have congealed. 
Let one of these crusted distinctions return to JI~ 

source, und in this alchemic center ii may be re• 
made. again becoming molten liquid, and may 
enter into new combinations, whereat it may be 
again thrown forth as a new crust, a different dis
tinction. So that A may become non-A. But no1 
merely by a leop from one stale to the other. 
Rather, we must take A back into the ground of 
its existence, the logical substance that is 11s 
cuusul ancestor, and on to a point where it is con
substanliul with non-A; then we muy return, this 
time emerging with non-A instead. 

And so with our li.ve tenns: certain formal in• 
terrelationships prevail among these terms, by 
reason of their role as u11ribu1es of a common 
ground or substance. Their participation ,n a 
common ground makes for transformability. At 
every point where the field covered hy any one of 
these terms overlaps upon the li.eld covered by 
any other, there is an alchemic oppor1un11y, 
whereby we con put one philosophy or doctrine 
of motivation into the alembic, make the appro
priate passes, and take out another. From the cen
tral moltenness, where all the elements are fused 
into one togetherness, there arc thrown forth. in 
separate crusts, such distinctions as those be
tween freedom and necessity, activity and pa,
siveness, cooperation and competition , cause and 
effect, mechanism and 1cleology. 
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Our term, "Agent," for instance, is a genernl 
heading that might, in a given case, require fur
ther subdivision, as an agent might have his act 
modified (hence partly motivated) by friends 
(co-agents) or enemies (counteragenlS). Again, 
under "Agent" •ne coul41 place any persenal 
properties that are assigned a motivational value, 
such as "ideas," "the will," "fear," "malice," "in
tuition," "the creative imagination.'' A portrait 
painter may treat the body as a property of the 
agent (an expression of personality), whereas 
materialistic me-0icine would treat it as "scenic," 
a purely ·'objective material": and from another 
point of view it could be classed as an agency, a 
means by which one gets reports of the world at 
large. Machines are obviously instruments (that 
is, Agencies); yet in their vast accumulation they 
constitute the indusuial scene, with its own pecu
liar set of motivational properties. War may be 
treated as an Agency, insofar as it is a means to 
an end; as a collective Act, subdivisible into 
many individual acts; as a Purpose, in schemes 
proclaiming a cult of war. For the man inducted 
into lbe army, war is a Scene, a situation that mo
tivates the nmure of his !raining; and in mytholo
gies war is an Agent, or perhaps better a super
agent. in !he figure of the war god. We may think 
of voting as an act, and of the voter as an agent; 
yel votes and voters both are hardly other than o 
polilician's medium or agency; er f:rom another 
point of view, they are a part of his scene. And 
insofar as a vote is cast without adequate knowl
edge of its consequences. one might even ques
tion whether it should be classed as an activity at 
all; one might ruther call it passive, or perhaps 
sheer motion (what the behaviorisls would call a 
Response to a Stimulus). 

Or imagine that one were to manipulate the 
terms, for the imputing of motives, in such a case 
as this: The hero (agent) with the help of a friend 
(coagent) outwits the villain (counteragent) by 
using a file (agency) that enables him to break his 
bonds (act) in order to escape (purpose) from the 
room where he has been confined (scene). In se
lecting a casuistry here, we might locate the mo
tive in the agent, as were we to credit his escape 
10 some trait integral to his personality, such as 
"love of freedom." Or we might stress the moti
vational force of the scene, since nothing is surer 

to awaken throughcs of escape in a man than a 
condition of imprisonment. Or we might note the 
essential part played by the ,:oogem, in assisting 
our hero to escape-and, with such lboughts as 
•ur point of departure, we might conclude that 
!he metivalions of this act should be reduced to 
social origins. 

Or if one were given 10 the brand of specula
tive enterprise exemplified by certain Christian 
heretics (for instance, those who worshipped 
Judas as a saint, on the grounds that his betrayal 
of Christ, in leading to the Crucifixion, so 
brought about the opponunity for mank.ind's re
demption) one might locate tJ1e necessary moti
vational origin of the act in lhe co1111terage11t. For 
the hero would not have been prodded to escape 
if there had been no villain to imprison him. Inas
much as the escape could be called a "good" act, 
we might find in such motivational reduction to 
the counteragent a compensa1ory transfonnation 
whereby a bitter fountain may give forth sweet 
waters. 1n his A11ti•Dilhri11g Engels gives us a 
secular variant which no one could reasonably 
call outlandish or excessive: 

fl was slavery that first made possible the divi
~ion of labour hetwcen agricul!ure and industry on 
a considerable scale, and along wi1h this, the flower 
of the ancient world, Hellenism. Wi1hout slavery, 
no Greek state, no Greek art and science; without 
slavery, no Roman Empire. But without Hellenism 
and the Roman Empire as a basis. also no modem 
Europe. 

We should never forget that our whole eco
nomic, political, and intellectual development has 
as its presupposition a state of things in which slav
ery was us necessary u.s ii was universally recog
nized. In this sense we are enti1led 10 say: Without 
the slavery of antiquicy, no modem soc1olism. 

Pragmalists would probably have referred the 
mot.ivation back lo a source in agency. They 
would have noted that our hero escaped by using 
an instr11111e111, the file by which he severed his 
bonds; then in this same line of thought, they 
would have observed that the hand holding the 
file was also an instrument; and by I.he same 
1oken the brain that guided lhe hand would be an 
instrument, and so likewise the educational sys
tem that taught lhe methods and shaped the val
ues involved in the incident. 
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True, if you reduce the tenns to any one of 
1hem, you will find them branching out again; for 
no one of them is enough. Thu Mead called his 
pragmatism a philosophy of 1he act. And though 
Dewey stresses the value of "intelligence" as an 
instrument (agency, embodied in "scientific 
method"). the other key terms in his casuistry, 
"experience" and "nature," would be the equiva
lents of act and scene respectively. We must add, 
however, that Dewey is given to stressing the 
overlap of these 1wo tenns, rather than the re
spects in which they are distinct, as he proposes 
to "replace the traditional separation of nature 
and experience with the idea of continuity." (The 
quotation is from /111ellige11ce and the Modem 
World.) 

As we shall see later, it is by reason of the pli
ancy among our 1erms that philosophic systems 
can pull one way and another. The margins of 
overlap provide opportunities whereby a thinker 
can go without a leap from any one of the tenns 
to any of its fellows. (We have also likened the 
terms to the fingers, which in their extremities 
are distinct from one another, but merge in the 
palm of the hand. If you would go from one fin
ger to another without a leap, you need but trace 
the tendon down into the palm of the hand, and 
then trace a new course along another tendon.) 
Hence, no great dialectical enterprise is neces
sary if you would merge the terms, reducing 
them even to as few as one; and then, treating 
1his as the "essential" term, the "causal ancestor" 
of the lot, you can proceed in the reverse direc
tion across the margins of overlap, "deducing'' 
the other terms from it as its logical descendants. 

This is the method, explicitly and in the grand 
style, of metaphysics which brings its doctrines 
10 a he::id in some overall title, a word for being 
in general, or action in general. or motion in gen
eral, or development in general, or experience in 
general, etc., with all its other tenns distributed 
about this titular term in positions leading up to it 
and away from it. There is also an implicit kind 
of metaphysics, that often goes by the name of 
No Metaphysics, and aims at reduction not 10 an 
overall title but lo some presumably underlying 

~rl<l'\ atomic constituenL Its vulgar variant is to be 
~~- found in techniques of "unmasking," which 
ur. , ,, would make for progress and emancipation by 
f1 r, < .. i-11, 

applying materialistic lenns to immaterial sub
jects (the pattern here being," Xis nothing but Y, •· 
where X designates a higher value and Ya lower 
one, the higher value being thereby reduced to 
the lower one). 

The titular word for our own method is 
"dramatism," since it invites one to consider the 
ma1ter of motives in a perspective that. being de
veloped from the analysis of drama, treats Jan• 
guage and thought primarily as modes of action. 
The method is synoptic. though not in the histori· 
cal sense. A purely historical survey would re
quire no less lhun a universal history of human 
culture; for every judgment, exhortation. or ad· 
monition, every view of natural or supernatural 
reality, every intention or expectation involves 
assumptions about motive, or cause. Our work 
must be synoptic in a different sense: in the sense 
that it off.ers a system of placement, :ind should 
enable us, by the systematic manipulation of the 
terms, to "generate," or "anticipate" the various 
classes of motivational theory. And a lrcalment 
in these tenns. we hope lo show, reduces the sub• 
ject synoptically while still pennitting us to ap
preciate its ,;cope and complexity. 

It is not our purpose to import dialectical an<l 
metaphysical concerns into a subject that migl11 
otherwise be free of them. On the contrary, we 
hope to make clear the way in which dialectical 
and metaphysical issues necessarily figure in 1he 
subject of mo11v::ition. Our speculations, as we in
terpret them, should show that the subject or mo
tivation is a philosophic one, not ultimately 10 be JJJ 
solved in terms of empirical science. 

(J ~ e4.,... '-- _ ... ,) 

CONT Al ER AND THING CONTAINED 

TJ,e Scene-Act Ratio 

Using "scene" in the sense of setting, or back
ground, and "act" in the sense of action, one 
could say that "the scene contains 1he act." And 
using "agents" in the sense of actors, or acters, 
one could say that "1he scene contains the 
agents." 

ll is a principle of drama that the nature of acts 
and agents should be consistent with the nature 
of the scene. And whereas comic and grotesque 
works may deliberately set these elements at 
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odds with one another, audiences make al
lowances for such liberty, which reaffinns the 
~ame principle of consistency in its very viola
tion. 

The nature of the scene may be conveyed pri
marily by suggestions built into the lines of the 
verbal action itself, us with the imagery in the di
alogue •f Elizabethan drama and with the de
scriptive passages of novels; or it may be con
veyed by non-linguistic properties, as with the 
materials of na1uralis1ic stage secs. In any case, 
e~amining first the relation between scene and 
act, all we need note here is the principle 
whereby the scene is a fit "container" for the act 
expressing in fixed properties the s.ime quality 
that the action expresses in terms of develop
mem. 

Ibsen's A11 £11e111y of the Peop/11 is a good 
instance or the scene-act racio, since che corre
lations between scene and uct are readily ob
servable, beginning with the fact that chis repre
sentative middle-class drama is enacted against a 
typical middle-dass setting. Indeed, in this work 
wriuen at the very height ol' Ibsen's reulistic pe
riod, we can see how readily realism leads into 
symbolism. Foc the succession of scenes both re
t1/i.1·tia1/ly reflects the course of the action and 
symbolizes it. 

The lirsl act (we are now using the word "act" 
in the purely technical sense, to designate the 
major tlivision of a play, a sense in which we 
could even reverse our formula and say that "the 
act contains its scenes"}- the first act tnkes 
place in Dr, S1ockmann's sitting room, a back
ground perfectly suited 10 1he thoroughly bour
geois story that is 10 unfold from these begin
nings. In the course ef this act, we learn of a 
scene, Of situation, prior to the opening of the 
play, but central to its motivation. Dr. Stockmann 
refers to an earlier period of withdrawal, spent 
alone in the far North. During his isolation, he 
had conceived of his plan for the public Baths. 
This plan may be considered either realistically 
or symbolically; it is the dramatist's device for 
materializing, or objectifying, a purely spiritual 
process, since the plot has to do with pollution 
and purification on a moral level, which has its 
scenic counterpart in the topic of the Baths. 

Act 11. Still in Dr. Stockmann's sitting room. 

Dr. Stockmann has learned that the Baths, the 
vessels of purification, are themselves polluted, 
and that prominent business and professional 
men would suppress this fact for financial rea
sons. This opposition is epitomized in the figure 
of Peter Stockmann, the Doctor's brother. The 
intimate, familial quality of the setting thus has 
its counterpart in che quality of the action, which 
involves the struggle of two social principles, 
the conserv:itive and the progressive, as objecti
fied and personalized in the struggle of the-two 
brothers. 

Act Ill takes place in the etlitorial office of the 
People's Messenger, a local newspaper in which 
Dr. Stockmann had hoped to publish his evidence 
that the water supply was contaminated. The ac
tion takes on a more forensic reference, in keep
ing with the nature of the place. In this Act we 
have the peripety of the drama, as Dr. Stock
mann's expectations are reversed. For he learns 
that the personal and financial influence of his 
enemies prevents the publication or the article. 
This turn of the plot has its scenic replica in 
mimicry involving Peter Stockrnann's hat and 
stick, properties that symbolize his identity as 
mayor. In false hope of victory, Dr. Stockmann 
had taken them up, and strutted abouc bur
lesquing his brother. But when Dr. Stockmann 
Ueams that the editor, in response 10 the pressure 
of the conservatives, will not publish the article, 
it is Peter Stockmann's wrn to exult. This rever
sal of the action is materialized (made scenic) 
thus: 

Pl!TER STOCKMANN: My hat and stick, if you 
please. (Dr. Stockmann takes off the har and lays it 
011 tlte l(lb/e with the stick. Pe1er Scockmann tnkes 
tlzem up.} Your authority as m;iyor hos come to an 
untimely end. 

Jn the next Act Dr, Stockmann does contrive 
10 lay his case before a public tribunal of a sort: a 
gathering of fellow townsmen, assembled in "a 
big old-fashioned room," in the house of a friend. 
His appeal is unsuccessful; his neighbors vote 
overwhelmingly against him, :ind the scene ends 
sn turbulence. As regards the scene-act ratio, note 
that the semi-public, semi-intimate setting re
flects perfecl!y the qualily of Dr. SlOckmann's 
appeal. 
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In Act V, the stage directions tell us thaL the 
hero's clothes are tom. ,ind 1he room is in disor
der, with broken windows. You may consider 
these details either as properties of \he scene or 
as a reflection of the hero's condilion after his re
cent struggle with the forces of reaction. The 
scene is laid in Dr. Stockmann's study, a setting 
so symbolic ofthe direction taken by the plot that 
the play ends with Dr. Stockmnnn announcing 
his plan to enroll twelve young disciple.1· and with 
them to found a school in which he will work for 
the education of society. 

The whele plot is that of an internality di
rected outwards. We progress by stages from a 
scene (reported) wherein the plan of social purifi
cation w:i.s conceived in loneliness. to the scene 
in his study where the hero announces m the ex
altation of a dramatic finale: "The mongest man 
in the world is he who stands most alone." The 
pronouncement is modified by the situation in 
which it is unered: as Dr. Stockmann speaks. he 
is surrounded by a loyal and admiring family 
circle, and his educational plan calls not for com
plete independence, but for cooperation. He is 
not setting him~elf up as the strongest man in the 
world, but merely ai; one headed in the same di
rection. And, with the exception of his brother 
Pe1er, we may consider his family circle as as
pects of his own identity, being under the oegi~ 
of "loneliness" since iL began so and retains the 
quality of its ancestry. 

The end of the third play in O'Neill's trilogy, 
Mourning Becomes Efectm, presents a contrast
ing instance of tile scene-act ratio: 

LAVINIA : (tttrn.f 10 /rim :;horply) You go now 
ond close the shut1crs and nail them Light. 

SITH: Ayeh. 
LAVINIA : And tell H:mnoh 10 lhrow out oil lhc 

flowers. 
SETH: Ayeh. (He goes past ltcr 11p tit!! step.t 011d 

i1110 the lio1uc. Shi! ascends 10 the ponico-a11d 
1Jie11 111m~· 01111 stn11ds fol' a while, stiff and square
sho11/dered, stari11g illro the s11nliglt1 ll'irh fm:c11 
eyes. Seth leans 0111 of tire 1vi11dowa1 the nght of rhe 
door a11d pulls the s/11me1:r c/o,fed 1ri1/t a dec:ifi1•e 
bang. As if this were a ll'Ord nf cnmmand, Lavinia 
pivots .fho,,,/y 011 her !tee/ a11d mw·cltef 1w10<.le11/y 
i1110 rlre /rouse. clo.fi11g rhc door ln:/rind her.) 

CUlff AIN 

We end here on the motif of the shut-in per
sonality, quite literolly objecti lied. And the clos 
ing, novelistic stage directions are beautifully 
suited to our purpose: for note how, once the 
shutters have been closed, thereby placing before 
our eyes the ~cenic replica of Lavinia's mental 
state, this scene in turn becomes the. motivation 
of her next act. For we are told that she walk~ 
like an automaton in response to the closing of 
the shutter, "as if Lhis were a word of command." 

Hamlet contains a direct reference to the moti
vational aspect of lite scene.act ralio. In an early 
scene, when Hamlet i.r:; about LO follow the Ghosl , 
Horatio warns: 

What if it 1empt you toward 1hc flood, my lord, 
Or 10 the drea<llul summit of the cliff 
That beetles o'e r his base into the sea. 
And there ~sumc sumc other homble form. 
Whi ch might deprive your sovereignty of reason 
And draw you into madness? Think of it; 
The very place puts toyi. of despcrotion , 
Without more motive, into every br..iin 
Thul looks so many fathoms 10 lhc sea 
And hears it ronr beneall1. 

In the last four lines of this speech, Horatio is 
saying that the sheer natural surroundings might 
be enough 10 provide a man wilh a motive for an 
act ns desperate and absolute as suicide . Thir:; no
tion (of the natural scene as sufficient mo1iva1ion 
for an act) was to reappear, in many transforma
tions. during the subsequent centuries. We find a 
variant of it in the novels of Thomas Hardy, and 
in other regionalis1s who derive motivations for 
their characters from what Virgil would lwvc 
called the gc11i11s loci. There are unmistakable 
vestiges of it in scientific theories (of Darwinian 
cast) accord ing Lo which men's behavior and de
velopment are explnincc.J in terms of environ
ment. Geopolitics is a conlempornry variant. 

From the motivational point of view, there is 
implicit in the quality of a scene the quality of 
the action that is 10 t:ike place within it, This 
would be another w;.iy of saying that the acl will 
be consis1e111 with the scene .. Thus, when the cur
tain rises lo disclose a given stage se1, this s1age 
set contains. simultaneously. implicitly, all thal 
the narrative is to draw out as a sequence, explic
itly. Or, if you will, the stage set contains lhe ac-
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lion a111hi,<11011sly (:L~ regards the norms of ac
tion) and in tte course of 1he play's develop
ment this ambiguity i~ converted into a corre
sponding al'licttlacv. The proportion would be: 
~cene is t• act a~ implicit is to explicit. One could 
nol deduce the detaib of' the action from the de
tails of the selling, but one could deduce 1he 
quality of' the action from the quality of the set
ting. An ex1reme illustration would be an Expres
sionistic drnma. having for its scenic reflex such 
abstrnct properties us fines askew, grotesque 
lighting, sinister color, and •dd objects. 

We have, of course, chosen examples particu
larly suited to reveal the distinction between net 
and scene as well as their interdependence. The 
mailer is obscured when we are dealing with 
scene in the sense of the relationships prevailing 
among the various drw1w1is persOll(lt: . For the 
characters, by being in interaction, could be 
treated as scenic conditions or "environment," of 
one another; and any act could be treated as part 
of the context !hilt mo<lifies (hence, to a degree 
motivates) the subsequent acts. The principles of 
dramatic consistency would leuu one 10 expect 
such cases oi overlap among the lerrns; but 
while being aware of them we should firmly fix 
in our minds such cases as afford a clear differ
entiiltion. Our terms leaning themselves to both 
merger and division, we are here trying lo divide 
two of them while recognizing their possibilities 
of merger. 

The Sce11e-Age111 Ratio 

The scene-agent ratio, where 1he synecdoc.:hic re
lation 1s between person and place, is partly ex
emplified in thi citation from Carlyle's Heroes 
and Hero-Worship: 

These Arabs Mohammell 1v-.1S born among are cer
rninly a nocable people. Their country itself 1s no• 
table: the fit habitation for such a race. Savage inac
cessible rock-mountains, great grim deserts, 
alternating with heautir ul strips of verdure; wher
ever water is, there is greenness, beauty; odorifer
ous balm-shrubs, date•trees, frankincense-trees. 
Cc1nsider that wide waste horiion or sand, empty, 
silent, like :i sand-sea, dividing hnbi1able place 
from habitable place. You are all alone there, left 
alone with the universe; by day a fierce sun blazing 

down on it wi1h intolerable radiance; by night the 
great deep heaven with its ~tars. Such u country is 
Iii for a swif1-handcd, deep-he:lflell ra1.:e or men. 

The correlation between the quality of the 
country and the quality of its inhabitants is here 
prcsenteJ in quite secular tenns. There is u son• 
net by Wordsworth th.it is a perfect instance of 
the scene-agent ratio treated theologically: 

It is a beauteous evening, calm and free, 
TI1e holy time is quiet as a Nun 
Breathless with adoration; the broad sun 
Is sinking down in i1s tranquility; 
The gentleness of heaven broods o'er the Sea; 
Listen! the mighty Being is uwake, 
And lloth with hi.s eternal motion make 
A sound like thunder-everlastingly. 
Dear Chilli! Deur Girl! lha! walkest with me here, 
If thou uppeur untouched by solemn thought, 
Thy n.iture is not therefore less divine: 
Thou lil:st in Abraham's bosom all the year; 
And worship'sL at the Temple's inner shrine, 
God being with thee when we know it nol. 

By selecting a religiou image in which to 
convey the purely naturalislic sense of hush, the 
octave infuses the naturnl scene with hims or a 
wider circumference, supernatural in scope. The 
sestet turns from scene to agent; indeed. the oc
tave is all scene, the sestet all agent But by the 
logic of the scene-agent ratio, if the scene is su
pernatural in quality, the ilgent contained by this 
scene will partake of the same supematurill qual
ity. And so, spontaneously, purely by being the 
kind of agent thaL is ill one wilh this kind of 
scene, the child is "ui vine." The contents of a di
vine container will synecdochically share in its 
divinity. 

Swift's satire on philosophers nnd mathemati
cians. the Laputans in the third book of Gui
Ii ver's Travels, offers il good instonce of the way 
in which the scene-agent ratio can be used for the 
depiction of character. To suggest that the La
putans are. we might say, ''up in the air," he por
trnys them as living on illl island that floats in 
space. Here the nature of !he inhabitants is trans
lated into terms of 1heir h:ibitation. 

Variants of the scene-agent ratio abound in 
typical nineteenth-century thought, so strongly 
given to the study of motives by the dialectic 
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pairing of people and things (man and nature, 
agenl and scene). The ratio figures characteristi
cally in the idealist's concern with the £i11k/a11g 
;:wischc11 lnnc11-um/ A11sscnwel1.' The paintings 
of the pointillist Seurat ca1Ty the sense of consis
tency between scene and :igent to such lengths 
th:it his human figures seem on the point of dis
solving into their background. However, we here 
move beyond strictly scene-agent matters into 
the area belier covered by our tenn, agency, since 
lhe extreme impression of consistency between 
scene :ind agent is here conveyed by stressing the 
dislinc1ive terms of lhe method, or medium (that 
is, agency). which serves as an element common 
to both scene and agents. 

The logic of the scene-agent ratio has often 
served as an embarrossmcnl 10 the naturalistic 
novelist. He may choo~e to "indict" some scene 
(such as bad working conditions under capital
ism) by showing that it has :i "brutalizing" effe~t 
upon the people who are indigenous to this 
scene. But the scene-agent ratio, if trictly ob
served here, would require !hut the "brutalizing" 
situation contain "brutalized" characters as its di
alectical counterpart. And thereby. in his human• 
iLa.rian zeal 10 save mankind, the novelist portrays 
chnr:.icLers which. in being as brulal as their 
scene, are not worth saving. We coulJ phrase this 
dilemm:i in another way: our novelist points up 
his thesis by too nurrow a conception of scene as 
Lhe motive-force behind his characters; and this 
restricting of the scene calls in tum for a corre
sponding res1riction upon personality, or role. 

Further lnsta11ccs nf These Rolins 

The principles of consistency binding scene, ac1, 
and agent also lead to reverse applications. That 
is. the scene-act ratio either calls for acts in keep
ing with scenes or scenes in keeping wilh acts
and similarly with the scene-agent rntio. When 
Lavinia instructs Seth 10 nail fast the shutters and 
throw out the flowers, by her command (an act) 
she brings it abou1 that the scene corresponds to 
her state of mind. But as soon :is these scenic 
changes have taken place, they in tum become 

'"Hunnony t>c1wecn the inner lire anti the cx1cm::il 
world." [Ell.I 

the motivating principle of her subsequent con 
duel. For the complete embodiment of her pur
poses functions as a "command" to her; and she 
obeys it as a response to a stimulus. like a pure 
automaton moved by the sheer disposition of ma
terial factors. 

In behaviorislic metaphysics (behaviorisL, 
would call it No Melaphysics) you radically trun 
c:.11e the possibilities of drama by eliminating :.1c
tion, reducing action 10 sheer motion. The close of 
the O'Neill play follows this same development 
from action to motion, a kind of inverted transcen
dence. Because of this change. Lavinia's last mo
ments must be relegated 10 stage directions alone. 
She does nOL act. she is automatically mored. The 
trilogy did not entl a moment too soon: l'or i1s close 
represented not only the end of Lavinin, but the 
end of the motivating principle of drama itself. 
The playwright had here obviously come to the 
end of a line. In his next plays he would have to 
"turn back." For he could have "gone on" only by 
abandoning drama for some more "scientific" 
form. (He might have tn.inscended drama -;cientif
ically. for instance. by a collating of sociological 
observations designed to classify different types 
of motorist nnd to correlate them with ui l'fercnl 
types of response to tr:1ffic signals.) 

We noted how, in Jb.~en's drama. the hero·~ 
state of mind after his connict with the town~
pcople was objectified in such scenic properties 
as his tom clothing. and the broken windows and 
general disorder of his study. It is obvious that 
one might have carried this consistency further in 
either direction (for instance, spreading it more 
environmentally, as were we to enlist turbulent 
weather as an aspect or the scene. or more per
sonally, as were we to enfo,1 facial expressions 
and postures of the body, which of course the 
actor does. in interpreting his role. regardless of 
the playwright's omissions). If you 100k the 
hero's state of mind as your point of departure 
here, you could say that the whole scene be
comes a mere aspect of the role, or person 
("agent")-or that the physical body of the agcn1 
is iL5elf but "scenic," to be listed among the pcr
son 's • properties," as with a dwelling lhat a man 
had ordered built in strict accordance with his 
own private specifications, or as theologians see 
in "body" the dwelling place of "soul." We ob-
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serve rhc s:unc ratio in Swift's account of his La
putans when, w i;uggest that in their thinking 
they could be 1rans1.:enden1al, or introvert, ff ex
tremely biaset.l, but never well blllanced, he 
writes: "Their heads were all inclined, either 10 
lhe right or to the left; one of their eyes turned in
ward, and lhc other direc1ly up to the zenith.'' But 
le~l our spccula1ions seem too arbitrary, let us 
cile one more ancctlote, 1his 1ime from a tiny 
dram;i enac1ed in real life, and here reponed 10 i!
lu:-.trate how. when a .,late of mind i,,. pronounced 
in quality, 1he ugent may be observed arranging a 
corre!.ponding pattern in the very properties of 
the scene. 

The occa),ion: a committee meeting. The set
ting: a group of cemmittcc members bunched 
about :i dei.k in an office, after hour:.. Nol far 
rrom 1he <le,k w:t• a railing; but despite 1he 
crowding. all 1he members were bunched about 
the chairman at the de,,k, im,ide the railing. How
ever, they had pilell their hats and coms on chairs 
and table, out,;ide lhe pale. General engrossment 
in the di~cussion. But as the discussion contin 
ued, one mi:mber quielly arose, and opened the 
gale in lhe railing. Ai. unnoticeably as possible. 
she s1eppcd ou1side ,tnd clo,ed the gulc. She 
picked up her coat. laid it a~..-o,;~ her arm, and 
stood waiting. A rew moment, later, when there 
w:1s a p:iuse in the discu!->~i n, she asked for 1he 
floor. After being recngnized by 1he chairman, 
she very haltingly, in embarrnssmeni. ,mnounced 
wi1h regrel thai she would have 10 re~ign from 
Lhe commiuee. 

Consider with what fidelity she had set lhe 
scene for this pattern of ~everance as she stepped 
beyond the railing to make her announcement. 
Design: chairman and fellow members within 1he 
pale, silting, without hat, and overcoals she 
outside the pale, standing, with coat over her arm 
preparatory to departure. She had stnitegicully 
modified the arrangement of the scene in such a 
way tha1 it implici1ly (ambiguously) contained 
the quality of her act. 

Ubiquity nf tl,e Ratios 

It' we but look aboul us, we Ii nd examples of the 
two ratios everywhere; for they are at the very 
centre of motivational assumptions. But to dis-

cem them in their ubiquity, we must remain 
aware of the many guises which I.he five 1erms 
may assume in the various casuis1ries. In the in
troduction to his Di.1·c:m1rses, for instance, Machi
avelli complains that people read hislory wiLhout 
applying its lessons, "as though heaven, 1he sun, 
the elements, and men had change<l I.he order or 
their motions and power, and were different from 
what they were in ancient times." For our pur
peses, the quotation could be translatc:d, "as 
1hough human agents and both the supernatural 
and 1he nawral scenes had ch,mged, wilh o corre
sponding change in the nature of motives.·· 

Besides general synonyms for scene th:ll are 
obviously of a background character, such as 
"society," or "environment," we often e.ncounter 
quire specific localizalions, words for particular 
places, situations, or eras. "It is 12:20 r.M." is a 
·'scenic" statement. Milton's L 'Allegro and /I 
Penseroso are fom1ed :ibout a scenic contrast be
tween morning and night. with a corresponding 
centrast of actions. Terms for historical epochs, 
cultural movements, social institutions (such as 
"Elizabethan period,'' "romanticism," "capital
ism") are scenic, though often with an admixture 
of properties overlapping upon the areas covered 
by the term, agent. If we recall thut "ideas" are a 
property of agents, we can detect this strategic 
overlap in Locke's expression, "the scene of 
ideas," the form of which Carl Becker exactly re
produces when referring to "climates of opinion," 
in The Hea1'e11/y City of the £iglztee11rh-Ce11111ry 
Philosophers. 

llie word "ground,'' much used in both fonnal 
philosophy and everyday speech when discussing 
motives, L~ likewise scenic, though readily en
croaching upo11 the areas more directly covered 
by •·agent" and ''pur1Jose." We can discem the 
scenic reference if the question, "On what 
grounds did he do this?" is translated: "What 
kind of scene did he say it was. that called for 
such an act?" Hegelian idealism exploits the 
alouble usage (ground as "background" and 
ground as "reason") by positing "Reason" as the 
ultimate ground, the Grimclprim.ip, of all history. 
Thus, whereas his1oricism regularly treats histori
cal scenes as the background, or motive, of indi
vidual developments, Hegel would treat Reason as 
the background, or motive, of historical sequence 
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in general. Let us not worry, at 1his point, what it 
may "menn" to sny that "Reason" is al once the 
mover of history and the substance of which his• 
tory is made. It is sufficient here to note that such 
tenninistic resources were utilized. and to detect 
the logic of the pentad behind them. 

The maxim, "terrain determines tactics," is a 
strict localization of the scene-act ratio, with "ter
rain" as the casuistic equivalent for "scene" in u 
military calculus or motives, and "tactics" as the 
corresponding ·•act." 

Political commentators now generally use the 
word "situation" as their synonym for scene, 
though orten without any clear concept of its 
function as a statement about motives. Many so
cial psychologists consciously use the term For itc; 
motivational bearing (il has a range extending 
from the broadest concepts of historical selling 
down to the simplified, controlled conditions 
which the animal experimenter imposes upo11 his 
rats in a maze). The Marxist reference to "the ob
jective situation" is explicitly motivational. and 
the theorists who use this formula discus "poli
cies" as political acts enacted in confonnity with 
1he nature of scenes. However, the ~cene-act ratio 
can be applied in two ways. It can be applied de
terministically in statements that a certain policy 
had 10 be adopted in a certain situation, or it may 
be applied in hortulory statements 10 the effect 
that a certain policy should be adopted in confor
mity with the situation. The deterministic U!-age 
(in scene-agenl Form) was exemplified in the 
statement of a traveller who, on arriving from 
France under German domination, characterized 
the politicians as "prisoners of the situation." 
And the hortatory usage was exemplified when 11 

speaker said that President Roosevelt should be 
granted "unusual powers" because our country 
was in an "unusual international situation." In a 
judgment written by Justice Hugo L. Black, the 
Supreme Court ruled that it was not "beyond the 
war powers of Congress and the Executive 10 ex
clude those of Japanese ancestry rrom the West 
Coast area at the time they did." And by implica
tion, the scene-act ratio was invoked to substanti
ate this judgment: 

When under condi1ions of modern warfare our 
shore~ are 1hreatened hy hostile forces. the power 

to prOlect must be commensurate with the threat 
ened tlungcr. 

Among the most succinct inslances of 1he 
scene-act ratio in dialecticut materialism i~ 
Marx's assertion (cited also by Lenin in The 
State a11d Revu/11tirm), that "Justice can never rise 
superior to the economic conditions or society 
and the cultural development conditioned by 
!hem." Thal is, in contrast with those who would 
place justice as a propeny of personality (an at
tribute purely of 1he agent), the dialectical mate
rialist would place it as a property of the materi/ll 
situation ("economic conditions"), the scene m 
which justice is to be enacted. He would •my that 
no higher qua)i1y of justice can be enacted than 
the nature of the cenic properties permitli. Trot
sky gave the same rorm an ironic turn when he 
treated Stalinist policies as the inevitable resull 
of the attempt 10 establish socialism under the 
given conditions. That is, you can '1 get a rully ~o
cialist (ICt unless you have a fully socialist scene, 
and for the dialectical materialist such a scene re 
quires a high stage or industrial development. 

And !here is n varianl or the L1sage in Cole 
ridge (in his early libertarian and "neccssitarian" 
period, when he was exalted with thoughts of 
"aspheterism''). Concerning ''Pantisocracy" (the 
plan of Coleridge, Southey, and their associates 
to found a communistic colony on the banks of 
the Susqu~hanna), he wrote that it would "m:ike 
virtue incvi1able." That is. the colonists were to 
arrange a secial situation of such a son that virtu
ous acts would be the logic.ii and spontaneous re
s ult of conditions. 

As for "act," any verb, no mailer how specific 
or how general, that has connotations of con
sciousness or puJT)OSe falls under this category. Ir 
one happened to stumble over an obstruction, 
that would be not an act, but a mere motion. 
However, one could convert even this sheer acci
dent into something or an act if. in the course of 
falling, one suddenly ll'illed hi~ foll (as a rebuke. 
for instance. to the negligence of the person who 
had left the obstruction in the way). "Dramatisti
cally," the basic unit or action would be defined 
as "the human body in conscious or puJT)mive 
motion." Hence we arc admonished th.ii people 
often speak of action in a purely ligurative sense 
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when they huve only motion in mind, as with ref
erence to the ,tclil)n cf u motor, or the inter:iction 
of forces. Terms like ''adjustment" and "adapta
tion" ure mnbiguously suited to cover both action 
and sheer motion, so that it is usuully difficult to 
deci<le in jusl which sense u thinker is using 
them, when he applies them to social motives. 
This ambiguity m:.iy put them in good favor with 
those who would de.ii with the human realm in a 
calculus patterned after the vocabularies of the 
physical sciences, ,md yet would not wholly 
abandon vesLiges of "animism." Profession, vo
cation, policy, s1ra1egy, tactics are all concepls of 
action, as are any words for specific vocations. 
Our words "position," "occupation," and "office" 
indicate the scenic over1ones in action. Our 
words fer particular "jobs" under capitalist in
dustrialism refer 10 al:tS. but often the element of 
action is reduced 10 a minimum and the clement 
of ,;heer motion raised 10 a maximum. (We here 
have in mind not only certain near-automatic 
tasks perfermed 10 the liming of the conveyor 
belt, but also many ef the purely clerical opera
tions, filing, hookkeeping, recording. accounting. 
and the like, necessary to the present state of 
technology.) 

When Christ said, "I am the way" (lwdos), we 
could translate, ''I am the ucl," or more fully, "I 
represent a system, •r synthesis. of lhe right 
acts." Tllo and yoga are similar words for act. 
And we ~ee how readily act in this sense can 
overlap upon agency when we consider our ordi
nary allitude towards scientific method (mttt
hotlo.t), which we think of pragmatically, not :is a 
way of life, or ctct of being, but as a 1111:am of 
doing. 

The Greek word for justice (dike) was in its 
beginnings as thoroughly an "act" word as 1ao. 
yoga. and hodas. Originally it meum cu.Hom. 
11.rnge. 111m111er. fashio11. I< also meafll right. The 
connection between these two orders of meaning 
is revealed in our expression, "That sort of thing 
just isn't done," and in the fact that eur word 
"moralily" comes from a Latin word for "cus-
1om," Liddell and Scott's lexicon notes that in 
the Odyssey the word is used of mortals, gods, 
kings, and suitors, referring 10 their custom, way 
of acting, law of being. After the homogeneous 
1ribal pauern of Greek life (with its one "way" or 

••justice" shared by all) had dissolved into a polit
ical state, with its typical conflicts of property in
terests, diki became a word of the law courts. 
Hence, in post-Homeric usage, it refers 10 legal 
jusric:e. the right which is presumed 10 be the ob
jecl of law. In this form, it could represent a Pia~ 
tonic ideal. that might prevail over and above the 
real ways of the differem social classes. This is 
the kind of justice 1h11t Marx was refuting by a 
sophisHca1ed reversion to a more ''Homeric" 
usage. 

Ra11ge of All the Ratios 

Though we have inspected two ratios, the five 
terms would allow for ten (scene-act, scene
agent, scene-agency, scene-purpose. act-pur
pose, act-agent, act-agency, agent-purpose. agent
agency, am agency-purpose). The ratios are 
principles of detennination. Elsewhere in the 
Grammar we shall examine two of these (scene
purpose and agency-purpose) in other connec
tions; and the rest will figure in pa.~sing. But the 
consideration of words for "ways" calls for pe
cial allention 10 the ac1-age111 ratio. 

Both act and agent require scenes that "con
t.iin" them. Hence the scene-act and cene-agent 
ratios are in the fullest sense positive (or "posi
tional"). But the relation between act and agent is 
not quite 1he same. The agent does not "contain" 
the act', though its results might be said to "pre
exist virtually" within him. And the act does not 
"synecdochically share" in the agent, though cer
tain ways of acting muy be ~rud to induce corre
sponding moods or traits of character. To this 
writer, at least, the act-agent ratio more strongly 
suggests a temporal or sequential relationship 
than a purely positional or geometric one. The 
agent is an author of his acts, which are de
scended from him, being good progeny if he is 
good, or bad progeny if he is bad, wise progeny 
if he is wise, silly progeny if he is silly. And, 
conversely, his acts can make him or remake him 
in accordance wi1h their nature. They wou !d be 
his product and/or he would be theirs. Similarly. 
when we use the scene-act and scene-agent ratios 
in reverse (as with the equence from act or agent 
10 corresponding scene) the image of derivation 
is stronger than the image of position. 
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One discerns the workings of the act-agent 

ratio in the statement of a former cabinel member 
10 the effect that "you can :.afely lodge rcspomi • 
bility with the President of the United States," 
owing to "the tremendously sobering intluence or 
the Presidency on any man, especially in foreign 
affairs." Here, lhe sheer nature of an office. or 
position, is said to produce importunt modifica
tions in a man's ch.Jractcr. Even a purely sym
bolic act, such as the donning of priestly vest
ments, i~ often credited with !;UCh a result. And I 
have elsewhere quoted a remark by a political 
commentator: "There seems 10 be something 
about the judicial robes that not only hypnotizes 
the beholder but transforms the wearer." 

Ordinarily, the scene-act and scene-agent ra
tios can be extended to cover such cases. Thus. 
the office of the Presidency may he treated us a 
''situation" affecting the agent who occupie.s; it. 
And the donning of vestments brings ubout a 
symbolic situation lhat can likewise be treated in 
terms of the scene-agent ratio. Bui there arc cases 
where a finer discrimination is needed. For in
stance, the resistance of the Russian armies to the 
Nazi invasion could be expl.iined "scenically" in 
terms of the Soviet political and economic struc
ture; or one could use the act-agent ratio. auribut 
ing the power and tenncity 10 "Russian" trnit~ of 
character. However. in deriving the act rrom the 
scene, one would h:ive to credit socialism ..is u 
major scenic factor, whereas a derivation of the 
act from the agents would allow for a much more 
relicitous explanation from the standpoint of cap· 
italist apologetics. 

Thus, one of our leading newspapers asked it
self whether Hitler failed "to evaluate a force 
older than communism, more instinctive than the 
mumbling cult of Stalin - the allachmenl or the 
peasant masses 10 'Mother Russia,· the incoher
ent but cohesi vc force of Russian patriotism." 
And it concluded that "the Russian soldier has 
proved !he depth of his devotion 10 the Russian 
soil." Patriotism, auachmenl 10 the "mother," de
votion to the 1,oil- 1hese arc essentially motives 
located in the agent, hence requiring no acknowl• 
edgment of socialist motives. 

There is, or cour;e, ~cenic reference in the off
ing; but 1he stress upon lhe term, agent, encour
age:. one 10 be con1en1 with a very vague treat• 

ment of ~ccne, with no mention of the political 
and economic factors that form a major aspect ol 
national scenes. Indeed. though our concern here 
is with the Grammar of Motives. we may note a 
related resource or Rhetoric: one may deflect at· 
tention from scenic mailers by situating the mo
tives of an act in the agent (as were one to ac
count for wars purely on the basis of a "warlike 
instinct" in people): or conversely. one may de
flect allention from the criticism of personal mo
tives by deriving an act or attitude no\ from traits 
of the agent but from the nature of the situation. 

The difference between the use of the scene
act and act-agent ratios can also be seen in the 
motivations or "democracy." Many people in 
Great Britain and the United States think of these 
nations as ''vessels'' of democracy. And democ
racy is foll 10 reside in us. intrinsically. because 
we arc "a democratic people.' Democrallc acts 
are. in this mode of thought, derived from demo• 
cralic agents, ngcnL<; who would rema111 democrn• 
tic in character even though conditions required 
the tempornry curtailment or abrogation or basic 
democratic rights , Bul if one employed, in:.tcad. 
the scene-act rillio, one rnight hold lhat there arc 
certain "democratic si1u.1tion," and certain "situ• 
ation~ favorable lo dictutorship. or re4uiri11g llic
laton,hip." The technological ~cene itself, which 
requires the planning of a worh.l order, might be 
thought such as to fovor a large me:isurc of "dic-
1a1orsh1p'' in our political way~ (al lea~l a:, con
trasted with the past norms of dcmocrncy). By 
the act-agent ratio. a "demucrulic people·• would 
continue 10 perform "democratic acts''· am.I 10 do 
so they would even, if nccessury. go lo the extent 
of restoring former condition, most favorable 10 
democracy. By lhc sccne-acl r:.itio, ir the "situa 
lion" ibclf is no longer a "t.lcmocratic" one, even 
an "essentially <lcmocratic .. pc11plc will abandon 
democrntic ways. 

A picturesque effect can be got in 11nag1na1ive 
writings by the conflicting use of the scene
act and act-agent ratios. One may place "foob" 
in "wise :.itualions." so 1ha1 in their acti they arc 
.. wiser than they know ... Children arc oflcn 
"wise·· in thi:. ~cnse. It r. a principle or incon
gruity that Chaplin has bt1ill upon. Emps,n 
would call it an nspcct of "pastornl." 

Here is an interesting ~111n of ratio~ m a cita• 
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tion from an address hy Francis Biddle when he 
was Auorney General: 

The i.:hange of the world in terms of 1i111e anti space 
in the pas, hundrcJ yenrs-r.iilroad. lelei;raph, 
telephone, au1omobile, movie, aiq 1lane, radio 
rod hardly found un echo in our politicul 1,>rowth, 
excepl in the necessury putches and arrangement~ 
which huve made it so extraordinarily complex 
w11hou1 muking it more resp111sive Ill our needs. 

Note first that ull the changes listed here refer 10 

oge11c:ies of communicution (the pragmatist em
phasis). Then. having in their accumulation be
come scenic, they are said to have had a motivat
ing effect upon our political acts ("growth"). Plul 
though the complexity of the scene has called 
forth "the necessary patches and arrangements" 
(another expression for "acts"), we ure told that 
there are still unsatisfied ' needs." Now, "needs" 
are a propeny of agents; hence un act designed 10 

produce a situation "more responsive to our 
needs" would have its most direct locus of moti
vation under the heading of agent, particularly if 
these were s:.iid 10 be "primal needs" r.ither 1hun 
"new needs," since •·new needs" might best be 
1reuted as ",1 function cf the situation." I borrow 
the e;(pression from a prominent educator, Ed
uard C. Limlemun, who shor1ly after the Japanese 
allack al Pearl H.irbor complained of a tendency 
"to believe that morale will now become a func
lion or the situation and th:ll hence it is less im
portant to plan for education." 

The ratios may often be interpreted as prin• 
ciples of selectivity rather than as thoroughly 
caui.al relationships. That is, in uny given histori
cal l,iluution, there are persons of many sorts, 
with a corresponding variety in the kinds of ucts 
1hat would be most represeniative of them. Thus, 
,1 given political situation may be said not to 
change people in their essential character, but 
rather to favor, or bring lo the fore (to "vote 
for"), certain kinds of agents (with their appropri• 
.xc actions) rather than others. Quick shifts in po
litical exigencies do not of a sudden make all 
men "fundamentally" daring, or all men "fundu
mentally" cautious, in keeping with the nature of 
1he scene; but rather, one situation calls for cau-
1ious men as its appropriate "voice," another for 
daring men, one for traditionalists, anocher for in-

novators. And the inappropriate acts and tem
peraments i.imply do not "count for" l,O much as 
they would in i.ituutions for which they are a bet
terr fit One set of scenic conditions will "imple
mc:nt" and "amplify" given ways and tempera• 
menis which, in other situations would remain 
mere potentialities, unplanted seeds, ·'mute inglo
rious Miltons." Indeed, there are times when out
and-out materialistic philosophies. which are 
usually thought of as "tough," can be of great so
lace to us precisely because they encourage us 10 
believe in the ratios as a selective principle. For 
we may tell ourselves that the very nacure of the 
materials with which men deal will not pennit 
men to fall below a certain level of sloth, error, 
greed, and dishonesty in their relations with one 
another, as the cooperative necessities of Lhe situ
ation implement and amplify only those traits of 
character and action that serve the ends of 
progress. 

There is, of course, a circular possibility in the 
terms. If an agent acts in keeping with his nature 
as an agent (act-agent ratio), he may change the 
nowre of the scene accordingly (scene-act mtio), 
and thereby establish a state of unity be1ween 
himself and his world (scene-agent ratio). Or the 
scene may call l'or a certain k.in<l of act, which 
makes for a corresponding kind of agent, thereby 
likening agent to scene. Or our act may change 
us and our scene, producing a mutual conformity. 
Such would be the Edenic paradigm, applicable 
if we were capable of total ucrs that produce total 
transformations. ln reality, we are capable or but 
partial acts, ucts that but paitially represent us 
and that produce but partial transformations. ln
deed. if all the ratios were adjusted to one another 
with perfect Edenic symmetry, they would be im
mutable in one unending "momenl." 

Theological notions of creation and recreation 
bring us nearest to the concept of total acts. 
Among the controversies that centered around 
Lutheranism, for instance, there was a doctrine, 
put forward by 1he 1heo!ogian Striegel, who held 
that Christ's work on 1he Cross had the effect of 
changing God's attitude towards mankind, and 
that men born after the historical Christ can talce 
advantage of this change. Here we have some
thing like the conversion of God himself, broughl 
about by Christ's sacrifice (u total action, a total 
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passion). From 1he godlike nature came a godlike 
act that acted upon God himself. And :is regards 
mankind, it amounts to a radical change 1n the 
very structure of the Universe. sin_ce it c~onge~ 
God's auitude 1owards men, and in God s a1t1-
1ude towards men resides the ultimale ground of 
human ac1ion. 

A similar pattern is implicated in the close of 
Acschylui-'s 1rilogy, lhe Ore.rteia, where th~ suf
ferings or Orestes Lem1inate in the changed 1den
Lily of the Funes. signalized ~y their change _of 
name from Erinycs to Eumenides. Under 1he 111-
tluencc of the "new gods,'' their nature as mo
tives takes on a totally different accent; for 
whereas it was their previous concern to avenge 
evil, it will henceforth be lheir concern to reward 
the good. An i1111er goad I-us thus been casl forth. 
externalized; whereby, as Athena snys, men may 
be at peace within, their "dread passion for 
renown'' thereafter being motivated solely by 
"war from without." 

Only the scene-act and scene-agent ratios fit 
with complete comfort in this chapter on the rela
tion between container and contained. The act
agent ratio tug al its edges; an~ ~ shall c_lose 
noting concerns that move us sll II I art her afield. 
In the last example, we referred 10 God's atti 
tude. Where would attitude fall within our pat
tern? Often it is the prepam1io11 for an act, which 
would make it a kind of symbolic net, or incipi
ent act. Bui in its character as a slate of 111i11d that 
may or may not lead 10 an :ict, it is quite clearly 
10 be classed under the head of t1ge111. We also 
spoke of Christ's sacnlice as "a total acti~n. ~ 
total passion.'' This suggests other "grammatical 
possibilities that involve a dialectic pairing of 
"active" and "passive." And in the reference ton 
stale of mind, we casually invite a dialectic pair
ing of ·•actus" and "status."l 

This group of coocerns will be exnmined in due 
course. Meanwhile. we should be reminded that 
the term agt11t embrace~ not only all words ge1\er:1l 
or speci fie for person, actor, character, individual, 
hero. villain, father. doctor. engineer, but also any 
words, moral or functional, for pmie111. and words 
ror the motivational properties or agents, such 
as "dnves,'' "instmcts,'' "states of mind." We may 

, .. Action' and "cont111mn" [Ed.I 

also have collective words for agent. such as na· 
tion, group, the Freudian "superego," Rou~seau·~ 
"vo/0111e ge11crale. "J the Fich1can "generalized I 

ANUNOMIES OF DEFINITION 

Parado.T of Substance 
There is a set of words compnsmg what wc 
might call the Stance family, for they all derive 
from a concept or place, or placement. In the 
lndo-Germanic lnnguage · the root for this family 
is st<1, to stand (Sanscril, .w/ui). And out of it there 
has developed this essential f:lmily, compri ·ing 
such members as: consist. constancy, constitu
tion, contrast, destiny. ecstasy. cx1stencc. hypo· 
statize, obstncle, stage. state, status. statute, 
stead, subsist. :\l\d system. In Gcnnan, .TI impor 
tant member 1)f the S1ance family is stelle11, to 
place, a root thut figures in Vorstel/1111g. a 
philosopher'i; and psychologist's word for rcpre• 
scntation. conception, idea, image. 

Surely, one could build a whole philosophic j 
universe by tracking down 1hc r:imilicalions of 
this one root. II would be "implemented" too, for 
il would h:ivc stables -:taffs, stave~. stalls, ~13 
mens, stamina, tanchions, st,m£as. steeds, stools, 
and s1ud ... II would be a quite regional world, in 
which our Southern Agrarians might take their 
stand.4 

Unquestionably, t!-c most prominent philo
sophic member of this family is "substance." Or 
at least 11 used to be, before John Locke greatly 
impaired its prc5tigc. so that many thinker.; tocfay 
exphc1tly banish the term fr?m their ~ocabu_lar
ies. But there L" cause to believe that. 10 bu111sh-
10g the 1er111. far from banishing its/u11L'tin11.f o~IC 
merely conceals them. Hence, from the uramat1s
tic point of view. we are admonished 10 dwell 
upon the word. considering its embarrassments 
and itc: poten1ialiues cf transformauon, so that we 
may detect its covert intluence even in cases 
where it is overtly absent. Its relot1on to our five 
tcm1s will become apparent ni; we proceed. 

'''General will" (1.c., 1hc will of~odcty). !Ed.I 
"/'II Tt,ke M\ S111,11I Th,: ·,,1111, 1m1I 1l1c Agmrinn Trmli· 

1i1111 ( 1930) " lhe mnn1rc~10 of 1hc Southcm Agrnnan mtwc
mcnt hcadc<.I hy. amnnJ.! n1hcr~. John Crowe Ro11so01. Rnticn 
l'cnn Wnrrcn. untl Allen Talc. I Ed.I 
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Firsl we i.hould note lhat there is, e1ymologi
cally, a pun lurking behind the Latin roots. The 
word i~ often used to <lesignule what some thing 
or ugent intrinsicillly fa, as per these meanings in 
Webster's: "the mos1 important element in any 
existence; the characteristic and essential compo
nents of anything; the main part; essentia.J im
port: purport." Yet etymologically "substance" is 
a scenic word. Literally, a person's or a thing's 
subsrance would be something that stands be
neath or supports the person or thing. 

Let us cite a relevant passage in An Essay 
C•11cemi11g H1111w11 Undersranding (Chapter 
XXlll. "Of Our Complex Ideas of Substances"): 

1. Ideas of p11r1ic11/ar wlwm1ces, how made. 
The mind being. as I have declared. furnished with 
a great number of the $imple ideas conveyed in by 
the senses. a:; they are found in exterior things, or 
by reflection 011 its own operotions, rakes notice. 
also, 1h31 a cerrain number of these simple ideas go 
con~1an1ly 1ogether; which being presumed lO be
long to one thing, und words being suired 10 cem
mon apprehensions, and made use of for quick 
despalch, ure called, se united in one subject, by 
one nume; which. by inadvertency. we are apt nf1er• 
ward 10 talk or and consider us one simple ideu. 
which indeed is a complication of muny ideas to
gether; because, as I have said, no1 imagining how 
these simple ideas can subsist by themselves, we 
.iccus1om ourselves 10 suppose some s11bsIm1w11, 
whernin they do subsist, ;1mJ from which lhey do 
result; which therefore we call s11b~·tw1c11. 

2. Our obscure itfea ,if .rnbswnce i11 ge11eral. 
So that if anyone will examine himself concerning 
his notion of pure subsrance in general, he will find 
he has no other idea of it 01 all, but only a supposi-
1io11 of he knows 1101 whal support of such qualities 
which ure capable of producing simple ideas in us; 
which qualities are commonly called accidenrs. If 
anyone should be asked, whar is 1he suhject 
wherein color or weight inheres, he would have 
nothing 10 say but, the solid extended purts. And if 
he were demanded, what is it that solidity :ind ex
rension inhere in, he would not be in a much better 
case than the Indian before mentioned, who. saying 
that the world was supported by a great elephant. 
was asked, what the: elephant rested on: 10 which 
his answer was. a greu1 1ortoise: bur being again 
pressed to know what gave support to the broad
b;icked tortoise. n:plied-something. he knew not 

whal. Ant.I thus here. as in all other cuses where we 
use words withuut having clear and dis1inc1 ideas, 
we talk like chiltlren: who, being questioned what 
such a 1hing is which they know not, readily give 
1his sa1isfoc1ory answer, that it is some1hillg: which 
in truth signifies 110 more. when so used, either by 
childrc:n or men, but that they know noc what: and 
that the thing 1hey pretend 10 know and ralk of, is 
whal lhey have no distinct idea of at oil, and ~o ore 
perfectly ignorant of ir, and in the dark. The idea. 
then, we huve, to which we give the gtmeral nome 
substance, being nothing but the supposed, but un
known support of lhose qualities we find C:\isting, 
which we imagine cannot subsist ~i11e re s11bs1a11Ie, 
"without something 10 support them," we cull that 
support subx1u111iet; which uccording 10 1he rrue im
port of the word, is, in plain English. standing 
under, or upholding. 

The same structure is present in the corre
sponding Greek word, hypostasis. literally, a 
stunding under: hence anything set under, such as 
stand, base, bouom. prop, support, stay; hence 
metaphorically, that which lies at the bottom of a 
thing, us the groundwork. subject matter, argu
ment of a narrative, speech, poem; a starting 
point, a beginning. And then come the metaphys
ical meanings (we are consulting Liddell and 
Scott): subsistence, reality. real being (as applied 
to rrere appe:mmce), nature, essence. ln ecclesi
astical Greek, the word corresponds to the Latin 
Persona. a Person of the Trinity (which leads us 
back into 1he old argument between the homoou
sians and the homoiousian~, as 10 whether the 
three persons were of the same or similar sub
stance). Medically, 1he word cnn designate a sup
pression, as of humours thnt ought to come to the 
surface; also mailer deposited in the urine; and of 
liquids generally, the sediment, kes, dregs, 
grounds. When we are examining, from the 
standpoint of the Symbolic, metaphysical tracts 
that would deal with "fundamentals" and get 10 

the "bottom" of things. this last set of meanings 
can admonish us to be on the lookout for what 
Freud might call "cloaca!" motives, funively in
terwoven with speculations that may on the sur
face seem wholly abstract. An "acceptance'' of 
the universe on this plane may also be a round• 
about way of "making peuce with the faeces." 

But returning 10 the pun as it figures in the ci• 
tation from Locke, we might point up the pattern 
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as sharply as possible by observing that the word 
"substance," used to designate what a thing i.t, 
derives from a word designating something that a 
thing is 1101. That is, though used to designate 
something within the thing, intrinsic to it, the 
word etymologically refers to something owside 
the lhing, cxtri11sic to it. Or otherwise put: the 
word in its etymological origins would refer to an 
attribute of the thing's context, since that which 
supports or underlies a thing would be a pun or 
the thing's context. And a thing·~ context, being 
outside or beyond the thing, would be something 
that the thing i.,; not . ... 

l,itrfosic and Extri11sic 

The Lreatmenl of material properties us a "state" 
brings the actus-status pair in line with the dis
tinction between intrinsic and extrinsic sub
stance, or between motivations within the agent 
and motivations derived from scenic sources that 
"support" ( or "substand") the agent. ln the intro
duction 10 his Phifo.~ophy of History. where 
Hegel places Mauer in dialectical opposition 10 

Spirit, he clearly begins by equating Mauer with 
the extrinsic aspect of substance und Spirit with 
its intrinsic aspect: 

As the essence of Mauer is Gravity, so, on the 
other hand, we may uflinn that the substance, the 
essence of Spirit is Freedom .... Maller possesses 
gravity in virtue of its tendency toward a central 
point. ll is essentially composite; consisting of purls 
th~t exclude each other. IL i;ecks its Unity; and there
fore exhibits itself :is self-dcslruclive. as verging to
ward its opposite (an indivisible point). If it could at
tain this, il would be Mauer no longer, it would have 
perished. It strives after the realization of its Idea; for 
in Unity it exists ideally. Spiril. on the contr.:vy, may 
be defined as thut which h:is its centre in itself. It h:is 
not a unity outside itself. hul hus already found it; it 
exists i11 and with itself Maller has its essence out of 
itself; Spirit is sc{f-co111ained existence (Bei-sich
selbst-sein). Now this is f reedorn, e,i,actly. For if I om 
dependent. my being is referred to something else 
which I am not: I cannot exist independently of 
something external. I am free, on the contrary, when 
my existence depends upon myself. 

However, before he has proceeded very far, 
remarks on the relation between the potential and 

the actual lead into the peculiarly Hegelian the
ory of the State as the vessel of freedom. For the 
Spirit is free, we are told, and the State is "the 
perfect embodiment of Spirit." But by the time 
we arrive at this point. the intrinsic and the ex
trinsic have begun subtly to change places. One 
can discern the ambiguity by experimentally 
shifting the accent in Hegel's formula for the n:1-
1ure of the State. We may say either "embodi
ment of Spirit" or "embodiment of Spirit." Or. 
since "embodiment" is here a synonym for "ma
terialization," we could make the ambiguity still 
more apparent by rephrasing it as a choice be
tween "materialization of Spirit" and "111oteriol
it.01io11 of Spirit." For the expression itself is got 
by the merging of antithetical terms. Hence. 
when you have put them together, by shifting the 
stress you can proclaim one or the other as the 
essence of the pair. Accepting Hegel's definition 
of Matter, only a State that is the· rna1e1ialization 
of Spiril'' would be ''essentially'' free. But a Stale 
that is the "111ateric1lit.atio11 of Spirit" would be 
the very a111itltesis of freedom (and this was pre 
cisely the interpretation given by the Manisl re
versal of the Hegelian dialectic). 

Indeed, we can lake 1t as a reliable rule or 
thumb !hat, whenever we find a dii,tinction be• 
tween the internal and the external, the intrinsic 
and the extrinsic. the within and lhe without, (as 
with Korzybi.k.i 's distinction between happening\ 
"inside the skin" and happenings "outside the 
skin") we can expect to encounter the paradoxc\ 
of substance. 

Recenlly, for instance, a "gero111ologtst," 
whose specialty tS the study of "aging as a phy!,i 
ological process," is reported to have said in an 
address to a body of chemists : 

Aging, like life in general. is a chemical proces~. 
aml just as chemistry has been able to improve on 
nature in many respec1s. virtually creating u new 
world by reshurning nature's molecules, so ii may 
be expc.cled that evcnlually chcm1stry will learn to 
stimulate artificinlly those power~ of "inlrin~,c re
sistance" to disease with which man is born. 

"Intrinsic resistance," you wi II nole. is a concept 
that situates a motivational source within the 
body as agent. But the use of chemical means to 
stimulate this internal motive would involve the 
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inmsformation of this "intrinsic" motive inlo an 
"el(trinsic" motive, since it would become bur the 
channel or vessel through which the chemical 
materials ("scenic," administered "from with
out") would affect the chemistry of the body. In
deed, since the body is but chemistry, and all out
side the body is but chemistry. the very mode ef 
thought that forms a concept of the "intrinsic" in 
these terms must also by the same terms dissolve 
it. Everything being chemical, the physiologicul 
center of "intrinsic resistance" is but a function 
of the chemical scene. In fact, insofar as chemi
cal stimulants of the required sort were found, a 
dependence upon them would be a dependence 
upon purely extemnf agencies. And far from 
"stimulating" intrinsic resistance, the chemiculs 
should be expected to cause a weakening of ii, to 
the extent that the economy of the body grew to 
require these chemicals. The only place where an 
intrinsic motive, as a genuinely internal activa
tion, could be said to figure in materialistic medi
colegy is on the occasions when physicians come 
upon illnesses in which the chances of recovery 
are fell 10 depend upon the 111e111al nuirude (/ the 
patient (whether he "wants" to recover). Here 
one has .111 intrinsic motive (involving an uction) 
in contrast with such a motive a is supplied by 
the administering of chemicals (involving sheer 
motion). 

One of lhe most common fallacies in the at
tempt to determine the intrinsic is the equating of 
1he intrinsic with the unique. We recall an in
stance of this nominalist extreme in an essay by a 
literary critic who exhorted his fellows 10 discern 
the quality of a given poet's lines by finding in 
exaclly what way they were distinct from the 
lines of every other poet (somewhat as advertise
ments recommending rival brands of the same 
product play up some one "tulk.ing point" that is 
said to distinguish this brand from all its com
petilors). Yet 1he intrinsic value of a poet's lines 
must also reside, to a very great degree, in anrib
utes that his work shares with many other poets. 
We cannot define by differemia alone; the differ
enl iated also has significant auributes .is mem
bers of its class. The heresy lhat would define 
human nature solely in terms of some more in
clusive category, such as chemistry, or proto
plasm, or colloids. has as its over-compensatory 

counterpart the heresy thot would define solely in 
terms of distinctive trails, actual or imputed. 
Thus, an article in one of our best magazines is 
recommended on the grounds th:lt it "applies an
thropological method to the diagnosis of our dis
tinc1ive cultural traits." This is, to be sure, a legit
imate limitation of subject maner for treatment 
within the scope of one article; but we should be 
admonished against 1he assumption that even a 
wholly accurate description of our culture in 
terms of its distinct.ive traits alone could possibly 
give us a just interpretation of its motives. In
deed, we can discern a variant of the same error 
in nationalist and regionaJisL concepts of motiva
tion us we get in the oversimplifications of litera
ture: the treatment of motivational parts as 
though they were the motivational whole. 

The search for the intrinsic frequently leads to 
the selection of calculi postulating various assort
ments of "instincts," "drives," "urges,'' etc. as the 
motivational springs of biologic organisms in 
general and of human organisms in particular. 
Materialistic science prefers this style of vocabu
lary because ii assigns scenic terms to motives 
:iituated in the age111: and scenic words generally 
seem so much more "real" than 01her words, 
even though such lists can be expanded or con
tracted ad lib., quite as suits one's dialectical 
preferences. Though the treatment of intrinsic 
motivation in such terms is usually made in good 
faith, it can also well serve as a rhetorical deflec
tion of social criticism. For instance, if a re
fonner would advocate important political or so
cial changes en the ground that the present state 
of affairs stimulates wars, he can be "scientifi
cally refuted" by a calculus which postulates a 
"combative instinct,'' or "drive towards aggres
sion," or "natural urge 10 kill" in all people or 
certain types of people. For if such motives are 
intrinsic to human agents, they may be expected 
to demand expression whatever the social and 
political structure may be. 

When a person has his mind set upon the in
terpreting of human mo1ivation in a calculus that 
features an innate "combative instinct" or "nat
ural urge to kill," one may as well accept hi de
cision as a stubborn fact of nature; instead of try
ing to dispel it, one should try to get around it. 
Recalling the paradox of substance, for instance, 
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we are reminded 1ha1 such "drives" or "urges" 
are like "tendencies" or "trends," which we dis
cussed when on the subject of "directional" sub
stance. And the man who would postulate an "in
sLinct to kill" can be asked to round eut his 
dialectic by postulating a contrary "instinct not to 
kill." For there is certainly as much empirical ev
idence that men let one another live as there is 
evidence chat they kill one another. Hence, when
ever such words designate motives that may or 
may not prevail, we can at least insist that they be 
balanced with their dialectical counterpart. And 
once the paltem is thus completed, we are able to 
see beyond these peculiarly "intrinsic" motives 
to "extrinsic" or "scenic" motives, in the sense of 
situations which s1imulate one rather than the 
other of the paired motives, as some situations 
call forth a greater amount of combativeness and 
destructiveness, whereas other situations call 
forth a greater amount of cooperation and con
struction. (There are, of course, complications 
here that require much more discriminatory cal
culation than could be got by confinement to 
such pairings. A certain kind of cooperation is 
stimulated by war, for instance, both at the time 
and as the result of new methods which, origi
nally designed for military aggression, can later 
be adapted for peaceful commercial exchange.) 

Spinoza defines substance as "the cause of it
self' (cm,sa s11i). And we can see how this for
mulation applies to the search for the intrinsic 
when we contrast supematuralist and humanist 
strategies of motivation. Supematuralist strate
gies derive the attributes of human substance and 
motive from God as their ancestral source, 
whereas humanistic strategies situate the moti
vational principles within human agenis them
selves. In brief. humanists assign to man an 
inherent or intrinsic dignity whereas super
naturalists assign to man a derived dignity. Any 
motive humanistically postulated in the agent 
would be a coma sui insofar as it is not deduced 
from any cause outside itself. 

Since agents require placement in scenes, hu
manism gets its scenic counterpart in naturalism. 
There is also, of course a "supematuralist hu
manism," but it would be exactly the same as the 
kind of doctrine we here call simply supernatu
ralism. And similarly what we here call human-

ism could be characterized more fully as "natu
ralistic humanism." or simply "naturalism." as in 
the following citation from an essay by John 
Dewey, assigning an intrinsic motive to human 
nature: 

Naturalism finds the values in question, the 
worth and dignity of men and women, founded in 
human nature itself. in the connections, acrual and 
potential, of human beings with one another in their 
nntural social relationships. Not only that, but it is 
ready at :my time to maintain the t.hc.~is that n foun
d:ition within man and nature is a much sounde1 
one than is one aJleged to exist outside the constitu
tion of man and nature. 

By placing man and nature together, in dialecti• 
cal opposition 10 the supernatural Dr. Dewey's 
remarks here somewhat conceal from us the fact 
that we arc shifting between a scenic location for 
motives and a localion within the agen1. Only the 
second k.jnd would be "intrinsic" to people; the 
other kind would be "derivative" from nature as 
scene instead of from super-nature us scene. 
(Both "foundation" and "constitution" are "stance" 
words. hence capable of merging intrinsic and ex
trinsic reference.) 

It is pas ·ible that the reverse perspective so 
characteristic of Russian ikons may have origi
nated in a theory of the intrinsic, as is indicated 
in this citation from The 811rli11g1011 Magazine for 
October 1929 ("Greco: the Epilogue to B yzan
tine Culture," by Robert Byron): 

It has been suggested that the habit ri inve11ed 
perspective which the Greeks perpetuated in Duc
cio and Giouo, derived from the artist's imagining 
himself within !he object portrayed; so lhal as it 
progressed in Lhe direction of the beholt.ler ii nccc.~
sarily diminished. Such indeed was the Byzun1i11c 
vision of form as expressed in terms of light and 
dark. The head, the arm, was conceived primarily 
as a dark mass, instead of as a given space. 10 be in
vested with form by the application of shadow. 
This principle is explicitly stated in Denys of 
Fouma's "Guide to Painting" in relation lo nesh 
depiction; und the inrerest of this instruction lies in 
the fact that ii exhibits 1hc exacl converse of the 
rule.~ for the same process prescribed in mcdi:cv.al 
wesrem manuals such as 1hal of Cennino Cennini. 

The notion of "1he artist's imagining himself 
within the object portrayed" would seem 10 carry 
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the cull of the intrinsic to lhe point where it ex
emplilie the par.idox of purity. as with 1he wag 
who said thal only lhe homosexual man can be 
the true admirer of wemen, since he carries his 
admiration 10 such an extent that. identifying 
himself wilh 1hem, he adopts their very point of 
view. and thus falls in love with men. For an "in
trin ic" observation of women would look, not 
towards women, bu1 towards men. 

Tlte Rltelurii: of Substance 

The ambiguity of r;ubstance aHords as one might 
expect, a major resource of rhetoric. We can ap
preciate this by referring again 10 the citation 
from Locke. when he says that in speaking of 
~ub~tance "we talk hke children: who, being 
questioned what such a thing is which they know 
not, readily gives this satisfactory answer, that it 
is .1·r»11e1/,i11x: which in truth signifies no more, 
when ~ used, either by children or men, but lhal 
1hey know net what; and that the thing they pre
tend to know and lalk of. is what they have no 
distinct idea of at all, und ~o are perfec1ly igno
rant ol' it, and in the dark." For "the geneml name 
,ubstam.:e" is "nothing but the supposed, but un
known, support of those qualities we find exist
ing." The most clear-sounding of words can thus 
be used for !he vaguest of reference, quite as we 
,peak of "a certain thing" when we have no par
ticular thing in mintl. And!,() rock-bouom a study 
as a treatise on the nature of substance might, 
from this point of view, more accurately be en-
1i1!ed, "A Treatise on the Nature ofl-don't-know
what." One might lhus express a stale of consid
erable vagueness in the imposing accents of a 
juridic solidity. 

We may even go a step further and note that 
one may say "it is s11/1stwrtially true'' precisely at 
a time when on the basis of the evidence, it 
would be much more accurate co say. "'it is 1101 
true." And even a human slove could be defined 
in Christian doctrine as "substantially" free, by 
reason of qualities which he had inherited "sub
stantially" from his creator. Even in cases where 
the nature of the case does not jus1ify the usage 
grammaiically, it can be used without strain for 
rhetorical purposes. What handier linguistic re-
ource could a rhetorician want than an ambigu-

ity whereby he can say "The stale of affoirs is 
substantially such-and-,uch," instead of having 
to say "The stale of affairs il and/or i~ 1101 such
and-such"? 

There is a ~imilar usage in the expression. "in 
principle" (a word furthermore that is literally a 
"first," as we realize when we recall its etymo• 
logical descent frem a word me.ming: beginning, 
commencement, origin). So diplomats can skirt 
some commendable but embarrassing proposal 
by accepting it "in principle," a stylistic nicety 
that was once very popular with the League of 
Nations. Positivisb who would Jiscard the cate
gory of subs1ance assert that the only meaningful 
propositions are those which are capable of sci
entific proof; and having thus outlawed the con
veniences of a substantive rhetoric, they next 
blandly concede that the scientific proof is not al
ways possible act11olly. but must be possible "in 
principle" -which would leave them pretty 
much where they begun, except that their doc
trine won't allow them to admit it. By this de
vice, we can even characterize as "universally 
valid" a proposition that may in foci be denied by 
whole classes of people. As one controversialist 
has phrased it: "To say that a proposition is valid 
is to say that in prim:iple it can secure the univer
sal agrei:ment •f all who ahide by scientific 
method." 

c,f C,..) 

Often, or course, this function of language is 
preserved when there are no such telltale expres
sions (such as "substantially," "essentially," "in 
principle," or "in the long run") to make ii 
quickly ilpparent. For instance, u list of citi1.ens' 
signatures had been collected for a petition ask• 
ing that a certain politician ·s name be placed on 
the b:illot. In court it was shown that some of 
these signatures were genuine, but that o great 
many others were false. Thereupon the judge in
validated the lot on the grounds that, the whole 
list being a mixture of the false and the genuine, 
it was "saturated" with fraud. He here ruled in ef
fect that the list was substantially or essentially 
fraudulent. The judgment was reversed by a 
higher court which ruled that, since the required 
number of genuine signatures had been obtained. 
the false signatures should be simply ignored. Li ·'-
That is, the genuine signatures should be consid- • L 
ered in themselves. not contexnrnlly. 
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Two Kinds of Depart11re 

Since the five key terms can be considered as 
"principles," and since the margins of overlap 
among them permit a thinker to consider the ge
nius of one term as "substantially" participant in 
the genius of another, the ambiguity of the sub
stantial makes it possible to use tenns as points 
of departure in two senses. Thus we may speak in 
the name of God because this expression is the 
summation of our thinking. Or precisely because 
we speak in the name of God, we may be freed to 
develop modes of thought that lead away from 
supernaturalism, since absolute conviction about 
religion might serve as ground for a study of na
ture. And whereas "naturalism" in its beginnings 
was a consistent title, refening to man in nature, 
it gradually became transformed into a surrepti• 
tiously compensatory title. referring to techno
logical methods and ideals that are almost the an
tithesis of nature, with nature itself seen in terms 
of technology and the monetary. Thus, ironically. 
though much of the resonance in the term "na
ture" derives from 1he supematuralist attitude, 
which thought of nntural law as derivt11ive from 
the divine, in time the disti1tction between the 
natural and the divine become transformed into a 
contrast between the natural and the divine. Or, 
if we think of "God" as the whole and "nature" 
as a part, we could say 1hat the supematurali1,t 
treated nature as a part synecdochical/y relaled to 
the whole, whereas in time naturalism treated this 
as a divisive relation. Or, to adopt a very sugges
tive usage in Charles M. Perry's Toward a Di-
111ensio11a/ Realism, the notion of nature as a part 
c,f God could be converted into the notion of na
ture as apart from God. 

But insofar as this divisive emphasis devel
oped, and the secular appeal of "nature" relied 
Jess and less upon connotations of the supernat
ural, "nature" gained resonance from a new 
source, the romantic reaction against the "unnat
ural" world progressively created by the techno
logical "conquest" of nature. In this way U1e se
lection of "naturalism" as the name for a 
philosophy of applied science may be co111pe11-
sa1ory rather than co11siste11t (somewha1 as 
though one were to call a philosophy "humanis
tic" because it aimed at the systematic elimina-
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tion of traits that were formerly considered char• 
acteristically human, or a~ religious doctrines of 
"personalism" may be formulated, not because 
the individual person really is ITT a posllion of 
paramount importance, bul precisely because he 1 

is not). ~' 
Such tactics of entitling are as legitimate as I\\ 

any other, once the irony has been made explicil. J 
Indeed, philosophies are never quite "consistent" 
in this sense. All thought tends to name things 
not because they are precisely as named, but be· 
cause they are not quite as named, and the name 
is designated as a somewhat hortatory device, lo 
ta.Jee up the lack. As others have pointed out, for 
instance if the philosophy of "utilitarianism" 
were wholly correct, there would be no need for 
the philosophy. For men would spontaneously 
and inevitably follow the dictates of utility; 
whereas in actuality the doctrine proclaiming the 
ubiquity of the utilitarian motive was formulated 
to serve as a plea for the deliberate consulting of 
the utilitarian motive. 

From such ambiguity is derived that irony or J 
historical development whereby the very strength ~ 
in !he affirming of a given term may the better 
enable men Lo make u world that departs from ii. J 
For the affirming of the term as their god-term i 
enables men to go for afield without sensing a 
loss of orientation. And by the time the extent of 
their departure is enough to become generally .;t 
obvious. the stability of 1he new order they have ll 

built in the name of the old order gives them the 1 
strength to abandon their old god-term and adopl ~ 
another. Hence. noting that something so highly :t, 
unnatural as technology developed under the 
name of naturalism, we might ironically expect 
that, were "lechnologism" to become the name 
for "naturalism" the philosophy would be the 
first step towards a lievelopment away from tech
nology. And us indication that this is no mere im
provising, the philosophy of "operationulism." 
modeled after technological procedures, embod-
ies a totally different i:oncept of meaning than the 
one which. we know as a historical foct, figured 
as an incentive in the i11ve111irm of tei:hnological 
devices and their corresponding mathematical 
formulae. Hence, if carried out rigorously. ii 
would lead to the swbifit.ation of technological 
operations rather than 10 1he development of new 
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ones. As '·naturalism" would lead us, via technol
ogy, away from nature, so perhaps "operationul
ism" might be a way of leading us, in the nome 
of technological operations, away from technol
ogy. 

It has been said by one of Descartes's editors, 
John Vei,ch. that when Descartes questioned an 
old dogma. rather than attacking it head on, he 
aimed at "sapping its foundations." And he got 
rid of traditional principles "not so much by di
rect attack as by substituting for them new proofs 
and grounds of reasoning." Veitch also quotes a 
defender of Descartes who says ironically chat 
his enemies called him an atheist "apparently be
cause he hod given new proofs of the existence of 
God." But these new proofs were in effect new 
qualifications of God. And in this capacity they 
subtly changed the nature of "God" as a term for 
motives, so that those who understood by a God 
only the character possessing the attributes of the 
old proofs were justified in calling Descartes an 
"atheist" Here, subtly. the ambiguous resources 
m the point of departure were being utilized. 

As regards the principles of humanism, we 
may note that a supernatural grounding of hu• 
manism is "consistent" in the sense that a per
sonal principle is ascribed to 1he ultimate ground 
of human nction. And having thus been pul in, it 
is there for the philosopher to take out, when de
riving the principles of specifically human action 
by deduction from the nature of the universal 
ground. A naturalistic grounding of humanism, 
on the other hand, is "compensatory," in that per
sonal agents are placed in a non-personal scene. 

I The first strategy reasons by a "therefore," the 
second by o "however." 

e,-.~~ .v-1 . 

The Centrality of Substance 

Contemporary scientific theory, in proposing to 
abandon the categories of substance and causal
ity. has done speculation a good tum. For it has 
made clear wherein the difference between philo
sophic and scientific terminologies of motivation 
resides. Philosophy, like common sense, must 
chink of human motivation dramatistically, in 
terms of actions and its ends. But a science is 
freed of philosophic taints only insofar as it con
fines itself to tenns of motion and arres1ed mo-

tion (figure, structure). This convention. almost 
Puritanical in its severity (surely we should not 
be far wrong in calling it a secularized variant of 
Puritanism) has brought about such magnifica
tion of human powers that any "objection" to it 
would have about ns much force as an attempt to 
'refute" Niagara Falls. But such results, however 
spectacular, do not justify an attempt to abide by 
the same terminological conventions when treat
ing of human motives. For one could confine the 
study of action within the terms of motioo only 
by resigning oneself to gro s misrepresentations 
of life as we normally experience it. 

Though we here Jay great stress upon the puns 
and other word play in men's ideas of motiva- -
tion, we do not thereby conclude that such tin- \J h• i , 
guistic tactics are "nothing but" puns and word l ' -. 
play. Rather, we take it th:ll men's linguistic be- ti.do~ .. 
havior here reflects real paradoxes in the nature ~ 
of the world itself-antinomies that could be re
solved only if men were able, not in thought, as 
with the program of Hegelian idealism, but in ac
tt1al concrete operations, to create an entire uni 
verse. 

However, strictly for the purposes of our 
Grammar, we need not defend as much. One 
might hypothetically grant that the treatment of 
motives in terms of "action" nnd "substance" is 
wholly fallacious, yet defend it as central to the 
placement of statements about motives. Relin-
quishing all claims for it as a "philosopher's 
stone," we might then make claims for it secon-
darily, as "a philosopher's stone for the synopsis 
of writings that have sought the philosopher's 
stone." Men have talked about things in many 
ways, but the pentad offers o synoptic way to talk 
about their talk-about. For the resources of the 
five terms figure in the utterances about motives, 
throughout all human history. And even the most 
modem of scientific tracts can be adequately 
placed only as a development in this long line. 
FfOm this point of view, terminologies of motion 
and "conditioning" are 10 be treated as dialectical 
enterprises designed to transcend lerminologies 
of action and substance. 

~ ....... 
l>~,!Zlt 

~ 
"""'~~ 
~ 

At the very best, we admit, each time you I\ 
scrutinize a concept of substance, it dissolves 
into thin air. But conversely, the moment you 1 \ 

j 
relax your gaze a bit, it reforms again. For things 
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do have intrinsic natures, whatever may be rhe 
quand.1ries that crowd upon us as soon as we at
tempt to decide definitively what these intrinsic 
na1ures arc. And only by systematically dwelling 
upon the parado,;es of sub tance could we possi
bly equip ourselves 10 guard against the conceal
ment ot' "substantialist" thought in schemes 
overtly designed to avoid i1. Yet these schemes 
arc usually constructed by men who contemn di
alectical operations so thoroughly that, in their 
aversion. they cannot adequately observe them. 
and are accordingly prompt 10 persuade them
selves that their terminology is not dialectical, 
whereas every terminology is dialectical by sheer 
reason of the fact that it is a terminology. If you 
will, call the category of substance sheer error. 
Yet it is so fertile a source of error. that only by 
learning to recognize its naturef,·0111 within could 
we hope 10 detect its many disguises from with
out. Such thoughts apply particularly to Alfred 
Korzybski's admonitions against Aristotelian 
"elementalism"; for his aversion leads 10 so eva
sive a treatment of the subject that in a very long 
book he contrives 10 convey little more than a 
negative attillule towards it. 

So, in sum: The transformations which we here 
study as a Grammar are not "illusions," but 
citable realities. The lructural relations involved 
are observable realities, Nothing is more imperi
ously there for observation and study than the 
tactics people employ when they would irtjure or 
gratify one another- and one can readily dem
onstrate the role of subl;tantiation in such tactics. 
To call a man 11 friend or brother is to proclaim 
him consubstantial with one~elf. •ne'~ value or 
purposes. To call a man a bastard is to auack him 
by attacking his whole line. his "authorship," his 
"principle" or "motive" (as expressed in terms of 
the familial). An epithet as~igns substance doubly. 
for in staling the character of the object it m the 
same time contains an implicit program of action 
with regard 10 the object, thus serving as motive. 

So, one could, if he wished, maintain that all 
theology, metaphysics, philosophy, criticism, po
etry drama, fiction. political exhortation, histori
cal interpretation, and personal statements about 
the lovable nnd the hateful-one could if he 
wanted to be as drastically thorough as some of 
our positivists now seem 10 want to be- main-

tain that every bit of this is nonsense. Yet these 
words of nonsense would themselves be real 
words. involving real tactics. having real demon
strable relationship., and demonstrably affecting 
relationships. And as such. a study of their op
portunities. necessities, and embam1ssments 
would be central lo the study of human motives. 

The design on a piece of primitive pollcry 
would be wholly symbolic or allegorical. But a 
drawing 1hat accurately reproduces this design in 
a scientific treatise would be not symbolic or al
legorical, but realistic. And similarly. even when 
statements about the nature Q{ tile world are ab
stractly metaphysical, statemen1s about the na
rure of these sta1e111e111s can be as empirical as the 
statement, "This is Mr. Smith," made when intro
ducing Mr. Smith in the accepted manner .... 

Grammatical Steps to Naturalism 

There are tw primary generulizations that char
acterize the quality of moli ves: freedom und ne
cessity. And whenever they appear, we m:iy 
know that we are in the presence of "God-terml-:· 
or names for lhe uhimales of motivation. Do -
trines wherein Creator and Creation are not onto• 
logically collapsed into a unity give us a kind ol 
double genesis for motives. Con,;ideration 111 

terms of the Crea1io11 leads to "necessity'' when, 
in accordance with the logic or geometrk sub· 
stance, all the parlS of nuturc are treated fJ), 11ccc~ 
sarily related to one another in their neces'-<1ry re
lationship to the whole. For ' 'necessity" name 
the e,;trinsic conditions that determine a mo11on 
and must be taken into .iccounc when one i~ plan 
ning an action. And considernuon 1n tenm ut the 
Crelllor leatls lo "freedom" when. in accordance 
with the logic f tribal sub<;tancc. men '\ubMan
tially" derive freet.lom (or ,elf -movement) from 
God as its ance:..lral source. Till'; double genesis 
allows or free will a11cl detennini~m irnulwnc
ously, rather than requiring a llat choice between 
them. Also, owing 10 the ambiguity of ub~lance. 
it permits men to be ",;ub-;tantially" rrei: even 
when, as regards their natural condi11on~. 1hey 
are actually enslaved or impri~oned. 

An ancestral source of lrcc<lom i~ 111 one ~ense 
extrinsic 10 the individual. inasmuch as progeni
tor 1~ di~lincl fmm ol'f,pnng. Ycl origin i~ 1111rin-
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sic 10 the individual in 1he sense that this genetic 
or gene1ic fact about his nature is also possessed 
witl,ill him (just as members of a given biological 
species ead1 possess wirhin them, genitively, the 
subslance or motives proper to the species gener• 
ally). And as regards 1he geomelric logic, when a 
thing's intrinsic nature is defined as part of a uni• 
versa! whole, the reference here is to a context, 
hence extrinsic. Formally, the issue figures in 
metaphysical specula1ions as 10 whether relations 
are in1ernal or external, an ambiguiry which, 
from 1he dramatist point of view, is implicit in 
the fact that one can shifl between familial and 
geometric definition, stressing either person 
(agent) or ground (scene) as a locus of motives. 

In pantheis1ic schemes, the principles of per• 
sonal (intrinsic) freedom and scenic (extrinsic) 
delermination must collapse into a unity that cor
responds to the ontological merging of Creator 
anti Creation. That is, "freedom" and ' necessity" 
become identical, with each definable in 1erms of 
the other. Spinoza's pantheism meets this re• 
quirement in defining substance a,; cw,.w .mi.s 
whereby the concepts of freedom and necessity 
are merged grammu1ically in the rejle;'live. The 
reflexive form satisfies the requirement, pulling 
active and passive together, since one can be si• 
multaneously free und constrained if the con
strnin1s are those of one's own choosing, an iden• 
1ificution of scene und philosopher-agent that is 
pos.~ihte inasmuch as both nature and the philos• 
ophy are rational. 

Spinoza likewise adopts the expressions, 
1w111rn 1wt11rc111s and 11atw:ll 11C1t11raw ( or '·natur• 
mg nature" and "natured nalure"). Grammati• 
cally, we could thus treat the ground term, "na. 
lure," (which equals "G•<l") ai: reflexive in form 
(though one usually reserves the designation for 
verbs) having active and passive (the .,ms and 
the •Clla) as its dual attributes. And we note a cor• 
responding grammar in his Cartesian expres• 
<;ions, res cogi1a11s and re.~ e;cte11sa, where 
"thing" (res) would be the reflexive ground, with 
"thinking" (cogittms) as its active voice and "ex• 
tended" ( exre11sa) as its passive voice. So we 
could speak of nature, or thing, naturing, or 
thinking-and of nature or thing, natured or ex• 

' "Sclkn used." I Ed.I 

tended. One can discern here the beginnings of 
the alignment that was 10 prevail in modern ide
alism, as the active paniciple becomes the "sub
jective" and the passive participle the "objective" 
(a grammar that is precisely reversed in material• 
ism, where nature in ex1e11sio11 is trea1ed as the 
motivational source, while subjective motives are 
treated as either illusions or reflections). 

Or, consider the passages in Aristotle',; 
Physics where he is seeking to establish the num• 
ber of principles required 10 account for the 
changes that take place in 1he natural world. Here 
we find a paradigm of grammar in his concern 
with the reduction of such principles to a pair of 
opposites, with a possible third term that would 
be their common ground. Grammatically. these 
principles are reducible to active, passive. and 
middle, the concept of self-movement containing 
active and passive ambiguously in one. Nature, 
Aristotle says at one point, is like a doctor doc
toring himsell' (a figure that could, if we wanred 
to translate the universal into medical terms. then 
give us: doctor doctoring and doctor doctored). 

The pantheistic moment in philesophy, by 
prwucing a merger or per:;onal and impersonal 
principles (a merger of personal agent unll imper
sonal scene), can serve well as a bridge leading 
from theology co naturalism. for theologies are 
"dramatistic" in their stress upon the personalis
tic, whereas the terminologies typical of natural 
science would eliminate the concept of the per• 
son, in reducing it to purely scenic term~. Hence, 
a pantheistic merging of person and scene can 
add up 10 the dissolution of lhe personal into 1he 
impersonal along naturalistic lines. 

We might sum up the mailer thus: Tlieologi• 
cafly, nature has altributes derived from i1s origin 
in an act of God (the Creation), but God is more 
than nature. Dramatistically, motion involves ac
tion, but action is more than motion. Hence, theo
logically and/or dramatistically. nanlfe (in the 
sen.se of God's Creation) is to nature (in the sense 
of naturalistic science) as ac1ion is to motion, since 
God's Creation is an enactment, whereas nature as 
conceived in terms of naturalistic science is a 
sheer concatenation of motions. But inasmuch as 
the theological ratio between God (Creator) and 
Nature (Creation) is the same as the dramatistic 
rutio between action and motion, the 11a111/1eis1ic 
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equating of God and Nature would be paralleled 
by the equating of action and motion. And since 
action i<; a personal principle while motion is an 
impersonal principle, the pantheistic equation 
leads into the 11at11ralistic position which reduces 
personalistic concepts to depersonalized terms. 

If these !ileps seem to have been too quickly 
arrived at, let us try approaching the matter from 
another angle. Indeed, we need not even hang on, 
but can almost begin anew .... 

SCENE 

Tlte Fealuri11g of 11,e Terms 

Our program in this section is 10 consider seven 
primary philosophic languages in terms of the 
pentad, used as a generating principle that should 
enable us Lo "anticipate" these different idioms. 
In treating the various schools as languages, we 
may define their substantial relationship to one 
another by deriving them from a common termi
nological ancestor. This ancestor would be a kind 
of lingua Adamica. an Edenic "prelanguage," in 
which the seeds of all philosophic languages 
would be implicit, as in the pa11spermia (or con
fusion of all future possibilities) that, according 
to some mystics, prevailed at the beginnings of 
the world. 

In our introduction we noted that lhe areas 
covered by our five terms overlap upon one an
other. And because of this overlap, it is possible 
for a thinker to make his way cominuously from 
any one of them 10 any of the others. Or he may 
use terms in which several of the areas are 
merged. For any of the ternis may be seen in 
terms of any of the others. And we may even 
treat all five in tenns of one, by "reducing" them 
all lo the one or (what amounts to the same thing) 
"deducing" them all from the one as their com
mon terminal ancestor. This relation we could 
express in temporal terms by saying that the tenn 
selected as ancestor "came first"; and in timeless 
or logical terms we could say that the term se
lected is the "essential,'' "basic," "logically prior" 
or "ultimate" term, or the "term of terms," etc. 

Dramatistically, the different philosophic 
schools are to be distinguished by the fact that 
each school features a t.li fferent one of the five 

terms, in developing a vocabulary designed to 
allow this one term full expression (as regards 
its resources and its temptations) with the other 
terms being comparatively slighted or being 
placed in the perspective of the featured term. 
Think, for instance, of a philosophy that had 
been established "in the sign of the agent." II 
must develop coordinates particularly suited to 
treat of substance and motive in "subjective," or 
"psychological" terms (since such terms deal 
most directly with the attributes of agents). 
Then think of that stage where the philosopher. 
proud in the full possession of his coordinates 
for featuring the realm of the age111. turned to 
consider the areas that fall most directly under 
the heading of scene. Instead of beginning over 
again, and seeking to analyze the realm of scene 
in terms that had no relation 10 the terms he had 
developed when considering the realm of agent, 
he might proceed to derive the nature of hi 
terms for the discussion or scene from the na
ture of his terms for agent. This might well, in 
fnct, be the procedure of a thinker who, inslead 
of using a terminology that was merely slung 
together, felt the logical and aesthetic (and 
moral!) desire for an internal consistency 
among his terms. And iL would amount to an 
"agentification" of scene even though the terms 
for scene were placed in dialectical opposition 
to the terms for agent. For a scene conceived 
antithetically to c1ge111 would differ from a scene 
conceived. let us say, antilhetically to at'f or 
pwpo .te, the genius of the ancestral term surviv
ing even in its negation. 

A rival philosophic terminology might pro• 
pose 10 abandon lhis particular system or tenm 
derived from agent, and lo feature instead the 
are.1 of motives covered by our term, scene. Its 
propounder would maintain that the terms im· 
ported from the area of agent were irrelevant or 
unwieldy as scenic references. However, prin
ciples of internal consistency might lead him to 
undertake imperialist expansions of his own. as 
were he lo treat in scenic terms the areu1-directly 
covered by our terms agent or purpose. 

These general examples should he enough. for 
the time being, 10 indicate what we mean by the 
featuring of a term. In this section we . hall deal 
with the subject in some detail. But tirst survey• 
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ing the entire tield at a glance, lei us state simply 
as propositions: 

For the featuring of scene, the corresponding 
philosophic terminology is marerialism. 

For the featuring of age111, the corresponding 
terminology is idealism. 

For the featuring of agency, the corresponding 
terminology is pragmatism. 

,For U1e featuring of purpose, the cotTespond
ing terminology is mysticism. 

For the featuring of acr, the corresponding ter
minology is realism. 

Nominalism and rationalism increase the 
kinds of terminology to seven. But since we have 
used up all our terms, we must account for them 
indirectly. 

Historically, nominalism stood in opposition 
to medi.eval realism. lt was rhe individualis1ic 
counterparc of realism· s "tribal" or "generic" em
phasis. We would here widen the concept so as 10 

include a corresponding "atomistic" movement 
in any of the other philosophies. 

Rationalism is, in one sense, intrinsic to phi
losophy as a medium, since every philosophy at
tempts to propound a rationale of its position, 
even if it is a philosophy of the irrational. But 
more restrictedly, the term can be applied only to 
philosophies that treat reason as the very ground 
and substance of reality, somewhat as though, in
stead of saying, "a philosophy is a universe," one 
were to say, "the universe is a philosophy." The 
fact that rationalism. as a special philosophic 
strain, converts a method (i.e., agency) into a 
substance might well be the "grammatical rea• 
son" why our pragmatists descend from Hegel, 
who treared reason and world substance as so 
thoroughly identical that he proposed to recreate 
nil history "in principle" by the sheer exercise of 
his philosophic method. 

The addition of 110111i11alis111 and rationalism tCI 
our list spoils the symmetry somewhat, for the 
first (as we extend its meaning) applies to all the 
other six schools insofar as each of them can 
have either :i collectivistic or an individualistic 
{"nominalist") emphasis; and the second applies 
to all in the sense that it is the perfection, or logi
cal conclusion, or reducrio ad abs1mlw11 of the 

philosophic metier. One should also note that a 
philosophy may be "nominalist" or "rationalist'' 
in one realm without necessarily being so in an
other-as materialism is usually atomistic in the 
physical realm, but may be quite collectivis1ic in 
the ethical or political realm. Similo.rly the mys
tic's merging of the One with the All would often 
muke it difficult to say whether we should call 
his doctrine collectivistic or :itomistic, if we 
stopped at this point; but there is clearly a great 
distinc1ion between mystics whose doctrines lead 
10 permanent isolation from other men, and those 
whose doctrines leud 10 the founding of religious 
orders. 

The symmetry is also impaired by the face that 
there has been much borrowing of terms among 
the various philosophic schools, so that one can• 
not always ta.Ice even key terms at their face 
value. For instance, we have previously observed 
that "situation" is a synonym for "scene." Hence 
on-e might take it as a rule that philosophies 
which account for motivations in terms of "the 
sit\lation" are ''materialistic.' But the current 
prestige of the "situational" approach has led to 
the term's adoption by 01her schools. A literary 
critic who spoke of "the literary situation," for 
insiance, meant not the "objective conditions" 
under which .1 writer writes. but the motives pe
cuJiar to a writer's medium. What looked 
"scenic" was here actually ''pragmatic," since the 
writer's medium is an age11c:_v. And similarly, es
sayists now often speak of "the human situation" 
when they seem to hove in mind the motives pe
crL!iar to men as men, a usage that weuld call for 
the classifying of the expression under the head
ing of agent, hence giving the apparen//y materi
alistic usage an essentially idealistic application 
(since, as we have said, idealism features the 
term agent). 

Besides the concealments of misnomer and 
those due to mutual borrowings among the philo
sophic schools, there is an internal development 
that causes the nnture of philosophy as an asser
tion lo be lost in the problems of demonstration. 
That is, as soon as a philosopher has begun to in
vestigate the possibilities in whatever term he has 
se5ected as his Ausga,igspwzkt/' he tinds that the 

•"Stoning poin1." [E<.1.j 
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term does not merely create other terms in its 
image. Also. it generates a particular set of prob 
lems - and the a1temp1 to solve these problems 
may leatl the philosopher fur from his begin
nings. It is somewhat. alas! as with the design for 
a perpetual motion machine. Such a design may 
have been quite simple in its original conception, 
but it becomes fantastically complex as the in
ventor finds that each new wheel or trip or pin or 
cam which he added to solve his problem gave 
rise lo a new problem, and this in turn suggested 
the need of some other contrivance, which re
lieves his former embarrassments only by intro
ducing a new embarrasi;ment of its own. 

Indeed, since all the terms of the pentad con
tinually press for consideration, and since it is 
not possible for us, without contradiction, to 
recreate in words a world which is itself not ver
bal at all, we can safely accept it as an axiom lhat 
the mere attempt to contemplate persistently the 

resources of any one tenn will lead to the discov
ery of many problem~ the answers ta which will 
rrc111sce11d the genius of this term. And if a reader 
comes upon a philosophy after it has been thu~ 
sophisticatetl, he may find himself so caught 
up in its problems-atop-problems-atop-problems 
and problems-within-problems-within-problems 
that he cannot sense lhe principle of generation 
behind them. For usually the thinker himself has 
become similarly inlricated. 

But with the pentad as a generating principle. 
we may extricate ourselves from these intrica
cies. by discovering the kinds of assertion wh1i:h 
the different schools would exemplify in a hypo
thetical state of purity. Once this approach is e -
tablished, problems arc much less likely to con
ceal the underlying design of assertion, or may 
even serve to assist in the characterizing of a 
given philosophic work. 

From A Rhetoric of Motives 

INTRODUCTION 

The only difficult portion of this book happens, 
unfortunately, to be at the start. There, selecting 
texts that are usually treated as pure poetry, we 
try 10 show why rhetorical an<l dialectical consid
erations are also called for. Since these texts in
volve an imagery of killing (as a typical text for 
today hould) we note how, behind the surface, 
lies a quite different realm that has little to do 
with such motives. An imagery of killing is bu1 
one of many tenninologies by which writers can 
represent the process of change. And while rec
ognizing the sinister implications of a preference 
for homicidal and suicidal 1erms. we indicate that 
the principles of development or transformation 
("rebirth") which they stand for are not strictly of 
such a nature at all. 

We emerge from the iinalysis with the key 
term, "ldentilica1io11." Hence, readers who would 
prefer 10 regin with ii, rather than to worry a text 

until it is gradunlly extricated, might go lightly 
through the opening pages, with 1he intention or 
not taking hold in earnest unlil they come to the 
general topic or lde111ijic:mio11. 

Thereaf1er, with this term as instrument, we 
seek to mark off the :ircas of rhetoric, by showing 
how a rhetorical motive is often present where ii 
is not usually recognized, or thought to belong. 
In part. we would but rediscover rhetorical cle
ments thut had become obscured when rhetoric 
as a term fell mto disuse, and other specialized 
disciplines such as csthctics, anthropology, psy
choanalysis, and sociology came to the fore (so 
that esthetic1> sought lo outlaw rhetoric, while the 
other science~ we have mentioned took over, 
euch in its own terms. the rich rhetorical ele
ments thut esthetics would ban). 

But besides this .inb of reclamation. we also 
seek to develop our subject beyond the tradi
tional bound1> of rhetoric. There is c.1n intennedi
ate area of expression that is not wholly deliber-
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ate, yel not wholly um:onscious. IL lies midway 
bet ween aimless ullerance und spr.:cch t.lireclly 
purposive. For instance, a man who idemities hi~ 
private ambitions with the good of the commu
nity may be partly juslilied, partly unjustified. He 
may be using a mere pretext to guin individual 
udvantage al the public expense; yet he may be 
quite sincere, or even may willingly make sacri
fices in behalf of such identification, Here is a 
rhetorical area not analyzable either as sheer de
sign o, as sheer simplicity. And we would treat 
of it here. 

Traditionally, the key term for rhetoric is not 
"identification," but "persuasion." Hence, to 
make sure that we do not maneuver ourselves un
necessarily into a weak position, we review sev
eral clussic texts which track down all rhe major 
implications of that term. Our treatment, in 1ennh 
of identification, is decidedly not meant as a sub
stitute for the sound traditional approach. Rather, 
as we try to show, it is but an accessory to the 
standard lore. And our book aims to make itself 
al home in both emphases. 

Particularly when we come upon such aspects 
of persuasion as are found in "mystification," 
counship, and the "magic" of class relationships, 
the reader will see why the classical n•lion of 
clear persuasive intent is not an accurate fit, for 
describing the ways in which the members of a 
group promote social cohesion by acring rhetori
cally upon themselves and one another. As W. C. 
Blum has stated the case deftly, "In identification 
lies the source of dedications and enslavements, 
in fact of cooperation." 

All told. persuasion ranges from the bluntest 
quest of advantage, as in sales promotion or pro
paganda, through counship, social etiquene, edu
cation, .Jnd the sermon, to a "pure" form that de
lights in the process of appeal for itself alone, 
without ulterior purpose. And identification 
ranges from the politician who, atldressing an au
dience of fanners, says, 'I was u farm boy my
self," through the mysteries of social status, 10 the 
mystic's devout identification with the source of 
all being. 

That the reader might find it gratifying to ob
serve the many variotions on our two interrelated 
rhemes. at every step we have sought 10 proceed 

by examples. Since we did not aim to write a 
compendium, W<! have not tried to cover the field 
in the way that a cempn:hc:nsive historical survey 
might do-and another volume will be needed to 
deal adequately with the polemic kinds of 
rhetoric (such as the verbal tactics now called 
''cold war"). 

But we have tried to show what portions of 
other works should be selec1ed as pans of a 
"course in rhetoric," and how they should be 
considered for our particular purposes. We have 
tried to show how rhetoricol analysi throws light 
on literary texts imd human relations generally. 
And while interested always in rhetorical de
vices, we have sought above all else to write a 
"philosophy of rhetoric." 

Wed• not flauer ourselves that any one book 
c.in contribute much 10 counteract the torrents of 
ill will into which so many of our contemporaries 
have so avidly and sanctimoniously plunged. But 
the more strident our journalists, politicians, and 
alas! even many of our churchmen become, the 
more convinced we are that books should be 
wriuen for tolerance and contemplation ... . 

PARTJ 

lde11tificatio11 and "Cons11bsta11tiality" 

A is not identical with his colleague, B. But inso
far as their interests are joined, A is icle111ified 
with 8. Or he may identify himself with B even 
when their interests are not joined, if he assumes 
that they are, or is persuaded to believe so. 

Here are ambiguities of substonce. In being 
identified with 8. A is "substantinlly one" with a 
person other than himself. Yet at the same time 
he remuins unique. un individual loc.:us of mo
tives. Thus he is both joined and separate, at 
once a distinct substance and consubstantial with 
another. 

While consubstantial wi1h its parents, with 
the "firsts" from which it is derived, the offspring 
is nonetheless apart from them. In this sense, 
there is nothing abstruse in the statement that the 
offspring both is and is not one with its parent
age. Similarly, two persons may be identified in 
terms of some principle they share in common, 
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an "identification" that docs not deny their dis
tinctness. 

To identify A with 8 is 10 make A "consub
stantial" with 8. Accordingly. since our Grc,111-
mar of Molives was constructed about ",ub
stance" as key term. the related rhetoric select~ 
its nearest equivalent in the ,treas of' persuasion 
and dissu:ision, communication ,tnd polemic. 
And ur third volume, Symhnlic of Mmive .1. 
~hould be built about identity as titular or ances 
tral term, the "first" to which all other terms 
could be reduced and from which they could then 
he derived or generated, as from a common 
spirit. The thing ' s ide,uiry would here be its 
uniqueness as an entity in itself and by itself. a 
dema.rcaied unit having it! own particular ssruc
ture. 

However, "substance" is an abstruse philo 
sophic term. beset by a long history of quan
daries and puzzlements. It names so parado:'<ical 
a function in men's systematic terminologies, 
that thinkers finally tried to abolish it :ilto
gether-and in recent years they have ol'lcn per
suaded themselves that they really liid abolish it 
from their terminologies of motives. Tiley abol
ishe• the term. hue ii is doubtful whether they c.in 
ever abolish the fr111crill11 ur lhal tenn, or even 
whether they should wm11 10. A doctrine l)f i.:011-

.mfJ.vla111ie1lity, either explicit or implicil. may be 
necessary to any way of life. For substance, in 
the old philosophies, was an acr; and a way of 
life is an ac1i11g-toge1frer: and in ucting together, 
men have common sensations, concepts, images, 
ideus, altitudes chal make them c:011s11h.1·1c1111ial. 

The Grammar dcall with the universal para
doxes of substance. It considered resources of 
placement and definition common to all 1hough1. 
The Symbolic should deal with unique individu 
als, e:ich its own peculiarly constructed act, or 
form. These unique "cons1i1u1ions" being capable 
of treatment in isolation, the Symlwlic: should 
consider them primarily in their capacity as sin
gulars, each a separate universe of discourse 
(though there are also respects in which lhey nre 
consubstantial with others of their kind, since 
they c:in be classed with other unique individuals 
as joint participants in common principles, pos
sessors of the same or similar properties). 

The Rfrewric deals with the possibilities of 

classiltcation in its paf'fi .w11 aspect-;; it consider. 
the ways in which individuals arc al odds with 
one another, or become itlentilied with group, 
more or less ill odds with one another. 

Why "at odds," you may ask, when the titular 
tenn is "identi1ication"? Because. to begin with 
"1dentilic.1tion" is, by the same token, though 
roundabout, to confront the implications or divi -
1io11. And so, in the end, men arc brought lO that 
most tragically irnnic of' all div1,;ions, or con 
llicts, wherein millions or cuopera11ve acts go 
into !he preparalJl)ll fol' one single dc~Lructive act. 
We refer to th:it u I ti mule clisea. e of cooperation: 
war. (You will unueri;Land war much bcller if 
you think o! it, not simply as -;Irile come to a 
head, but rather as a disease, or perversion ol 
communion. Modern w;1r charac1enstically re
quire~ a myriad of construclive acts for each de
i.tructi ve one; before cad1 culminating blast there 
must be a va1,1 network or i111erlocking opera
tions, directed communally.) 

ldcntilic,111LH1 1s .illinncd w11h earnc~tncss pre
cisely becau~e there i~ tlivision. ldentilication 1s 
co111pe11satory 10 c..livisio11. I! 111c11 were n(l( apart 
from one anethcr. there would be no 11cctl ror 1hc 
rhetorician to proclaim their unity. If men were 
wholly an<l truly or one '.'lt1bs1ancc . .1b,olu1e com
munication would be of' man' , very essence. 11 
would not be an ideal. a~ it now i.,, parlly cmbuu
ied in material conditions 1111«.l partly lrn trated by 
thci.e ~ame conditions : rather. 11 woulc.l he a!'. mll• 

ura!. spontancou.~, and IOLal :I'- w11h tho~e ideal 
prototypes or communication, the 1heologian'1-
angels. or "me,sengers." 

The Grammar was at peace in!-.ofar ii!> t cun
Lernplated the paradoxe~ common Ill all men. the 
universal resources of' vcrb,11 placement. The 
Symlmlic should be al peace. in that the individ
ual substances. llr entities. ur constituted aCI'- arc 
there considered in their uniqueness. hence 011t-
1,idc the renlm of conllicl. For individual uni
vcr. cs. as such, do 1101 compete. Each merely is. 
being its own sclf-surt'icicnl rc.1I111 of di,;cour~c. 
And the S_w11holic thus considers each lhmg ,1s a 
set of interrelated terms ;di conspiring 10 r()Und 
out their identity as par1icip,1n1s in a comm1111 
substance or meaning. An imlividual does in ac
tuality compete with other individuals. But 
within the rule~ , I' Sy111h11lic. the indiviJual i~ 
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treated merely as a self-subsistent unit procluirn
ing its peculiar nature. It is "al peuce,'' in that its 
terms coupewtc in modifying one another. But 
insofar as the individual is involved in conflict 
with other individuals or groups, the s1udy of this 
same individual would fall under the head of 
lflwtoric. Or considered rhetorically, I.he victim 
of a neurotic contlicl is torn by parliamentary 
wrangling; he is heckled like Hitler within, 
(Hitler is s.iid to have confronted .i constant 
wrangle in his private cleliberntions, after having 
imposed upon his people a Hat choice between 
conformity and silence.) Rhetoric:i.lly, the neu
rotic's every attempt to legislate for his own con
duct is disorganized by rival factions within his 
own disso<:iuted seff. Yet, considered Symb•li
cally, the same victim is technically "at peace," 
in the sense that his identity is Jike :i unified, mu
tually adjusted se1 of terms. For even antagonistic 
terms, confroming e:ich other as parry and thrust, 
can be said 10 "ceoperute" in the building of a!l 
over.ill form. c"'~ ~~~~ .l)> ._ .,$•- ..... 

The Rheturic must le.id us through the Scram
ble, the Wrungle of the Markel Place, the flurries 
and llare-ups of the Human Barnyard, 1he Give 
and Take, the wavering line of pressure :ind 
counrerpressure. the Logom.ichy, the onus of 
ownership, the Wars of Nerves, the War. H too 
has its peaceful moments: at times iLo; endless 
competition can nrd up to the transcending of it
self. In ways of it own, it can move from the 
factional 10 the universal. But its ideal culmina
tions are more often beset by strife as the condi
tion of their organized expression, or material 
embodiment. Their very universality becomes 
transfonned into a p.irtisan weapon. For one need 
not scrutinize the concept of "identification" very 
sharply to see, implied in it at every tum, its 
ironic counterpart: division. Rhetoric is con
cerned with the state of Babel after the Fall. Its 
conlribulion to a "sociology of knowledge" must 
often carry us for into the lugubrious regions of 
malice and the lie. 

The /de111i/ying Nature of Property 

Met:iphysically. :i thing is identified by its prop
erties. In the realm of Rhetoric, such identifica
tion is frequently by properly in the most materi-

alistic sense of the term, economk property, such 
properly as Coleridge, in his "Religious Mus
ings," calls a 

1wy-s1reaming fount, 
Whence Vice anJ Vinuo flow, honey an<l g.ill. 

And later; 

From Avarke lhus, from Luxury and War 
Sprang heavenly Science; and from Science, 

Freedom. 

Coleridge, typic.illy the literary idealist, goes 
one step further back, deriving "property" from 
the working!i of "Imagination." Bul meditu1ions 
upon the dual aspects of property as such are 
enough for our present purposes. In the surround
ing of himself with properties that name his num• 
ber or establish his identity, man is elhical. 
("Avarice" is but the scenic word "propeny" 
translated into terms of an agent's attitude, or in
cipient act.) Man's moral growth is organized 
through properties, properties in goods, in ser
vices, in position or stallls, in citizenship, in rep
ut.ation, in acquaintanceship and love. But how
ever ethical such an array of identifications mny 
be when considered in itself, its relation to other 
entities that are likewise forming their identity in 
terms of property can leud to turmoil und discord. 
Here is par excellence a topic to be considered in 
:i rhetoric having "identification" as its key term. 
And we see why one should expect to get much 
insight from Marxism, as a study of capitulistic 
rhetoric. Veblen is also, from this point of view, 
co be considered a theorist of rhetoric. (And we 
know of no better way 10 quickly glimpse the 
range of rhetoric than to read, in succession, the 
artic:les on • Property" and "Propaganda" in The 
Erzcyc/opaedia of tl,e Social Sciences.) 

Bentham's utilitarian analysis of language. 
treating of the ways in which men lind "eulogistic 
coverings" for their "mnterial interests," is thus 
seen 10 be essentially rhetorical, and to bear di
rectly upon the motives of property as a rhetori
cal facwr. Indeed, since it is so clearly a muller 
of rhetoric to persuade a man by idemifying your 
cause with his interests, we note the ingredient of 
rhetoric in the animal experimenter's ways of 
conditioning, as animals that respond avidly 01 

a food signal suggest, underlying even human 
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motive~. the inclination, like a house dog, 10 seek 
!-.alvation in the Sign of 1he Scraped Plate. But the 
lessons of thi!> '"anunal rhetoric" can mislead, as 
we learn from the United Stales' attempts to use 
food as an instrument of policy in Europe after 
the war. These efforts met with enough ill wil! to 
suggest Lhat the careful "screening" of our repre
scniatives, to eliminate reformist tendencies as 
far as possible and to iden1ify American aid only 
with conserva1ive or even reactionary interests, 
practically guw·,111reed us a dismal rhetoric in our 
dealings with other n:i.tions. And when Henry 
Wallace, during a trip abroad, began earning for 
our country the genuine good will of Europe's 
common people and intellectual classes, the Ge
nius of the Screening came into its own: our free 
press, as at one signal, began stoutly assuring the 
citizens of both the Un iced States and Europe that 
Wallace did not truly represent us. What did rep
resent us, presumably, was the policy of the 
Scraped Plate, which our officialdom now and 
then bescirred themselves Lo present publicly in 
Lerms of a dispirited "idealism " as heavy as ::i 
deud elephant. You see, we were nol lo be idenl i• 
lied wi1h very resonant lhings; our press ::issured 
our people that the outcome of lhe last election 
had been a "popular mandate" to this effect. (We 
leave this statement unrevised. For the conditions 
of Truman's reelection, after a campaign in 
which he our-Wallaced Wallace, corroborated it 
"in principle.") 

In pure identification there would be no strife. 
Likewise, there would be no strife in absolute 
separateness, since opponents can join battle only 
through a mediatory ground that makes !his com
munication possible, thus providing the first con
dition necessary for their interchange of blows. 
But put identification and division ambiguously 
together, ~o that you cannot know for certain just 
where one ends and 1he other begins, and you 
have the characteristic in vi talion Lo rhetoric. Here 
is a major reason why rhetoric. according to 
Aristolle, "proves opposites." When two men 
collaborate in an enterprise 10 which they con
Lribule different kinds of services and from which 
lhey derive different amounts and kinds of profit, 
who is to say, once and for all, just where •·co
operation" ends and one partner's "exploitation" 

of the other begins? The wavering line between 
lhe two cannot be "scientifically'' identilied; rival 
rhecoricialls can draw it at different places. and 
their persuasiveness varies with the resources 
each has at his command. (Where public issues 
are concerned, such resources are not contined to 
Lhe intrinsic powers of the speaker and the 
speech, but depend also for their effectivenes~ 
upon Lhe purely technical means of communica
tion, which can either aid the utterance or hamper 
it. For a "good" rhetoric neglected by the pre~s 
obviou•·ly cannot be so "communicative" as a 
poor rhetoric backed nation-wide by headlines. 
And often we ntust think of rhetoric not in terms 

;)-

1\') 
\ 

of some one parth.:ular address, but as a general ~ 

body of ide11rijicarions that owe their convincing- v 
ness much more 10 trivial repetition and dull 
daily reenforcement than to exceptional rhetori-
cal skill.) 15 .. 0 .... ~ 

If you would praise God, and in 1erms that 
happen also 10 sanction one system of material 
property rather than another, you have forced 
Rhetorical considerations upon us. If you would 
pr.iise science, llowever exaltedly, when Iha\ 
same science is al the service of imperialist-mili
tarist expansion, here again you bring things 
within the orbit of Rhe1eric. For just as God has 
been identified with a certain worldly structure 
of ownership, so science may be identified with 
the interests of certain groups or classes qui le 
11nscie11rijic in their purposes. Hence, however ~ 
"pure" one's motives may be actually, the impu
rities of identification lurking ahoul the edges of 
such situations introduce a 1ypical Rhetorical 
wrangle of lhe son that can never be settled once 
and for all, but belongs in the lield of moral con• 
troversy where men properly seek to "prove op 
posites." 

Thus, when his friend, Preen. wrote of a meet
ing where like-minded colleagues would he pres
ent and would all be proclaiming their praise of 
science, Prone answered: "You fail to mention 
another colleague who is :;urc 10 be !here LOO un
le~s you Lake care lo rule him out. I mean John 
Q. Militarist-Imperialist." Whereal, Preen: "This 
John Q. Militaris1-lmperialist must be quite ven
erable by now. 1 seem Lo have heard of him back 
in Bihlical times. before Roger B. Science was 
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born. Doesn't he get in everywhere, unless he is 
explicitly ruled out?" He does, thanks 10 the 
way of identification. which are in accordance 
with the nature of property. And the rhetorician 
and the moralist become one at that point where 
the auempt is made to reveal the undetected pres
ence of such an identification. Thus in the United 
States after the Second World War, the tempta
tions of such an identification became particu
larly strong because so much scientilic research 
hod Fullen under 1he direction of the military. To 
speak merely in praise of science, without explic
itly dissociating oneself from its reactionary im
plications, is 10 identify oneself with these reac
tionary implications by default. Many reputable 
educators could thus, in this roundabout way, 
Jimcrion as •·conspiracors." In their teal le get 
federal subsidies for the science department of 
their college or university, they could help to 
shape educational policies with the ideals of war 
as guiding principle. 

lde11tijicatio11 a11d the "A11to11omo11s" 

As regards •·autonomous" activities, 1he principle 
of Rhetorical identifica!ion mny be summed up 
thus: The fact that an activity is capable of reduc
tion lo intrinsic, autonomous principles does nor 
argue that it is free from identification with other 
orders of metivation elltrinsic to it. Such 01her 
orders are extrinsic to ii, as considered from the 
standpoint of the speciali2ed activity atone. But 
they are not extrinsic to the field of moral action 
as such, considered from the standpoint of human 
activity in general. The human agent, qua human 
agent, is not motivated solely by the principles of 
a specialized activity, however strongly this spe• 
cialized power. in its suggestive role as imagery. 
may affect his character. Any specialized activity 
participates in a larger unit of ac1ion. "ldentificu
tion" is a word for the autonomous activity's 
place in this wider context, a place with which 
the agent may be unconcerned. The shepherd, 
qua shepherd. acLc; for the good of the sheep, to 
protect them from discomfiture and harm. But he 
may be "identified" with a project thot is raising 
the sheep for market. 

Of course, the principles of the autonomous 

:ict1v1ty can be considered irrespective of ~uch 
identifications. Indeed, two students. sitting side 
by side in a classroom where the principle of u 
specialized subject are being taught, can be ex
pected to "identify'' the subject differently, so far 
as its place in a total context is concerned. Many 
of the most important identifications for the spe
cialty will not be established at all, until later in 
life, when the specialty hos become integrally in
terwoven with the particulars of one's livelihood. 
The specialized activity itself becomes 3 differ
ent thing for one person, with whom it is a means 
of suJTounding himself with family and arneni
!ies, than it would be for another who, unmarried, 
childless, loveless, might find in the specially 001 
so much a meuns 10 gratification as a substitute 
for luck of grarifica1ion. 

Carried into unique cases, such concern wilh 
identifications leads to the sheer "identities" of 
Symbolic. That is, we a.re in pure Symbolic when 
we concentrate upon one particular integrated 
structure of motives. But we are clearly in I.he re
gion of rhetoric when considering the identifica
tions whereby u specialized activity makes one a 
participant in some social or economic class. 
"Belonging" in this sense is rhecorical. And, iron
ically, with much cellege education today in lit
erature and the fine ans, the very stress upon the 
pure autonomy of such activities is a round-about 
way of identification with a privileged class, as 
the doctrine may enroll the student stylistically 
under the banner of a privileged class, serving as 
a le.ind of social insignia promising preferment. 
(We are here obviously thinking along Veb!enian 
lines.) 

The stress upon the importance of au
tonomous principles does have its good aspec1s. 
In particular, as regurds the teaching of literature, 
the insistence upon "autonomy" reflects a vigor
ous concern with the all-importance of the text 
that happens robe under scrutiny. This cull ofpu
tient textual analysis (though it hus excesses of 
its own) is helpful as u reaction against the ex
cesses of extreme historicism {a leftover of the 
nineteenth century) whereby a work became so 
subordinated to its background that the student's 
appreciation of lirst-rate texts was lost behind his 
involvement with the collutera! documents of 
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fifth-rate literary historians. Also, the stress upon 
the autonomy of fields is valuable methodologi
cally· it has been justly praised because it gives 
clear insight into some particular set of prin
ciples; and such a way of thinking is particularly 
needed now, when pseudoscientilic thinking has 
become "unprincipled" m its uncritical cult of 
''facts." But along with these sound reasons for a 
primary concern with the intrinsic, there are 
furtive temptations that can figure here too. For 
so much progressive and radical criticism in re
cent year has been concerned with the social 
implications of art, that affirmations of :m's :lu
lonomy can often become, by antithesis, a round
about way of identifying oneself with the inter
es1s of political conservatism. In accorcl:ince with 

":!{ ever you find a doclrine of ·•nonpolitical'' esthet-
' t If lhe rhetorical principle of identification, when-

:~ ics affirmed with fervor, look for its politics. 

•"""'· . 
'""""·' ,r.11~c" 
...... d+\ , .. ,, ... .._. 

But the principle of autonomy does allow for 
historical shift~ whereby rhe nature of an identifi
cation can ch.loge greatly. Thus in his book, J'he 
Ge11esis of Plato'f Thought, David Winspear 
gives relevant insight into the :lristocratic and 

H'4.+\. •("- conservative polilicnl trends with which Plato ·s 
~ .. '1 philosophy was identified at the Lime of its incep-
G tion. The Sophists, on the other hand are shown 
~ V1 to have been more closely allied with the ,ising 

business class, then relatively "progressive' frrom 
the Marxist point of view, though their position 
was fundamentally we:lkencd by the fact that 
their entefl)rise was based on the acceptance of 
slavery. Yet at other periods in history the Pla-
tonist concern with an ideal state could itself be 
identified with wholly progressive trends. 

During the Second World War m:lny good 
writers who had previously complained of the 
M.:u-xist concern with propaganda in art, chem
selves wrote books in which they identified their 
esthetic with an anti-Fa~cist politics. At the very 
least such literature attributed to Hitlerite Ger
mans and their collaborators the brutal and neu
rotic motives which in former years had been at
tributed to "Everyman." (Glenway Wcscou's 
Apart111e111 in Athens, for instance.) So the over
generalized attempt to discredit Marxist Rhetoric 
by discrediting all Rhetoric was abandoned, nt 
least by representative reviewers whose criticism 

was itself a rhetorical act designed to identify the 
public with anti-Fascist attitudes and help sell 
anti-Fascist books (as it later contributed 10 the 
fonning of anti-Soviet attitudes and the sale of 
anti-Soviet books). In 1he light of such develop• 
ments, many critics have become only too ac
commod:lting in their search for covert and overt 
identifications th:lt link the "autonomous" lield of 
the arts with political and economic orders of 
motivation. Head-on resistance 10 the question
ing of "purity" in specialized activities usually 
comes now from another quarter: the liberal 
apologists of science. 

The "Autonomy" of Scie11cc 

Science, as mere instrument (agency), might be 
expected to take on the nature of the scenes, acts, 
agents, and purposes with which it is identified. 
And insofar as a faulty political structure perverts 
human relations, we might reasonably expect to 
find a correspondingly perverted science. Thus, 
even the apologists of the Church will grant tha!, 
in corrupt times, there is a corresponding corrup
tion :i.mong churchmen: :ind it is relevant to re
call those specialists whose technical training fit. 
ted them to become identified with mass killings 
and experimentally induced sufferings in the 
concentration camps of National Socialist Ger• 
many. Hence, insofar :lS there are similar temp• 
tations in our own society (as attested by the sin
ister imagery of its art), might we noL expect 
similar motives to lurk about the edges of our 
sciences (!hough Lemperell in proportion as the 
sinister political motives 1hemselve..-; are tem
pered in our society, under our less exacting 
social and economic conditions)? Bui liberal 
apologetics indignantly resists any suggestion 
that sadistic motives may lurk behind unneces
sary animal experiments that cause suffering. 
The same people who, with reference to the sci
entific horrors of Hitlerism, admonish :igainst the 
ingredients of Hitlerite thinking in our own soci
ety, will be outraged if you follow out the impli
cations of their own premises, and look for simi
lar temptations among our specialists. 

One can sympathize with this anxiety. The 
liberal is usually disinclined to consider such 
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possibilities because applied science is for him 
not a mere set of instrurnen1s and methods, what
ever he may assert; it is a good and absolute, and 
is thus circuitously endowed with the philosophic 
function of God as the: grounding of values. His 
thinking lhus vacillates indeterminately between 
his overt claims for science as sheer method, as 
sheer coefficient of power, and his covert claims 
for science as a substance which, like God, would 
be an intrinsically good power. Obviously, any 
purely secular pewer, such as the applications of 
technology, would not be simply "good," bu1 
could become identified with motives good, bud, 
or indifferent, depending upon the uses to which 
ir was put, and upon 1he ethical attitudes that, as 
pan of the contex1 surrounding it, contributed 10 

its meaning in the realm of motives and action. 
The unavowed idemification, whereby a theo

logical f1111ctio11 is smuggled into a term on its 
face wholly secular, can secretly reenforce the 
characteristically liberal principle of occupational 
autonomy, itself reenforced by the naivety prag
matist notion th,H practical specialized work is a 
~ufficienl grounding of mora.lity. If the technical 
expen, as such, is assigned the taslc of perfecting 
new powers of chemical, bacteriological, or 
atomic destruction, his morality as rec/mica/ e.T
pert requires only that re apply himself o his task 
as effectively us possible. The question of what 
the new force might mean, as released into a so
cial texture emotionally and intellec1ually unfit to 
control il. or as surrendered to men whose spe
cialty is professiu11nl kil/irig- wel!, that is simply 
"none of his business," as specialist, however 
great may be his misgivings as father of a family, 
or as citizen of his nation and of the world. The 
extreme division of labor under late capitalist lib
eralism havint made dispersion the norm and 
having transformed the state of B:ibel into an 
ideal, the true liberal must view almost as an af
front the Rhetorical concern with identifications 
whereby the principles of a specialty cannot be 
ta.ken on their face, simply :is the motives proper 
to that specialty. They are the motives proper to 
1he speci:ilty as such, but not 10 the specialty as 
pnrticipGnt in a wider co11tex1 of motives. 

In sum, as regards tests of "autonomy," the 
specialist need only consider, as a disciplinary 

factor, the objective resistances supplied by the 
ma1erials with which he works. The liberal crite
rion was that propounded by Rousseau in Emile: 
The principle of constraint was to come from the 
nature of things, not from authoritie!. and their 
precepts. Yet, willy nilly, a science takes on the 
moral qualities of lhe political or social move
ments with which it becomes identified. Hence, a 
new anguish, a crisis in the liberal theory of sci
ence. In his Genealogy of Morals, Nie12sche met 
1he same problem keenly, but perversely, by 
praising "auwnomy" as the opposite of the 
moral. Modem political authoritarianism, like 
the earlier theocratic kinds. would subordinate 
the autonomous specialty 10 overall doc1.rinal 
considerations. The rhetorical concept of "identi
fication" does not justify the excesses to which 
such doc1rinaire tendencies can be carried. But it 
does make clear the fact that one's morality as a 
specialist cannot be allowed to do duty for one's 
morality as a citizen. Insofar as the two roles are 
at odds, a specialty at the service or sinister inter
ests will itself become sinister. 

"Redemplion"i11 Post-Christian Science 

With a culture formed about the id~ of re<lemp
tion by the sacrifice of a Crucified Christ, just 
what does happen in an ero of post-Christian sci
ence, when the ways of socialization have been 
secularized? Does the need for the vicarage of 
this Sacrificial King merely dwindle away? Or 
must some other person or persons, individual or 
cerporate, real or fictive, take over the redemp
tive role? Not all people, perhaps, seek out a Ves
sel ro which will be ritualistically delegated a 
purgative function, in being symbolically laden 
with the burdens of individual and collective 
guilt. But we know, as a lesson of recent history, 
how anti-Semitism provided 1he secularized rep
lica of the Divine Scapegoat in the post-Christian 
rationale of Hitler's National Socialist militar
ism; and we know how Jews and other minority 
groups are thus m:igically identified by many 
members of our society. And since we also 
know that 1here are at large in the modem world 
many miliraristic and economic lrends quite like 
those of Germany under the Hitlerite "science" 
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of genocide, we should at le:ist be admonished to 
expect, in some degree, similar culLurol tempta
tions. For the history of the Nazis has clearly 
shown lhul there ure cultural situations in which 
scientists, whatever may be their claims 10 pro
ressional austerity, will contrive somehow to 
identify their specialty with modes of justi1fico-
1ion, or sociulization not discernible in the sheer 
motions of the materi:il operations themselves. In 
its transcendence of natural living, its technical 
~cruplcs, its special tests of purity a clinic or l:ib
orntory can be a kind or secular temple, in which 
ritu:ilistic devotions are taking place. however 
concealed by the terminology of the surface. Un
less properly scrutinized for traces of witchcraft, 
these could funively become devotions to a sa
tanic order of motives. At least such was the case 
with the technological experts of Hitlerite Ger
many. The very sdentilic ideals of :m "imper
sonal'' tenninology can contribute ironically to 

°"a..i./Ah such disaster: for 1t is but o step from treating 
,. . inanimate nature as mere "things" to 1re:.11ing :ini-

~ \JI- ~, mals, and then enemy peoples, as mere things. 
i.,,A. to But they arc 1101 mere things, they ure persons 
~ ••~.cl., and in the sy~tematic denial of whot one knows 
.l,l,.,'-\1 in his heart 10 be the truth, there is a perverse 

(1 principle that can generate much anguish. 

Dual Possibilities 11/ Science 

But one cannot be too careful here. Religion. pol
itics, and economics are notoriously touchy sub
jectc;, and with many persons today, the cult of 
applied science has the animus of oil three rolled 
into one. We should take pains to make this 
clear: we are most decidedly 1101 saying thal sci
ence m11st take on such malign identifications as 
it presumably has, for some scientists, when fit
ted into the motives of a Fai;cist state. In the 
United States, for instance, the Federation of 
American Scientists has been urgently seeking to 
dissociate the idea of atomic war power from the 
idea of national security. Thus the Federntion 
proclaimed, in a statement issued September t, 

1947, on the second anniversary of V-J Day: 

Many persons have justified the support of science 
for i1s war potential, implying that national security 

will rc~ull. We hear this justilicmion in Congress. 
We hear ii even t'rom the atomic mission. We assert 
that nationul ~ccurity cu111101 result from military 
prcparei.lnc~~ or the suppon of scicm:c for its war 
polcntiul. 

When men are of good will. we can always ex
pect many such efforts to breok such sinister 
identifications, which their knowledge of their 
special field enables them 10 recognize as false. 

Unfortunalely, good will as thus circum
scribed is not enough. The same statement goes 
on to say: "Our Government has advocated u 
sound policy in the United Nations concerning 
atomic energy." Yet there seems much justice in 
the complaint of the Soviet delegates that the 
measures we propose would guarantee the 
United States pefl)etual superiority in this field, 
unless other nations deliberately violated the pro
posed treaty by finding ways 10 continue their ex
periments in secret. 

In a speech made before the United Na1ions 
Atomic Energy Commission (September 10, 

I 94 7), the Soviet representative, Gromyko, came 
upon some paradoxes in this connection. He was 
attacking United States' proposals for giving "the 
right of ownership" to on i11tema1io11al organ of 
control. He contended 1ha1 this arrangement 
would contradict the principle of state sover
eignty. Thus the socialist dclegace was orguing 
for the re.rtriction of ownership 10 national 
boundnries, while the world's greatest capitalist 
country argued for ownership by a universal 
body. On its face, the capitalist proposal seems 
much nearer 10 the ideal socialist solution than 
lhe position of the Soviet Union is. 

However, the history of corporate manage
ment in rhe United States, and of political parties 
everywhere. gives ample evidence of all the de
vices whereby ac.:tual c:011truf of a property dif
fers from nomin"l ownership of ii. And obvi
ously the interests in actual colllrol of the agency 
trot allocated the rights and resources of ulomic 
development could have all the advantages of 
real ownership, however international might be 
the .fictions of ownership. Where the co11trol re
sides, there resides the ji111ctio11 of ownership. 
whatever the fictions of ownership may be. It 
would certainly br no new thing to rhetoric if 
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highly discri111ina101y claims were here being 
protected in the name of 1111i11ersa/ rights. And 
the Soviet delegate was at least justified in call
ing for measures that unmistakably avoid such a 
possibility, which was not considered in the sci
entists' statement as published in the press. There 
w;is a hint of "maneuvering" in our proposals, 
maneuvering to put the Russians in the position 
of seeming 10 delay an adequate international 
control over the :itomic bomb, when there were 
strong doubts whether our own Congress would 
itself have agreed to any such conll'ol. 

Lying outside the orbit of the scientists' spe
cialty, there are psychological considerations 
which are nearly :ilways slighted, since they in
volve identifications manifestly extrinsic 10 

atomic physics in itself. Possibilities •f deception 
urise panicularly with those ironies whereby the 
scientists' truly splendid terminology for the ex
pen smashing of lifeless things can so c:itch a 
man's fancy th:it he would tr:insfer it to I.he realm 
of human relations likewise. It is net a great step 
from the purely professional poisoning of hann
l'ul insects 10 the purely professional blasting and 
poisoning of human beings, as viewed in simi
larly "impersonal" tenns. And such inducements 
are particularly there, so long as factional divi• 
sion (of class, race, nationality, :ind the like} 
make fer lhe ironic mixture of identification and 
dissociation th:it marks the function of the scape
goat. Indeed, the very "global" conditions which 
c:ill for lhe gre;iter identification of all men with 
one another have at I.he same time increased the 
range of human conflict, the incentives to divi
sion. It would require sustained rhetorical effort 
backed by the imagery of a richly humane and 
spontaneous poetry, to make us fully sympathize 
with people in circumstances greatly different 
from our own. Add now the international rival
ries that go11d to I.he opposite kind of effort, and 
that make it easy for some vocalizers to make 
their style "forceful" by simply playing up these 
divisive trends, and you see how pervened the 
austere scientific ideal may become, as released 
into a social texture unprepared for it. 

The good will of sciencists is not enough, 
however genuine it may be. There is the joke of 
the father who put his little son on the table and, 

holding out his arms protectively said, • Jump.'' 
The trusting child jumped: buc instead of catch
ing him, the father drew back, and let rum foll t• 
the floor. The child was hun, both physically and 
in this violation of its confidence. Whereupon the 
father drove home the moral: "Let that be a les
son to you. Never trust anyone, noc even your 
own father." Now, when the apologists of sci
ence teach their subject thus, instead of merely 
exalting it, we c:in salute them for truly admon
ishing us, in being as "scientific" about the criti
cism of science as in the past they have been 
about the criticism of religion. 

To sum up: 
( 1) We know as a maner of record, that science 

under Fascism became sinister. (2) We are repeat
edly being admonished that U1ere is a high percent
age of Fascist motivation in our own society. (3) 
Why. then, should there not be, in our society, a 
correspondingly high incentive to sinister science? 
Particularly inasmuch as sinister motives already 
show in much of our art, both popular and recon
dite, while the conditions of secrecy imposed upon 
many experimental scientists today :idd a "conspir
atorial" morive to such "autonomous" activity. In 
the past. the gre.itfr,,mk.J1ess of science has been its 
noblest at1ribute, as judged from the purely human• 
istic point of view. But any tendency to place sci
entific development primarily under the heading of 
"war potential" must endanger this essential moral• 
is tic element in science, replacing the norms of uni• 
versa[ clarity with the divisive demands for con
spiracy. insofar as such conditions prevail, science 
loses the one ingredient that can keep ii whole• 
some: its enrollment under the forces of lighr. To 
this extent, the scientist must reject and resist in 
ways that mean the end of "autonomy," or if he ac
cepts, he risks becoming I.he friend of fiends. Sci
entific discoveries have always, of course, been 
used for the purposes of war. But the demand that 
scientific :idvance per se be guided by military con• 
siderations changes the proportions of such moti
vation tremendously. Scientists of good will must 
I.hen become uneasy, in that the morality of their 
specialty is no longer enough. The Ii beral ideal of 
autonomy is denied them, except insofar as they 
can contrive 10 conceal from themselves the true 
implications of their role. 
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cation. a way of amplifying a statement so that 
it carries better 10 a large or distant audience. 
Hence, the persuasive identifications of Rhetoric 
in being so directly designed ror 11sc, involve us 
in a special problem of co11scious11ess, as exem
plified in the Rhetorici.in 's particular purpose for 
a given statement. 
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The thought of self-deception brings up another 
range of po$sibilities here. For there is a wide 
range of ways whereby the rhetorical motive. 
through the resources of identification, can oper• 
ate without conscious direction by any paniculor 
agent Classical rhetoric stresses the element of 
explicit llesign in rhetorical enterprise. But one 
can systematically extend the rnnge of rhetoric, if 
one studies the persuasiveness of false or inade
quate tenns which may not be directly imposed 
upon us from without by some skillful speaker, 
but which we impose upon ourselves. in va:rying 
degree~ of deliberateness and unawareness. 
through motives indeterminately self-protective 
and/or suicidal. 

We shall consider these mauers more fully 
Inter, when we study the rhetoric of hierarchy (or 
:is it is less revealingly named, bureaucracy). 
And our later pages on Marx aoo Veblen would 
apply here. But for the present we might merely 
recall the psychologist's concept of "malinger
ing," 10 designate rhe ways of neurotic persens 
who, though not actunlly ill, persuade themselves 
that they are, and so can cluim the attentions and 
privileges of the ill (their feigned illness itse If be
coming, at one remove, genuine), Similarly, if u 
social or occupational class is not too exacting in 
the scrutiny of identifications that natter its inter
ests, its very philosophy of life is a profitable ma
lingering (profit:ible at least until its inaccuracies 
catch up with it)-and as such. it is open w ei
ther attack or analysis, Rhetoric comprising both 
the use of persuasive resources (rhctorico urens, 
as with the philippics of Demosthenes) and the 
study of them (rhetoric docens, a$ wilh Aris
totle's treatise on the "an" of Rhetoric). 

This aspect of identification. whereby one can 
protect an interest merely by using tenns not in
cisive enough to criticize it properly. often brings 
rhetoric to the edge of cunning. A misanthropic 
politician who dealt in mankind-loving imagery 
could still think of himself as rhetorically honest, 
if he meant to do well by his constituents yet 
thought that he could gee their votes only by such 
display. Whatever the falsity in overplaying a 
role. there may be honesty in the assuming of 
that role itself; and the overplaying may be but u 

The thought gives a glimpse into rhetori
cal motives behind many characters in drama 
and fiction. Shakespeare's lngo and Moliere's 
Tanuffe are demons of Rhetoric. Every word and 
act is addressed, being designed to build up false 
identifications in the minds of their victims. Sim
ilarly, !here is a notable ingredient of Rhetoric in 
Stendhal's Julien Sorel, who combines "height• 
ened consciousness·• with "freedom" by a per
versely frank decision to perfect his own kind of 
hypocrisy as a means of triumphing over the 
hypocrisy of others. All his actions thus become 
rhetorical. fnimed for their effect; his life is a 
spellbinding and spellbound address 10 an audi
ence. 

Did you ever io a friend an injury by acci
dent, in all poetic simplicity? Then conceive of 
this same injury as done by sly design. and you 
are forthwith within the orbit of Rhetoric. If you, 
like the Stendhals and Gides, conceive a char
acter by such sophistication, Rhetoric as the 
speaker's auempt to identify himself favorably 
with his audience then becomes so transfonned 
that the work may seem to have been wriuen 
under an esthetic of pure "expression,'' withou1 
regard for communicotive appeal. Or it may ap
peal perversely, to warped motives within the au
dience. Or it may be but an inremalizing of the 
rhetorical motive. as the very actions of such a 
representative figure take on a rhetorical cast. 
Hence, having woven a rhetorical motive so inte
grally into the very essence of his conception. the 
writer can seem to have ignoreli rhetorical con• 
siderations; yet, in the sheer effrontery of his pro
tagonist there is embedded, however disguised or 
lransfonned. an anguish of communication (com
munication being, as we have said. a generalized 
form of love). 

As regards the rhetorical ways of Stendhal's 
hero, moving in the perverse freedom of duplic
ity: After the disclosure of his cunning. Julien 
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abandons his complex rhetorical morality of 
hypocrisy-Lo-outhypocririze-the-hypocrites, and 
regains a new, suicidally poetk level •f simplic
ity. "Jamais Celle lele II 'avail e/C DIISSi poetique 
q11 'att moment oLi el/e allait tomber.. "' The whole 
structure of the book could be explained as the 
account of a hero who, by the disclosure of his 
Rhetoric, was jolted into a tragically direct po
etic. Within the terms of the novel, "hypocrisy" 
was the word for "rhetoric," such being the qual
ity of the rhetoric that marked the public life of 
France under the reign of Napoleon le Petil. 

Rltetoric of "Address" (to tl1e llldfridual Soul) 

By our arrangement, the individual in his unique
ness falls under the head of Symbolic. But one 
should nol thereby assume that what is known as 
"individual psychology" wholly meets the same 
test. Particularly in the Freudian concern with the 
neuroses of individual patients, there is a sLrongly 
rhetorical ingredient. Indeed, what could be more 
profoundly rhetorical than Freud's notion or a 
dream that a11ains expression by stylistic sub
terfuges designed to evade the inhibitions of a 
moralistic censor? What is this but the exact ana
logue of the rhetorical devices of literature under 
political or theocratic censorship? The ego wit.h 
its id confronts the superego much as an orator 
would confront a somewhat alien audience, 
whose susceptibilities he must flatter as a neces
sary step towards persuasion. The Freudian psy
che is quite a parliament, with contliccing inter
ests expressed in ways variously designed to take 
the claims of rivul factions into account. 

The best evidence of a strongly rhetorical in
gredient in Freud's view of the psyche is in his 
analysis of Wi1 and Its Relatio11 to the U11con
sc1011s. In particular, we think of Freud's concern 
with the role of an audience, or "third person," 
with whom the speaker establishes rapport, in 
their common enterprise directed against the butt 
of tendentious witticisms. Here is lhe purest 
rhetorical pattern: speaker and hearer as partners 
in partisan jokes made at the expense of another. 
If you "inrema!ize" such a variety of motives, so 

•"Nev~r wus that head so poetic u.~ al the moment when il 
wa, nhout to foll." (Ed.) 

chat the same person can participate somewhat in 
all three positions, you get a complex individual 
of many voices. And though these may be 
treated, under the heading of Symbolic, as a con
certo of principles mutually modifying one an
other, they may likewise be seen, from the stand
point of Rhetoric, as a parliamentary wrangle 
which the individual has put together somewhat 
as he puts together his fenrs and hopes, friend
ships and enmi1ies, health and disease, or those 
tiny rebirths whereby, in being born to some new 
condition, he may be dying to a past condition, 
his development being dialectical, a series of 
tenns in perpetual transformation. 

Thus by a roundabout route we come upon an
other aspect of Rhetoric: its nature as addressed, 
since persuasion implies an audience. A man can 
be his own audience, insofar as he, even in his se
cret thoughts, cultivotes certain ideas or images for 
the effect he hopes they may have upon him; he is 
here what Mead would call "an 'I' addressing its 
·me"'; und in this respect he is being rhetorical 
qui1e as though he were using pleasant imagery to 
influence an outside audience rather than ene 
within. In traditional Rhetoric, 1he relation to an 
e:<ternul audience is stressed. Aristotle's Ari of 
Rheroric. for instance, deals with the appeal to au
diences in this primary sense; Jt lists typical be
liefs, so that 1he speaker may choose among them 
the ones with which he would favorably identify 
his cause or unfavorably identify the cause of an 
opponent; and it lists the traits of charuccer with 
which the speaker should seek to identify himself, 
as a way of disposing an audience favorably to
wards him. But a modem "post-Christian" rhetoric 
must also concern itself with the thought thut, 
under the heading of appeal to audiences, would 
also be included any ideas or images privately ad
dressed to the individual self for moralistic or in
cantatory purposes. For you become your own nu
dience, in some respects a very lax one, in some 
respects very exacting, when you become in
volved in psychologically stylistic subterfuges for 
presenting your own case to yourself in sympa
thetic 1enns (and even terms that seem harsh can 
oflen be found on closer scrutiny to be flattering, 
as with neurotics who visit sufferings upon them
selves in the name of very high-powered motives 
which, whatever their discomfiture, feed pride). 
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Such considerations make us alert to the in
gredient of rhetoric in all socialization. con~id
ered as a 111orali:.i11g process. The individual per
son, striving to fonn himself in accordance with 
the communicative norms that match the cooper
ative ways of his society, is by the same token 
concerned with the rhetoric of identification. To 
act upon himself persuasively, he must variously 
resort 10 images and idea that are formative. Ed
ucation ("indoctrination") exerts such pressure 
upon him from without; he completes the process 
from within. If he docs not somehow act to tell 
himself (as his own audience) what the various 
brands of rhctorici:in have told him his persua
sion is not complete. Only those voices from 
without are effective which can speak in the lan
guage of a voice within. 

Among the Tanala of Madagascar, it is said. 
most of those tribesmen susceptible to tromba 
("neurotic seizure indicated by an extreme desire 
Lo dance") were found to be among the least fa. 
vored members of the tribe. Such seizures arc 
said to be a device that makes the possessed per
son "the center of all the auention." And after
wards, the richest and most powerful members of 
the sufferer's family foot the bill, so that "the in
dividual's ego is well satisfiell and he can get 
along quite well until the next lromba seizure oc
curs." ln sum, "like most hysterical seizures. 
lromba requires an audience." 

The citations are from A. Kardiner, The l11di
vid11al and His Society (New York: Columbia 
University Press). They would suggesl that. 
when asking what all would fall within the scope 
of our topic, we could also include a "rhetoric of 
hysteria." For here too are expressions which are 
addressed-and we confront an ultimate irony, 
in glimpsing how even a cawtonic lapse into 
sheer automatism, beyond the reach of all nor
mally linguistic communication, is in its origins 
communicative, addressed, though it be a para• 
logical appeal-that-ends-all-appeals. 

Rhetoric a11d Primitive Magic 

The Kardiner citations arc taken from a paper by 
C. Kluckhohn on "Navaho Witchcraft," contain
ing observations that would also bring witchcraft 
within the range of rhetoric. Indeed, where 

witchcraft is imputed as a motive behind the indi• 
v1dual search for wealth, power, or vengeance, 
can we not view it as a primitive vocabulary of 
i11divid11alis111 emerging in a culture where trihal 
thinking had been uppermost. so that the individ
ualist motive would be admilled and suspect? 
And :rny breach of identification with the tribal 
norms being sinister, do we not glimpse rhetori
cal motives behind the fact that Macbeth's pri
vate ambitions were figured in terms of witches? 

At first glance we may seem to be straining 
the conception of rhetoric 10 the breaking poinl. 
when including even a treatise oo primitive 
witchcrart within its range. Bui look again. Pre 
cisely at a Lime when the term "rhetoric" had 
fallen into greatest neglect and disrepute, writer, 
in the "social sciences" were, under many guises. 
making good contributions 10 the New Rhetoric. 
As usual with modern thought, the insighL~ 
gained from comparative c11lt11rc could throw 
light upon the classic approach Lo this subject; 
and again, as usual with modern lhough1, this 
light was interpreted in terms that concealed its 
true relation 10 earlier work. And though the pre· 
sent writer was strongly in0ucnccd by anthropo
logical inquiries inlo primitive magic, he did not 
clearly discern the exact relation between lhe an
thropologist's concern with magic and the Jiter
:iry critic's concern with communication until he 
had systematically worked on this Rhetoric for 
some years. Prior Lo this discovery, though he 
persisted in anthropological hankerings, he did so 
with a bad conscience; and he wa.~ half willing to 
agree with literary opponents who considered 
such concerns alien to the study of literature 
proper. 

Now, in noting methOtlically how the anthro
pologist•~ account of magic can belong in a 
rhetoric, we are belier equipped 10 sec exaclly 
wherein the two fields of inquiry diverge. An
thropology is a gain 10 literary criticism only if 
one knows how to ''discount" it from the stand
point of rhetoric. And, ironically, anthropology 
can be a source of disturbance, not only 10 liter
ary criticism in particular, but to the study of 
human relations in general, if one does not so 
discount it, but allows its terms 10 creep into 
one's thinking at points where issues should be 
swdied explicitly in terms of rhetoric. 
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We saw both the respects in which the anthro
pologists' study of magic overlaps upon rhetoric 
and the respects in which they are distinct when 
we were working on a review of Ernst Cassirer's 
Myth of the State. The general proposition that 
exercised us can be stated as follows: 

We must begin by confroming lhe typically 
scienti!;t view of the relation between science and 
magic. Since so many apologists of modem sci
ence, following a dialectic of simple antithesis, 
have looked upon magic merely as an early form 
of bad science, one seems to be left only with a 
distinction between bad and good science. Scien
tific knowledge is thus presented as a terminol
ogy that gives an accurate and critically tested 
description of reality; and magic is presented as 
antithetical 10 such science. Hence magic is 
treated as an early uncritical attempt to do what 
science does, but under conditions where judg
ment and perception were impairecl by the 
nai'vely anthropomorphic belief that the imper
sonal forces of nature were motivated by per
sonal designs. One thus confronts a flat choice 
between a civilized vocabulary of scientific de
scription und a savage vocabulary of mugical in· 
cancation. 

In this scheme. "rhetoric" has no systematic 
location. We recall noting the word but once in 
Cassirer's Myth of the Swre, and then it is used 
only in a random way; ye1 the book is really 
about nothing more nor less than a most char-.1c• 
teristic concern of rhetoric: the manipulation of 

~ men's beliefs fOf political ends. 
Now, the basic function of rhetoric, the use of 

words by human agents to form attitudes or to in
duce actions in other human agents, is certainly 
nol "magical." If you are in trouble, and call for 
help, you are no practitioner of primitive magic. 
You are using the primary resource of human 
speech in a thoroughly realistic way. Nor, on the 
other hand, is your utterance "science," in the 
strict meaning of science today, as a "semantic" 
or "descriptive" terminology for charting the 
conditions of nature from an "impersonal" point 
of view. regardless of one's wishes or prefer
ences. A call for help is quite "prejudiced"; it is 
the most arrant kind of "wishful thinking"; it is 
not merely descriptive, it is hortmory. It is not 
just trying 10 tell how things are, in strictly 

"scenic" tenns; it is trying to muve people. A call 
for help might, of course, include purely scien
tific statements, or preparations for action, as a 
person in need might give information about par
ticular dangers to guard against or advantages to 
exploit in bringing help. But the call, in Jtself, as 
such, is not scientific; it is rhetorical. Whereas 
poetic language is a kind of symbolic action, for 
itself and in itself, and whereas scientific action 
is a preparation for action, rhetorical language is 
inducement 10 action (or to attitude, altitude 
being an incipiem act). 

If you have only a choice between m:.igic and 
science, you simply h3ve no bin in which to ac
curately place such a form of expression. Hence, 
since "the future" is not the sort of thing one can 
put under a microscope, or even test by a knowl
edge of exactly eq11iva/e111 co11di1io11s in the past, 
when you tum to political exhortation, you are 
involved in decisions that necessarily lie beyond 
the strictly scientific vocabularies of description. 
And since the effective politician is a "spell
binder," it seems to follow by elimination that 
the hortatory use of speech for political ends can 
be culled "m:igic," in the discredited sense of that 
term. 

As a result, much analysis of political exhorta
ti•n comest• l•ok simply like a survival of prim
itive magic, whereas it should be handlei in its 
own tenns, as an aspect of what it really is: 
rhetoric. The approach to rhetoric in terms of 
"word magic" gets the whole subject turned 
backwards. Originally, the magical use of sym
bolism to aftiect natural processes by rituals and 
incantations was a mistaken transference of a 
proper linguistic function to an area for which it 
was not fit. The realistic use of addressed lan
guage to induce action in people became the 
magical use of addressed language to induce 1110-

1io11 in things (things by nature alien to purely 
linguistic orders of motivation). If we then begin 
by treating this erroneous and derived mllgical 
use as primW)', we are invited to treat a proper 
use of language (for instance, political persua
sion) simply as a vestige of benightedly pre-sci
entific magic. 

To be sure, the rhetorician has the tricks of his 
trade. But they are not mere "bad science"; they 
are an "art." And any overly scientist approach to 
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them (treating them in tenns or flat dialectical 
opposition to modem 1echnology) must make our 
world look much more "neoprimitive" than is re
ally 1.hc case. At 1he very least, we should note 
chat primitive magic prevailed most strongly 
under social conditions where the rationalization 
of social effort in terms of money was negligible; 
but the rhetoric of modem politics would estab
lish social identifications atop a way of life 
highly diversified by money, with the extreme di
vision of labor and statu!'. which money served to 
rationalize. 

Realistic F1111ctio11s of Rhetoric 

Gaining courage as we proceed. we might even 
contend that we are not so much proposing to im
port anthropology imo rhetoric as proposing that 
anthropologists recognize the facter of rhetoric in 
their own field. That is, if you look at recent stud
ies of primitive magic frcm the standpoint of this 
discussion, you might rather want to distinguish 
between magic as "bad science" and magic as 
'primitive rhetoric.'' You then discover that an

thropology docs clearly recognize the rhetorical 
f w1cti•11 in magic; and far from dismissing the 
rhetorical aspect of magic merely as bad science, 
anlhropology recognizes in it a pragmaLic device 
that greatly assisted the survival of cultures by 
promoting social cohesion. (Malinowski did 
much work along these lines, and the Kluckhohn 
essay makes similar observations about witch
craft.) Bul now thal we have confronted the term 
"magic" with the term "rhetoric," we'd s:iy that 
one cemes closer to the true state of affairs if one 
treats the socializing aspects of magic as a "prim
itive rhetoric" than if one sees modem rhetoric 
simply as u "survival of primitive magic." 

For rhetoric a.v such is 1101 roo1ed in any past 
condition of h11111a11 society. Ir is rooted i11 a11 es
sential function of language itself, a .ftmctio11 that 
is wholly realistic, a11d is conti1111a/ly bom anew: 
the use of la11g11age ns a symbolic means of i11-
d11ci11g coopcratio11 i11 beings that by 11a111re re
spo11d to symbols. Though rhetorical considera
tions may carry us far afield. leading us to violate 
the principle of autonomy separating Lhe various 
disciplines, there is an in1rinsically rhetorical mo
tive, situated in the persuasive use of language. 

And this persuasive use of language is not de• 
rived from "bad science," or "magic." On the 
contrary, "mogic" was a faulty derivation from it, 
"word magic'· being an attempt 10 produce lin
guistic responses in kinds of beings not acces
sible to the linguistic motive. However, once you 
introduce 1his emendation. you can see beyond 
the accidents of language. You can recognize how 
much of value has been comributed ro the New 
Rhe1oric by Lhcse investigators, though their ob
servations are made in terms that never explicitly 
confront Lhe rhetorical ingredient in their field or 
s1udy. We can place in terms of rhetoric all tho~c 
statements by anthropologists, ethnologists, indi
vidual and social psychologists, and the like, that 
bear upon the persuasive aspects of language, the 
function of language as addressed. as direct or 
roundabout appeal to real or ideul audiences, 
without or within. 

Are we but haggling over a tenn? In one 
sense, yes. We are offering a rationale intended 
to show how far one might systematically ex lend 
the term "rhetoric." In this respect, we are hag
gling over a term· for we must persisL in tracking 
down the ft111ctio11 of that term. But to note the in
gredient of rhetoric lurking in such anthropolo
gist's terms a "magic" anti "witchcraft" is not to 
ask that the anthropologist replace his words with 
C1urs. We are certainly not haggling over terms in 
that sense. The term "rhetoric" is no substitute 
for "magic," "witchcraft," "socialization,'' "com
munication," and so on. But the term rhetoric 
designates a fu11ctio11 which is present in the 
areas variously covered by those other terms. 
And we are asking only that this function be rec
ognized for what it is: a linguistic function by na
ture as realistic as a proverb, though it may be 
quite far from the kind of realism found in 
strictly "scientific realism." For it is essentially n 
realism of the act: moral, persuasive-and acts 
are not "true" and "false" in the sense that the 
propositions of "scientific realism" are. And 
however "false" the "propositions" of primitive 
magic may be, considered from the standpoint of 
scientific realism, it is diffierent with the pecu
liarly rhetorical ingredient in magic, involving 
ways of identification that contribute variously to 
social cohesion (either for the advantage of the 
community as a whole, or for the advantage of 
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special groups whose interests are a burden on 
the community, or the advantages of special 
groups whose rights and duties a.re indetermi
nately both a benefit and a 1ax on the community, 
as with some business enterprise in our society). 

The "pragmatic sanction' for this function of 
magic lies outside the realm of strictly true-or
false propositions; it falls in an area of deHbera
tion that itself draws upon the resources of 
rheloric; it is itself a subject mauer belonging to 
an arr that can "prove opposites." 

To illustrate what we mean by "proving oppo
sites" here: we read an article, let us say, obvi
ously designed to dispese lhe reading public fa
vorably towards the "aggressive and expanding" 
development of American commercial interests 
in Saudi Arabia. II speaks admiringly of the 
tremendous changes which our policies of com
merce and investment will intToduce into a ves
tigially feudal culture, and of the great speed at 
which the rationale of finance and technology 
will accomplish there changes. When consider
ing the obvious rhetorical intent of these "facts," 
we suddenly, in a perverse 11011 sequitur, remem
ber a passage in the Kluckhohn essay, involving 
whnt we would now venture to call "the rhetoric 
of w itchcrafl": 

In a society like 1hc Navaho which is compelitive 
and capitalistic, on the one hand, and still familistic 
on 1he other, any ideology which has the effect of 
slowing down economic mobilily is decidedly 
adaplive. One of 1he most basic strains in Novuho 
society arises out of the incompatibility be1ween 
the demands of f..unilism and the emulation ef Eu
ropean patterns in the .iccumulating of c:ipilal. 

And in conclusion we are lOld that the "survival 
of the society" is assisted by "nny pattern, such 
as witchcraft, which cends to discourage the rapid 
accumulation of wealth" (witchcraft, as an "ide
ology," contributing to this end by identifying 
new wealth with malign witchery). Now, when 
you begin tulking about the optimum rate of 
speed at which culcural changes should take 
place, or the optimum proportion between tribal 
and individualistic motives thnt should prevail 
under a particular set of economic conditions, 
you are tallc.ing about something very important 
indeed, but you will find yourself deep in mailers 

of rhetoric: fcx-nothing is more rhetorical in na
ture than a deliberation as 10 what is too much or 
too little, too early or too l:ite; in such controver
sies, rhetorici:ins :ire forever "proving opposites." 

Where are we now? We have considered two 
main aspects of rhetoric: its use of ide11tificatio11 
and its nature as addressed. Since identification 
implies division, we found rhetoric involving us 
in matters of socialization and faction. Here was 
a wavering line between peace and conflict, since 
identification is got by property, which is am
bivalently a motive of both morality and strife. 
And ina much as the ultim:ite of conflict is war 
or murder, we considered how such imagery can 
figure as a terminology of reidentification 
("transformation" or "rebirth"). For in consider
ing the wavering line between identification and 
division, we shall always be corning upon mani
festations of the logom:ichy, avowed us in invec
tive, unavowed as in stylistic subterfuges for pre
senting real divisions in terms th:it deny division. 

We found that this wavering line between 
identification and division was forever bringing 
rhettric against the possibility of malice .ind the 
lie; for if an identification favorable to the 
speaker or his cause is made 10 seem favorable to 
the audience, there enters the possibility of such 
''heightened consciousness" as goes with deliber
ate cunning. Thus. roundabout, we confronted 
the nature of rhetoric as addressed to audiences 
of the first, second, or third person. Socialization 
itself was, in the widest sense, found to be ad
dressed. And by reason of such simultaneous 
identification-with and division-from as mnrk the 
choice of a scapegoat, we found chat rhetoric in
volves us in problems related to wicchcraft, 
magic. spellbinding, ethical promptings, and the 
like. And in the course of discussing these sub
jects, we found ourselves running into another 
term: persuasion. Rhetoric is the art of persua
sion, or a study of the means of persuasion avail
able for any given situation. We have lhus, devi
ously, ceme to the point :it which Aristotle 
begins hi ,realise on rhetoric. 

So we shall change our purpose somewhat. 
Up to now, we have been trying to indicate what 
kinds of subject matter not traditionally labeled 
''rhelOric" should, in our opinion, also fall under 
this head. We would now consider varying views 
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of rhetoric that have already prevailed; and we 
would try to "generate" them from the same 
basic terms of our discussion. 

As for the relation between "identificutien" 
and "persuasion": we might well keep it in mind 
that a speaker persuades an audience by the use 
of stylistic identifications: his act of persuasion 
may be for the purpose of causing the audience to 
identify itself wilh the speaker's interests; and 
the speaker draws on identification of interests to 
establish rapport between himself and his audi
ence. So, there is no chance of our keeping apnrt 
the meanings of persuasion, identification ( .. con
substantinlity'') and communic:llion (the nature 
of rhetoric .is ·•addressed"). But, in given in-

stances, one or .inother of these elements may 
serve best for extending a line of analysis in 
some particular direction. 

And finally: The use of symbols, by one sym
bol-using entity to induce action in another (per• 
suasion properly addressed) is in essence not 
magical but realis1ic. However, the resources of 
identification whereby a sense of consubstantial
ity is symbolically established between beings of 
unequal status may extend for into the realm of 
the idcali.rtic. And as we shall see la1er, when on 
the subject of order, out of this idenlistic element 
there may arise a kind or magic or mystery that 
sets its mark upon all human relations. 

From Language as Sy,nbolic Action 

Terministic Screens 

I 
DIRECTING THE ATTENTION 

~~ We might begin by stressing the distinction be
~•• h;,... tween a "sclentistic" and a "dramatistic" ap-

a • pro:1ch to the nature of language. A "scienttistic" 
"""~'"' ~ approach begins with questions of naming, or dc-
(?1-1.~' .f111itio11. Or the power of language to define and 
J ~ describe may be viewed as derivative; and its es-

- sential function may be treated as attitudinal or 
hortatory: attitudinal as with expressions of com
plaint, fear, gratitude, and such; hortatory as with 
commands or requests, or, in general, an instru
ment developed through ils use in the social 
processes of cooperation arx1 competition. I say 
''developed"; I do 1101 say "originating." llie ulti
mate origins of language seem to me as mysteri
ous as the origins of the universe itself. One must 
view it, 1 feel, simply as 1he "given." But once an 
animal comes into being that does happen to 
have this partjcular aptitude, the various lribnl id
ioms are unquestionably developed by their use 
as instruments in the tribe's way of living (the 
practical role of symbolism in what the anthro
pologist, Malinowski. has called "context of situ-

ation"). Such considerations are involved in what I 
mean by the "dramatistic." stressing language as 
an ,1spcc1 of"actior1," that il-. :1s "symbolic action:· 

The two approaches, the "scicntistic'' and the 
"dramntistic" (language as definition, and Ian• ~\ 
guagc as act) arc by no means mutually exclu• 
sive. Since both approaches have their proper 
uses, the distinction is not being introduced in
vidiously. Definition itself is a symbolic act, j ust 
as my proposing of this very distinction is a sym• 
bolic act. But though at this moment of begin
ning. the overlap is considerable. later Ire two 
roads diverge considerably. :md direct our auen
tion to quite different kind, ol' ob~crvation. The 
quickest way 10 indicate the. d1flcrenccs of dire,·· 
lion might be by this formula: The "scient1stic" 
approach builds the edifice of language with pri
mary stress upon a proposition such us "IL is. oc 11 

is not." The "dramali<.tic" approach puts the pri• 
mary stress upon such hortatory expressions as 
"thou slwlr, or thou shalt 1101 ... And at the other 
extreme the distinction becomes quite ebvious, 
since the scientistic approach culminates in the 
kinds or speculation wc associate with symbolic 
logic, while the dramatistic culminate!> in the 
kinds of speculation that find their handiest mate
rial in stories. plays. poem~. the rhetoric of ora-
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tory und advertising, mythologies, theologies, 
and philosophies after 1he classic model. 

The dmmatistic view of language, in terms of 
"symbolic action." i~ exercised about the neces
sarily suasive nature of even the most unemo
tional scientific nomenclatures. And we shall 
proceed along those lines; thus: 

I\ 

Even if any given tenninology is a reflection 
of reality, by ~s very nature as a tenninology it ~I must be :i selection of realicy; :ind 10 this extent it 
must function also as a deflection of reality. 

In his seventh Provinci(I/ Letter, Pascal sati
rizes a device which the Jesuits of his day called 
"directing the iniention." For instance, 10 illus
trate satirically how one should "direct the inten
tion," he used a burlesque example of this sort: 
Dueling was forbidden by the Church. Yet it was 
still a prevalent practice. PascaJ satirically 
demonstrated how, by "directing the imention," 
one could both cake part in a duel and not vielate 
the Church injunctions ag:iinst it Thus, instead 
of intentionally going to take part in a duel, the 
duelists would merely go for a walk to :i place 
where the duel was to be held. And they would 
carry guns merely as a precaulionary means of 
self-protection in case they happened to meet an 
armed enemy. By so "directing the intention," 
they could have their duel without having trans
gressed the Church's lhou-shall-not's against du
eling. For it was perfectly proper te go for a 
walk; and in case one encountered an enemy bent 
on murder, it was perfectly proper to protect one
!telf by shooting in selt~defense. 

I bring up this satirically excessive account of 
directing the i11tention, in the hopes thut l can 
thereby settle for less when discussing the ways 
in which "terministic screens" direct the anen
tion. Here the kind of deflection I have in mind 
concerns simply the fact that any nomenclature 
necessarily directs the attention into some chan
nels rather than others. In one sense, this likeli
hood is painfully obvious. A textbook on 
physics, for instance, turns the attention in a dif
ferent direction from the textbook on law or psy
chology. But some implications of this terminis
tic incentive are not so obvious. 

When I speak of "terministic screens," I have 
particularly in mind some photographs l once 
saw. They were different photographs of the 

same objects, the diffierence being that they were 
made with different color filters. Here something 
so "factual" as a photograph revealed notable 
dislinctions in 1exture, and even in form, depend
ing upon which color niter was used for the doc
umentary description of lbe event being 
recorded. 

Similarly, a ll\3n has :i dream. He repons his 
dream h> a Freudian analyst, or a Jungian, or an 
Adlerian, or to a pr:ictitioncr of some other 
school. In each case, we might soy, the "same" 
dream wilJ be subjected to a different color filter, 
with corresponding differences in the nature of 
the event as perceivee, recorded, and interpreted. 
(ll is a commonplace chat patients soon learn to 
have the kind of dreams best suited to the tenns 
favored by their analysts.) 

II 
OBSERVATIONS IMPLICIT IN TERMS 

We have now moved things one step further 
along. Not only does the nature of our temlS ilffecs. 
the nature of our observations, in the sense that the 
terms direct the anenlion to one field rather than to 
another. Also, ma11y of the "observations" ai·e but 
i111pliccitio11s of the parricular terminology in tenns 
of which the obsen,ations are made. In brief, 
much that we take as observations about "reality ' 
may be but the spinning out of possibilities im
plicit in our particular choice of terms. 

Perhaps lhe simplest illustration of this point 
is to be got by contrasting secular and theological 
terminologies of motives. If you wam 10 operate, 
like a theologian, with a terminology that in
cludes "God" as its key term, the only sure way 
to do so it to put in the term, and that's that. The 
Bible solves the problem by putting "God" int• 
the first sentence-and from this initial move, 
many implications "necessarily" follow. A natu
ralistic, Darwinian terminology flatly omits the 
tenn, with a corresponding set of implications
and that's that. I have callea metaphysics ·•coy 
theology" because I.he metaphysician often in
troduces the tenn "God" not outright, as with 
the Bible, but by beginning with a Lenn that am
biguously conlains such implications; then he 
gradually makes these implications explicit. If 
the term is not introduced thus ambiguously, it 
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can be introduced only by fiat, either outright at 
the beginning (like the Bible) er as a 11011 sequilllr 
(a break in rhc argument somewhere along the 
way). In Platonic dialogues, myth sometimes 
serves this purpose of a leap en route, a step pre
pared for by the fact that. in the Platonic dialec
tic, the methodic progress towards higher le11els 
of ge11eralizatio11 was in itself thought of as 
progress 1owords the divine. 

Bul such a terministic situation is not by any 
means confined 10 mailers of theology or meta
physics. As Jeremy Bentham aptly pointed out, all 
terms for mental st.ites, sociopolitical relation
ships, ond the like are necessarily "fictions," in the 
sense that we must express such concepts by the 
use of terms borrowed from the realm of the phys
ical. Thus, what Emerson said in the accents of 
transcendental enthusiasm, Bentham said in the 
accents of ''tough-mindedness." In Emerson's 
"tender-minded" scheme, "nature" exists to pro
vide us with terms for the physical realm that are 
transferable to the moral realm, as !he sight of a 
straight line gives us our word for "right," and of a 
crooked er twisted line our word for "wrong"; or 
as we derived our word for "spirit" from a word 
for "breath," or as "superciliousness" means liter
ally a raising of lhe eyebrow. But Bentham would 
state the same relationship "tough-mindedly" by 
noting that our words for "right," "wrong," 
"spirit,'' etc. are "fictions" carried over from their 
slrictly literal use in the realm of physical sensa
tion. Bentham does not hope that such "fictions" 
can be avoided. He but asks that we recognize 
their nature as fictions. So he worked out a tech
nique for helping to disclose the imagery in such 
ideas, and to discount accordingly. (See C. K. 
Ogden's book, l3e111/ia111 's Theory of Fictions.) 

But though this situation is by no means con
fined to the terminologies of theology or meta
physics, or even to such sciences as psychology 
(with terms for the out-going as vs. the in-turn
ing, for dispositions, tendencies, drives, for the 
workings of the "it" in the Unconscious, and so 
on), by its very thoroughness theology does have 
a formula that we can adapt, for purely secular 
purposes of analysis. I have in mind the injunc
tion, at once pious and methodological, "Believe, 
that you may understand (crede, 11t imelligos)." 
In its theological application, this formula served 

to define the relation between faith and reason. 
That is, if one begins with "faith," which must be 
taken on authority, one can work out a rationale 
based on this faith. But the faith must "precede" 
the rationale .... 

In my book, The Rhetoric of Religio11, I have 
proposed that the word "logology" might be ap
plied in a special way 10 this issue. By "logol
ogy," as so conceived, I would mean the system
atic study of theological terms, not from the 
standpoint of their truth or falsity as statement!J. 
about the supernatural. but purely for the light 
they might throw upon the .forms of language. 
That is, the tactics involved in the theologian's 
"words about God" might be studied as "words 
about words" (by using as a methodological 
bridge the opening sentence in Lhe Gospel of 
John: "In the beginning was the Word, and 1he 
Word was with God, a.nd the Word was God"). 

"Logology·• would be a purely empirical study 
of symbolic action. Not being a theologian, I 
would have no grounds 10 dii.cu~s the Lrulh or fal
sity of theological doctrines as i.uch. But I do feel 
entitled 10 discuss them with regard to their na
ture merely as language. And it is my claim thut 
the injunction, "Believe, that you may under
stand," has a fundamental application to the 
purely secular problem of "terministic screens." 

The "Iogological, · or "tenninistic" coun1cr
part of "Believe" in the formula would be: Pick 
some partic11/ar 110111e11clat11re, some one re1111i11-
istic screen. And for "Thal you may understand," 
the coumcrpan would be: "That yo11 may pro
ceed 10 rrnck down rlic kind.r of observ(llio11 im
plicit i11 the te/'111i110/ogy you have c/10,rr:,1, 

wherlier your choice of rerms was deliberate or 
S/JUII ttJ 111.!0IIS. " 

DI 
EXAMPLES 

I can best state the case by giving some illustra
tions. But first let me ask you to reconsider a pas
sage from Chapter One which presents the matter 
in the most general sense: 

. .. can we bring our.;elvcs to realize just how over
whelmingly much or what we mean by "reality" 
has been builL up for us through nmhing bu1 our 
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symbol syi:tcms? Take away our books, and whut 
linle do we know about history. biography, even 
something so "uown to eanh" as the relative po~i• 
tion of seas anJ continents? What is our "reality" 
for today (heyonu the paper-thin line of our own 
panicular lives) but all this clutter of symbols about 
the past, combined with whatever things we know 
mainly through maps, magazines, newspapers, .lrld 
the like atiout lhe present? In school, as they go 
from class 10 class, siudents turn from one idiom 10 

unother. The varillUS courses in the curriculum ace 
in effect but so many different terminologies. And 
however important to us is the tiny sliver of reality 
each of u; has experienced firsthand, the whole 
overall ''picture" is but a conslruct of our symbol 
systems. To medi!ate on this fact until one sees its 
full implications is much like. peering over the edge 
of things into an ultimate abyss. And doubtless 
that's one reason why, though man is typically the 
symbol-using animal, he clings to a kind of na"ive 
verbol rc:ulism that refuse~ 10 let him reolize the full 
extent of the role played by symbolicity in his no
tions of reality. 

I hope the p11ssage can serve at least some
what 10 suggest how fantastically much of our 
"Reality" could not exist for us, were it not for 
our profound and inveterate involvement in sym
bol systems. Our presence in a room is immedi
ate, but the room ·s relation to our country as n 
nation, and beyond that, to international relations 
and cosmic relations, dissolves into a web of 
ideas and images that reach through our senses 
only insofar a.s the symbol systems that report 
on them are heard or seen. To mistake this vast 
tangle of ideas for immediate experience is much 
more fallacious than to accept a dream as an im
mediate experience. For a dream really is an im
mediate experience, but the information that we 
receive about today's events throughout the 
world most decidedly is not. 

But let us consider some examples of termin
istic screens, in a more specific sense. The child 
psychologist, John Bowlby, wri1es a subtle and 
perceptive paper on "The Nature of the Child's 
Ties to Its Mother." He observes what he culls 
"five instincrual responses" of infan1s, which he 
lists as: crying, smiling, sucking, clinging, fol
lowing. Surely no one would deny thut such re
sponses are there IO see. But at the same time, we 
might recall the observations of the behaviorist, 

John B. Watson. He, too, found things that were 
there to see. For instance, by careful scientific 
study, he discovered sure ways to make babies 
cry in fright or shriek with rage. 

In contrast with Watson's terminology of ob
servalion regarding the nature of infantile re• 
tlexes, note that Bowlby adopted a much more 
.wcial point of view. His tenns were explicitly 
designed to study infantile responses that in
volved the mother in a reciprocal relationship to 
the child. 

At the time I read Bowlby's paper. I happened 
to be doing a monograph on "Verbal Action in 
St. Augus1ine's Co11Jessio11s." I was struck by the 
fact that Augustine's terms for the behavior of in
fants closely paralleled Bowlby·s. Three were 
definitely the same: crying, smiling, sucking. Al
though he doesn't mention clinging as a particu
larly notable term with regard to infancy, as the 
result of Bowlby's list I noticed, as I might other
wise not have. that he frequently uses 1he corre
sponding Latin term (i11l1aerere) regarding his at
tachment to 1he Lord. "Following" was not 
explicitly worked out, as an infantile response, 
though Augustine does refer to Gld us his leader. 
And r began wondering what might be done with 
Spinoza's Ethics in this connection, whether his 
persistent concern with what necessarily "fol
lows" what in Nature could have been in part a 
metaphysician's transformation of a personal 
motive strong in childhood. Be that as it may, I 
was struck by the fact that Augustine made one 
strategically importunt addition 10 eowlby's list: 
rest. Once you mention it, you realize that it is 
very definitely an instinctual response of the sort 
lhat Bowlby was concerned with, since it in
volves a social relation between mother imd 
child. In Augustine s scheme, of course, it also 
11.l lowed for a transfonnation from resting as an 
infant to hopes of ultimately "resting in God." 

Our point is: All three tenninologies (Wat
son's, Bowlby's, Augustine's) directed the anen
tion differently, and thus led to a correspondingly 
different quality of observations. In brief, "be• 
havior" isn't something that you need bu1 ob
serve; even something so "objectively there" as 
behavior must re observed through one or an
other kind of terministic screen, that di reels the 
attention in keeping with its narure. 
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Basically, there are two kinds of terms: terms 
that put things together, and terms that take 
things apart. Otherwise put, A can feel himself 
identified with B. or he can think of himself as 
disassociated from B. Carried into rnnthematics, 

~16r: \c some systems stress the principle of continuity. 
some the principle of discontinuity, or particles. 
And since all laboratory instruments of measure
ment and observation are devices invented by the 
symbol-using animal, they too necessarily gi,ve 
interpretations in tenns of either continuity or dis
continuity. Hence, physicists forever keep finding 
that some sub-sub-sub-subaspect of nature can be 
again subdivided; whereupon it's only a question 
of time until they discover that some new cut 
merges moments previously considered distinct
and so on. Knowing nothing much about physics 
except the te1ministic fact that any observation of 
a physicist must necessarily be stated within the 
resources and embam1ssments of man-made ter-

F<"'~ ""- minologies, I would still dare risk the proposition 
of that Socrates' basic point about dialectic will con-

~?"-4 tinue 10 prevail; namely, there is composition, and 
I,''(" l lhere is division. 

Often this shows up as a distinction between 
terministic screens positing differences of degree 
and those based on differences of kind. For in
stance, Darwin sees only a difference of degree 
between man and other animals. But the theolo
gian sees a difference in kind. That is, where 
Darwin views man as co11ti11uous with other ani
mals, the theologian would stress the principle of 
disco111i1111ity in this regard But the theologian's 
screen also posits a certain kind of co11ti1111ity be
tween man and God that is not ascribed to the re
lation between God and other animals. 

The logological screen finds itself in a pecu
liar position here. It holds that, even on the 
purely secular level, Darwin overstated his case. 
Aod as a consequence, in his stress upon the 
principle of co11ti1111ity between man and the 
orher animals, he unduly slighted the evidence 
for disco111i1111ity here. For he assumed that the 
principle of discontinuity between man and otl1er 
animals was necessarily identical with a theolog
ical view of man. 

Such need not be lhe case at all. Darwin says 
astonishingly little about man's special aptitudes 
as a symbol user. His tenninistic screen so 

stressed the principle of continuity here that he 
could view the principle of discontinuity only as a 
case of human self-flauery. Yet, logology would 
point out: We can distinguish man from other ani• 
mals without necessarily heing over-haughty. For 
what other animals have yellow journalism, cor
rupl politics, pornography, stock market manipu• 
lators, plans for waging lhennonuclear, chemical, 
and bacteriological war? I think we can consider 
ourselves different in kind from other animals, 
without necessarily being overvroud of our dis
tinction. We don '1 need theology. but merely the 
evidence of our characteristic sociopolitical dis 
orders, to make it apparent that man, the typically 
symbol-using animal is alas! something special. 

~ (...A..~4(., 1-- 1-.4(. 
IV 
FURTHER EXAMPLES 

Where are we, then? 
We must use cerministic screens, since we 

can't say anything without the use of lem1s; 
whatever tenns we use, they necessarily consti
tute a corresponding kind of screen: and any such 
screen necessarily direct~ the :mention 10 one 
field rather than another. Within that licld there 
can be different screens. each with its ways of di• 
reeling the auention and shaping the range of ob· 
servations implicit in the given terminology. All 
terminologies must implicitly embody choices 
between the principle of continuity and the prin
ciple of discontinuity. 

Two other variants or thi. point about conti• 
nuity and discontinuity shoult.l be mentioned. 
First. note how it operates in political affairs: 
During a national election, the situation places 
great stress upon a divisio11 between the citizens. 
But often such divisiveness (or discontinuity) can 
be healed when the warring factions join in a 
common cause against an alien enemy (the divi
sion elsewhere thus serving 10 reestablish the 
principle of continuity at home). It should be ap
parent how either situation sets up the conditions 
for its particular kind of c:ipegoat, as n device 
that unifies all those who slrnre the same enemy. 

For a suhtler variant (and here I am somewhat 
anticipating the specific subject mailer of the 
next chapLer) we might cite an observation by 
D. W. Harding, printed in Mcwplwr n11d Symbol. 
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a collection of essays by various writers on liter
ary an<l psychological symbolism. The author 
concedes that the Freudian terminology is highly 
serviceable in calling attention to ideas that are 
nol given full conscious recognition because they 
are repressed. But he asks: Why can there nor 
also be ideas that are unclear simply because we 
have not yet become familiar enough with a situ
ation to take them adequaiely into account? Thus, 
when we see an object at a distance, we do not 
ordinarily "repress" lhe knowledge of its identity. 
We don't recognize it simply because we must 
come closer, or use an instrument, before we can 
see it clearly enough to know precisely what it i . 
Would not a terminology that features the uncon
scious repression of ideas .iutornatically deflect 
our attention from symbols that are not repre.ued 
but merely remote? (Al this point, of course, a 
Jungian terministic screen would ascribe the re
moteness of many dream-symbols co their misty 
survival from an earlier stage in man's develop
ment -a 1erminis1ic device that I have called the 
"temporizing of essence," since the nature of 
conditions 110w is stated quasi-narratively in 
terms of te111roral priority, a vestigial derivation 
from ''prehistory,") 

One more point will end this part of our dis
cussion. Recently I read a paper in which ore so
ciologist accused other sociologists of "ovcrso
cializing" their tenm for the discussion of human 
motives. (The article, "The Oversocialized Con
ception of Man in Modem Sociology," by Dennis 
H. Wrong, appears in the April 1961 issue of the 
American Sociologic:nl Review.) 

This controversy brings us to a variant of the 
rerministic situation I discussed in distinguishing 
between terms for Poetics in particular and terms 
for Language in General. Bui the author's thesis 
really has a much wider application than he 
claims for it. To the extent that all scientific ter
minologies, by their very role in specialized dis
ciplines, are designed to focus attention upon one 
or another particular field of observation, would 
it not be technically impossible for any such spe
cialized terminology to supply an adequate defin
ition for the discussion of 111011 in general? Each 
might serve to throw light upon one or another 
aspect of human motives. But the definition of 
man in general would be formally possible only 

to a pl1ilosop/zic tem1inology of motives (insofar 
as philosophy is the proper field for thoughts on 
man in general). Any definition of man in tenns 
of specialized sci en ti fie nomenclatures would 
necessarily be •·over-socialized," or "over-biolo
gized," or "over-psychologized," or "over-physi
cized," or "over-poetized," and so oo, depending 
upon which specialized tenninistic screen was 
being stretched to cover not just its own special 
field bu1 u more comprehensive area. Or, if we 
try 10 correct the excesses of one ten11inology, by 
borrowing from several, what strictly scientific 
canon (in the modem st:nse of scientific special
izotion) could we adduce as sanction? Would not 
such an eclectic recipe itself involve a general
ized philosophy of some sort? 

V 
OUR ATTEMPT TO A VOID 
MERE RELA TIVJSM 

And now where are we? Must we merely resign 
ourselves t• an endless catalogue of terministic 
screens, each of which can be valued for the light it 
throws upon the human animal, yet none of which 
can be considered central? In one sense, yes. For, 
strictly speaking, there will be as many different 
world views in human history ns there a.re people. 
(Tc,t /ro111i11es, 101 se11te111iae.) We can safely take it 
for granted that no one's "personal equations" are 
quite identical with anyone else's. In the unwciuen 
cosmic con titution that lies behind all man-made 
Constitutions, it is decreed by the nature of things 
that eoch man is "necessarily free" to be his own 
tyrnnt, inexorably imposing upon himself the pecu
liar combination of insights associated with his 
peculiar combination of experiences. 

At the other extreme, each of us shares with 
all other members of our kind (the often-inhuman 
human species) the fatal fact that, however the 
situation came to be, all members of our species 
conceive of reality somewhat roundabout, 
through various media of symbolism. Any such 
medium will be, as you prefer, either a way of 
"dividing" us from the "immediate" (thereby set
tirag up a kind of "alienation" nt the very start of 
our emergence from infancy into that state of ar
ticulacy somewhat misleadingly called the "age 
of reason"); or it can be viewed as a paradoxical 
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way of "uniting" us with things on a "higher 
level of awareness," or some such. (Here again, 
we encounter our principles of continuity and 
discontinuity.) 

Whether such proneness to symbolic activity 
be viewed as a privilege or a calamity (or as 
something of both), it is a distinguishing charac
teristic of the human anim.il in general. Hence it 
can properly serve as the basis of a general, or 
philosophic definition of this animal. From this 
terministic beginning, this intuitive grounding of 
a position, many observations "necessarily fol
low." But are we not here "necessarily" caught in 
our own net? Must we not concede that a screen 
built on this basis is just one more screen; and 
that it can at best be ·penniued to take its place 
along with all the others? Can we claim for it 
special favors? 

If I, or any one person, or even one particular 
philosophic school, had invented it, such doubts 
would be quite justified. But if we pause to look 
at it quizzically, J think we shall see that it is 
grounded in a Icjnd of "collective revelation," 
from away back. This "collective revelation" in
volves the prngmatic recognition of a distinction 
between persons and things. I say "pragmatic" 
recognition, because often the distinction has not 
beenfon11ally recognized. And all the more so be
cause, if an object is closely associated with some 
person whom we know intimately, it can readily 
become infused with 1he identity of that person. 

Reverting now to our original term, "drama
tistic," I would offier this basic proposition for 
your consideration: Despite the evidences of 
primitive animism (that endows many sheer 
things with "souls") and the opposite modes of 
contemporary behaviorism (designed to study 
people as mere things), we do make a pragmatic 
distinction between the "actions" of "persons" 
and the sheer "motions" of "lhings." The slashing 
of the waves against the beach, or the endless 
cycle of births and deaths in biologic organisms 
would be examples of sheer motion. Yet we, the 
typically symbol-using animal, cannot relate to 
one another sheerly as things in motion. Even the 
behaviorist, who studies man in temis of his lab
oratory experiments, must treat his colleagues as 
per.w11s, rather than purely and simply as au
tomata responding to stimuli. 

I should make it clear: I am not pronouncing 
on the metaphysics of this controversy. Maybe 
we are but things in motion. I don't have 10 haggle 
about that possibility. I need but point out that, 
whether or not we are just things in motion, we 
think of one another (and especially of those with 
whom we are intimate) as perso11s. And the dif
ference between a thing and a per on is that the 
one merely moves whereas the other acts. For the 
sake of the argument, I'm even willing to grunt 
that the distinction between things moving and 
persons acting is but an illusion. All I would 
claim is that, illusion or not, the human race can
not possibly get along with itself on the basis of 
any other intuition. The human animal. as we 
know it, emerges into personality by first muster
ing whatever tribal speech happens to be its pilr 

ticular symbolic environment. 
We could not here list even summarily the 

main aspects of I.he Dramatistic screen without 
launching into a whole new project. For present 
purposes, I must only say enough to indicate my 
grounds for contenlling that a Dramatistic screen 
does possess the philosophic character adapted to 
the discussion of man in general, as distinct from 
the kinds of insight afforded by the application of 
special scientific terminologies. 

In behalf of my claim thot the ''dramatistic 
screen" is sanctioned by a "collective revelation" 
of long standing, suffice it to recall such key 
terms as tao, karma, dike, energeia, lwdos, 
acws-all of them words for action (to which 
we might well add Islam, as the name for a sub
missive at1it11de with its obviously active possi
bilities). The Bible starts with God's act, by cre
ative fiat. Contemporary sociological theories of 
"role-taking" fit into the same general scheme. 
Tenns like "transactions," "exchange," "compe• 
tition," "cooperation," are but more specific 
terms for "action." And there are countless words 
for specific acts: give, take, run, think. etc. The 
contemporary concern with "game theories" is 
obviously a subdivision of the same term. Add 
the gloomy thought that such speculative playful
ness now is usually concerned with "war games." 
Dut in any case, the concept of such games must 
involve, in however fragmentary a fashion, the 
picture of persons acting under stress. And even 
when the "game" hypothetically reduces most of 
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the players to terms of mere pawns. we can feel 
sure in advance Ihm. if the "game" does nol make 
proper allowance for the "human equation," the 
conclusions when tested will prove wrong. 

But the thought should admonish us. Often it is 
Lrue that people cnn be feasibly reduced to tenns 
of sheer motion. About fifty years ago. I was sud
denly star1/ed into thinldng when (encountering 
experience purely "symbolwise," purely via the 
news) l read of the first German attacks against a 
Belgian fortress in World War I. The point was 
simply this: The approach to the fortress was 
known to be mined. And the mines had 10 be ex• 
ploded. So wave after wave of human flesh was 
sent forward, as conditiooed cattle, to get blown 
up, until all the mines had been touched off. Then 
the next wave. or 1he next two or three wavi:s 
thereafter, could take the fort. Granted, that comes 
pretty close to sheer motion, doubtless conceived 
in the best war-game tradition. 

Basically. the Drarnatistic screen involves a 
rnethouic trucking down of 1he implications in 

the idea of symbolic action, and of man as the 
kind of being that is particularly distinguished by 
an aptitude for such :ic1ion. To quote from Web
ster's Third New /11ternatio11al Dic1in11ary, which 
has officially recognized "Dramatism" in my 
sense of the term. as treated schematically in my 
Grammar of Motives, it is "A 1echnique of analy
sis of language and thought as basically modes of 
action rather than as means of conveying infor
mation." I would but note that such an "Ism" can 
also function as a philosophy of human relations. 
The main consideration to keep in mind, for 
present purposes, is that two quite different but 
equally justifiable positions are implicit in this 
approach to specifically human motivation. 

There is a gloomy route, of this sort: If action 
is to be our key term, then drama: for drnma is 
the cu!minative form of action .... But if drama, 
then co11jlict. And if conflict, then vicrimage. 
Drnmatisrn is always on the edge of this vexing 
problem, that comes 10 u culmination in tragedy. 
the song •f the scupegoat. 
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